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It it s been observed that about 20 per cent of 
forty to sixty years old i o rtray spruce trees rjF 
e a 
excelsa (Lam.) Link) growing in a dense, mixed stand 
with Sitka spruce ar.0 Douglas fir at Glentre ss 
forest near Peebles in Scotl .nu, have been for the 
last four or five years in a diseased conúiLion 
Ld are gradually dying. The trees are badly 
shaped and in most cases there is a considerable 
amount of resin flow from tiie bark on the lower 
trunk. The trees do not give any evidence of the 
presence of frost rings or cracks in their wood. 
This plantation occupies a hill -slope of moderate 
gradient, leading to the top of the hill (about 
700 -1000 feet above sea -level) . On the whole it 
is a cool, damp ,d milady situation and areas of 
bad drainage occur here and there. Since the 
economic y. k.lue of Norway spruce as a timber- yieldin 
plant is ll known, it is thought that the informa- 
tion concerning the causal agent and the amount : f 
damage caused by it is desirable. va i eh this end in 
view, the present investigation has been undertaken 
during the latter half of 14 It is interesting 
to note here that during this investigation two 
fungi, viz., 5tereum sangpinolentum and Pleurotus miti 
have been found to be associated with the disease and 
these are capable of infecting living trees through 
wounds, eventua_ly causing rot in the wood. It is 
apparent that this association of twc pathogens 
has greatly enhanced the importance and complex 
nature of the prable.,. At the j. msent moment it is 
difficult to estimate the relative importance of the 
two fungi in brining about tie decay in living 
trees and the mature of reactions existing between 
them. An investigation of this nature would 
necessarily require a longer period oaring to the 
slow growth of the fungi and their efïects on a lilt 
host. The data, so far obtained, have been given 
in the following pages aseu largely on studies in 
-t he laboratory as well as in the field. 
Laumann and Jaag (137) have described d diseas 
IL spruce and fir causing severe dt4ra6e in a re- 
afferestation area of the Awnientel in r iitaerland. 
The symptoms described by them are somewhat similar 
to those observed in the present study and are 
attributed only to the virulent pathogen. Pleurotus 
mitis. Although this fungus has been known to 
cause heart-rot of conifers on the continent of 
Europe, yet up to the present it does not appear to 
have been recorded on living trees in Great Britain. 
kece: tly, Day (19b0) has reported a severe case 
of bark necrosis on 1 orday spruce in Drummond hill 
Forest in Perthshire, Scotland. The injuries are 
diagnosed by him as having been caused by frost 
damege usually after pruning live ürunc nes . He has 
reporter unu ligured cracking of the bark ,d1th con - 
sequent outflow of resin. The effect of the injuries 
on the wood of the tree however, nas not been fully 
investigated by him. Ea mentionL  that under such 
conditions sole degree of fungal infection is inevit- 
able alehough it has not yet been possible for him t 
say what types of i i may have entered. 
The same t; pe of injury has been reported by 
Laing (147) on Sitka spruce and the cause of such 
damage has been attributeu to r ectria cucurbitul ,. 
He has found abundane mycelium ,Ana coniula of 1,ectia 
cucurbitula on the dead bark but he did neither 
actually isolate the fungus from the internal tissues 
nor carried out uny infection experiments to prove 
its pathogenicity. His statements on pathogenicity 
are entirely Lased on those given by hartig. 
Although Stereum sanguinolentum has lord, been 
known to occur commonly on dean stumps un i brailclies 
of c cxiiferous trees in Great Lritain and on the 
continents of Lurope anu America, there still exist 
contradictory; statements in to uescription of the 
rot made ry various workers from time to time. As 
such it will be evident that the external symptoms 
exhibited by the infecteu trees unuer con, iueration 
are somewhat different from those described by 
previous workers. In Great Britain vary little is 
known aLoue its parasitic activity although it is 
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reported to cause a Ott- rot of cclniferous tries 
(Dey and Peace, . Yd timber-stain in Norway 
(Cartwr ±ght 
Cartwright 
1 '37) , 
spruces/. acid Findlay (L:7-xo) have isolated 
it from freshly felled poles of spruce anu larch and 
incluertally referred to its sporauic occurrence in 
living trees. in the continent of Europe it occurs 
on various conifers in Denmark (Feruinanusen and 
Jorgensen, l:%38 -3:) and Germany (Eergenthal, 1 ) 
anu also as a wound -parasite in fir and pine (hohmed r, 
1937). In it causes a slow decay in fir and 
pine (Vakine, l:134) . This fungus is also known to 
attack living spruce in orway (Jorstard and Juul, 
1 3) a:sd in Sweden (Lager-berg, 1 I) , l92.) where it 
gains entrance through top -breakage due to snow 
damage or through wounds. Robak (1'3i) has isolates: 
it from Heart -rot of living spruce and mentioned 
(Robak, li14L) that it is commonly round on dead 
coniferous z:ood in Sweden. In Amuoica, it causes a 
heart -rot of balsam fir (ii dull unu iounce , 1v24; 
cCa.luu r 1525 , l:J28) , often causing a top -rot 
(Kaufert, l35). It also induces a sap-rot causing 
much damage in firs, Douglas firs, larches, pines anti 
spruces (Hubert, 1v 3b; Laxter It is a 
dangerous fungus in pruning wounds o1 northern cite 
pine (Spaulding and Col L . ; l au) and the Principal 
agent causing 'slash' decay (Spaulding. 
Thus, it becomes evident that the importance of the 
fungus hasbeen gradually recognised although it is 
difiicult at the ixesent moment to estimute the amount 
of losses causeu by tais fungus but the inuicutions 
are such that it may krove to be a serious 1,athogen 
in Great Lritain anu the losses c..useu k1 it my 
ultimately become very serious. 
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II. SYMPTOMS. 
The symptoms of the disease are few and 
ce-spicucus. The infected trees sho 1on6itudinal 
uepressions of the berk (P1,te fig. ) which may 
often be ill-defineu ULU eemewaat lat. These 
extend from the but-e upwards up to feet; Lut 
occasionally up to a height or 10-12 feet, giving ti: 
trunk a somewhat fluted. appearance. The Lark of 
tae sunken areas is often discolcuree, its unuerly- 
ing tissues die cAriCt LOCC610 deselcatee anu eventually 
it splits lengthaise accompanied by copious outflow 
of resin. (P1.1 Fig. 2 ) Gradually, these areas 
aplear .o sink deeply into the stem owing to centinu a 
growth in thickness in the areas lying between them. 
The lesions usually occur rounu about pruned branche , 
run up and down the stem anu are restricteu within 
the limits of prunix, eut may etimes extenu teear-s 
the base of the trunk where fluting becomes most 
pronounced. The bark ne,a- the Ise of the trunk 
ultimately becomes loose anu separates easily, 
particularly when the poles are cut and dried. A 
mass of whitish uiscoloureu tissue and mycelium is 
often present in between the bark arid the weod. 
The inner surface of the bark and the surface of the 
wood in contact with it show a white mottled appear*. 
ance. 
Cross sections of freshly fe.Lied poles in the 
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early stages of uecuj show irregular to wedge-shaped 
areas (pi.?/- fJlge.,5,6 ) at the ieriphery which are 
light to dark brown, eoeetimes reduish-brown in 
colour. These gradually extend towards the centre 
of the wood into the base oi the trunk and finally 
coalesce cau,ing a butt rot. (131.í7 fig. s ). In 
such cases the ccaree of ILfection appears to be frem 
the bark to the centre of th.e seem. Close exduihati 
reveals that the cambium is kiiieu near the pruned 
branches, po, due to the entr:y of the pathogens 
through dead brancees or other injuriee such as prun- 
ing6 cuts an after killin6 the cambium try spread 
from the peripaery te the cehtre of the wood. The 
erganism seems to spreau much more rakidly in a 
longitudinal direction than lateially. In this way, 
longitudinal strips of cambium re killeunear tile 
pruned branches and further secondea%f growth cannot 
continue. In the areas between these dean cambial 
strips grot a continues and the seem ultimately shows 
prominent ridges. The transition from the normal 
o decayed wood is abrupt and there is no sign of any 
lack line of decay. The discoloureu areas, in an 
%fenced stage show small pockets which are somewhat 
hitish and hollow. 
There was no sie,n of any fructification of the 
causal organisms on the surf ace of the infected trees 
but recently felled logs of such trees that h_d lain 
on the forest floor were fuund with fructifications 
of Stereum sanguinolentum ¿nu i;ïeurotus midis over 
the rotted areus on the surface of tae cross sectio.1 
(Fl. fi;. 3 ). 
III. TIIL CAUSAL AGE.;iti'á 
( ) id.aterials i:uz° 7,çtu%a,. 
The materials for study were obtained in 
Iüovember 1:)46, ira the form of freshly felled infect- 
ed trees from Gieistre ss forest near Peebles in 
Scotland. The fructifications of Stereum 
s__ ánole ;tu1n and Pleurotus mitis were also collect ci 
while growing in an excellent condition on the 
surface of the cross sections of recently felled 
I orway spruce poles lying on the floor of taie forest 
near the infected trees. The trees studied in this 
con ìection were carefully selectee, felled and 
agi. acroscopically examined in trie field to note , as 
fay us possible; the prr re:;s of decay in the Wood. 
D'or further stud;, small sections from different 
regions of the trunk were selected, brought into the 
laboratory, examined and studies while in ú fresh c - 
dition. bdicroscopic examination of the rotted 
areas revealed the presence of abundant mycelium 
within the tissues of the host. Similar infected 
poles, collected in 3eptember,1A48,ariu kept in tae 
laboratory, were also ex lined and studied. 
(b) Isolation and Identification of 
the Caul ,)rg nisms. 
The mycelium froc. the host tissues was isolated 
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und studied. The isolation was /Lade frem the 
infected wood by using portions of iselAed rotted 
tissues from selected regions of the Saide or differ- 
ent poles. Small 1,ieces (-bout 2" x x 
of such wood blocks aere washeu sever,41 is with 
sterile distilled water, dipped vial, in absolute 
alcohol and flamed in order to freu the sulface,as 
far us possible,lrem superficial contaminations. 
One side of the exterior portion of such a aood 
block was removed aith a stel'ile scalpel) a small 
piece of wood as then carefull;) cut out frov the 
freshly expOsed surface Lear the edge of the uecuyed 
area and transferred aseptica.,ld to a tube containi 
alo malt agar slant into ahich it aas 
embedded. In this wak, severaL transfers were maee. 
Other transfers were also done from similar iLfecteu 
s)nace 1oles collected in 148 fre,i the same plant- 
atioE. Cultures were aloo made frell3 poles bearing 
fructification- of Stereum sanuinolentum and 
Pleurotus mitis on their cross-section-ends, The 
iLoculum in such cases was out u centimetre lone', 
us viable mycelia were likely to be 1,r-sent in a 
large .viece of iLoculum than in a small one. In 
such cases it as necessary to soak the wood block.s 
first in distilled aater foi a few hours before the 
transfers were mude. This was neces.Lary in order t 
give the internal 1-Lcelium a start to grow from its 
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inactive cC:.+.e].t.ion within tite dried acad. These 
were then incubated at 230C. ir. ciarkness. In most 
cases t:Ái at:,;'ce.l1a grew out 4Yit,hlli l.l week iJsted the 
su2'ro,intiîn g.ediuúl and sub-cultures were ulaue freu 
euch of these in mat agar tubes which were 
subsL;iuently used us stock cultures. Growth of 
the mycelia from aoou blocks obt«.:í.ned frc,:.: spruce 
logs collected in 1:148, was vers slow and in soue 
cases no groath ai¡r, eared ut all us the fungus might 
have one into a resting c onciiLion or died. A 
few cultures were however, ee,utamíiRated with mould 
anü hece re,;ected. After close exao,iaiatiohs of 
all the isolates it was subsequently found that 
these cultures belonged to tao different fungi and 
exhibited th w char-acter].stics of the cultures of 
S te re um srigu in oïe i_._ tuol and P14 ur otu s li;f t i s. These 
were coiLearc::i with the eolysporous cultures of 
Stereum sarguinolentur,a and Pleurotus Yaitis already 
made available for the purpose and found to be 
ider.ticul with tCie latter in botil cultural and 
microscopic details. The idehtity c,_ these isolate 
was further confirmed ahan these cultures later on 
i:roduced typical fruiting bodies in artificial 
culture ( P.l.:.;tle . TL ii.E;s. 33-36) 
Spore cultures of Stereum sarguir: oleratum aid 
Pleurotus m3tis were made in the fcllowirg way. A 
small portion oi a fresh fruit -body of each fungus 
was fixes excentrically to the inner side of the 
ut.per lid of a Petri -dish containing 2 sterile 
agar and was placed in position with the hymer:ial 
surface uownwards. The were then kept within a 
bell -jar lined insiue th moist blotting paper. 
Lithis 4 few houí s there was copious discharge of 
s, ores on tue agar surface from which initial poly - 
sporous cultures we e made by transferral., tae spore 
aseptically to malt agar tubes and were incubate. 
at 23ßC in darkness. The spores germinate readily 
on the surface of to a agar plates writ ,íi: 12 
hours. A good mycelial groaatù was obtained in all 
tne tubes within a fortnight u the were kept as 
stock cultures for further study and comparison. 
In a great majority or cases the isolates were 
those of Stereum sgaguinolentum but neveltrieless 
eleurotus witis was also isolated fr,m separate 
regions of tne same or dif ere_:t poles. In one 
instaLce both the organisms were not only isolated 
from the same pole but the res,ective rots were only 
a few centimetres apart from each other, being 
separated by hea..tly tis &üs. This statement 
was further corroborated by inuucing the fungi to 
produce fructifications on the rotted areas at the 
cross-section-end of the i . fecteú hole fro', which 
isolations were m:au (Plate % fig L¡ ) From tue 
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number of iso1 tionc so far made, it was eviuent 
that Stereum sou::. uinolenturu was more widely dís- 
trii.ui,eu within the host- tissues than :Pleuro us 
mitis. Further investigations in future with 
isolations made from large numbers of infected trees 
would possibly throw some light as to their relative 
uistr ibutíon within the host plant. 
(c) scri 3y ííó äs oi the S;oroehores 
Aftei. careful macroscopic and microscopic 
exa inùtions cif the spriropb res of Stereum sa44uin- 
ole and Pleurotus mitis an attempt has been made 
to give detailed descriptions in the following pages 
based on materials which developed on section. of 
freshly felled infected poles of Norway spruce waithi 
a couple of months after trey have bet-n brought into 
the laboratory and kept outside in the open during 
the months of October to December. The microscopic 
structures were studied from free hanu sections 
mostly cut fro.., pieces of fresh sperophores.hen 
dries specimens were used the usual proceuure 
recommended by Burt (lí14) a -d Overholts (l'2::) were 
followed and these proved satisfactory. In descriYr- 
ing the hyphae ) small groups of hyphae were teaseu 
frog: sections of different parts of the fruiting bodies, 
the sections being moistened first with a crop of 
7 KOH solution. Overholts (1-20 states that 
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section: cut and mounted in this way show the 
fungus-tise in a remarkable state of turgidity 
comparable to that 01 fresh material. For teinpor- 
ar: mounts t ;, sections were stained with 1% aquous 
e:úi;l or L ctoj4 eiiol- cotton -blue with satisfactory 
results. Staining of the hy;)hae was found to be 
unnecessary, for the uyphae when mounted in la,cto- 
phenol ana tiì, sub -stage diaphragm and the conden- 
ser slightly regulates their visibility was 
decidedly increased. The colours used in the 
following descriptions are accoruirg to Ridgeway 
1. STEREUU SANGUI4OL idi (t,. et. S.) Fr. 
(Plate '% figs, /1,12) 
Fructiiication - Sessile; at first forming sot.e- 
hat orbicular and resupinate patches, tileai 
na row1y- reilexed, later becomang laterally 
confluent auï folmipg broad c cnt inuous sheet, 
measuring 30 - 40 x 30 - by ire. m. or more; 
reflexed portions about m.ßíì. deer from ¡ a . ;ii 
to back, often becoming densely imbricated and 
laterally confluent, so Luewhat folded; úimeusi 
of the resupinate po idol: usually 10 - 16 F$.m 
but in younger specimens much les . (2 -3x3 -5 m. 
thin L-ina leathery; margin thin, acute usu 
white in colour. 
n 
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ÜpDer surface - Villose; with somewhat satiny 
and rauiately adpresseu hairs; faintly zoned 
near the margin; pinkish buff or ;;ale olive 
buff to pale drab gray or pale smoke gray 
towarus the margin. 
Context - Thin, coriaceous, whitish. 
Hywenial surface - Smooth, often with small 
isolateu tubercles; slightly wrinkled at 
places; becowing irregularly cracked in the 
resupinate portion on dr,, ing; bleeding red 
when cut or bruised; pale olive buff, olive 
buff or fuscous, becoming avellaneouw or wood 
brown on drying. 
Lasidia - Cylindrical to clavate; dimension 
about 30--40 (:40) x 44111 di - to tetra- - 
steri ivatic; sterïgr ata 4-5, i long ( ¿ed y Z 
Spores - White in mass, of ;erwise hyaline; 
smooth; oblong or slightly curved, with an 
a?iculus; uinennion aboul t?- 7s5(8.b)x -âßµ. 
¿exE </ . 7, 1 
Cystidiü - None. 
Lactiferous cells - numerous; reddish -brown 
in colour; arising from the layer below the 
hymeníum anu extendirw into it; elongated 
but clavate near the apex; about 300 -400c 
4-5 r. but near the apex b -7.5rí wi de ; bleeu 
when broken; wren mountea in glycerine the 
contents break up into somewhat rectangular 
blocks E Pe Vii, fey- 3'» 
. 
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'l'issue uiiferentiation. -In structure the 
fructificatioï.s are about 3W-400 0.A.),;) js thick 
and the following regions can be dií:f'erentiateu: 
(a) a hymenial layer up to about bOt thick; 
(b) an intermediate nyphäl 1,1;yer measurir 150- 
2 .)O 
/ A 
thick, and composed of densely arranged 
hyaline hyphae, from this layer coloured cenduct 
irk; organs a iginate ana curve upwards into the 
hymenium; (c) a narrow gcluen yellow zone, 
about 50p. wide lying, between, the intermeuiate 
layer and the oute most ita ry coverirs , composed 
of longituuinaïly arrangea hyphae; and (a) the 
ouLerrnost hairy covering co.po: cu of densely 
matted hyphae, about 50-10u (2y0) )a. thick. 
Q hal chigsActeaistics. - 14o k.:.rids of hyphae can 
be recognised: (1) thick-walled, rnatteu or 
loosely interwoven hyaline hyphae of the hairy 
covering, more or less straight, sometimes sligh 
ly flexuous, mostly unbranched, tus aptly sei,tat 
lumen often almost obliterated, without clamp- 
connections, about 2.5 - 5 (7.5) r- wide ana 
sometimes with a few granular contents, ana (2 ) 
com;aratively thin -walled interwoven or longi- 
tudinally arrangea hyphae of the intermeuiate 
layer and golden jellow zone; spsripsly branched 
distantly septate, without clamp- connections, 
sometimes pale yellow in colour, with granular 
contents, about 3-5r. 
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The fructifications of this fungus develop 
readily on freshly felled poles of infected trees 
during tue months of October to January. Iney are 
found tither on the cross-section-ends over the 
rotted areas or en tne cr,cked e-rk. They are 
commonly recegnised in having thin, coriaceeus and 
resupiLate fruitin g bodies and ..itn a narrowly 
turned back margin. Ihe hymenium, somewhat drab 
in colour, bleeds red when wounde, and cracks 
irregularly and deeply on dryin. Numerous c olour- 
ed lactiferous culls in the hymenium and underlyinL, 
tissues are conspicuous diagnostic characters by 
which the species c,n Le readily identified. Owin6 
to their sill size they are difficult to recognise 
..row a ,istance and ,s such, of little nelp as an 
indication of decay IL stanaing trees in the forest. 
According to Lurt (1:)20) and he (1e22) tnere are no 
cystidia but recently '"akefield und Dennis (1W)0) 
have mentioned the Ixesence of yellowish brown 
cystidia in tae hymenium. They nave however, not 
stated anything -bout the presence o numerous 
lactiferous cells so characteri tic of the s,ecies 
and us such yellowish brown cyAiuia described by 
them are in reality the conducting organs of the 
previous workers. These organs bleed i.e., their 
contents come out when broken and this is the uni,,tfe 
character of the conducting organs and not of cystidia 
as given by iverholts (1:-)26). 
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2. PLEUROTUS UTT IS (Pers.) Berk. 
( Plate !%/ Figs. /3- /s ) 
P.ILLUS . - Sub- sessile or shortly stipitate , 
continuous with the stipe in a more or less 
horizontal plane; thin, slightly fleshy, tough 
and fexíble; sub- spathulate to soewhat renifo 
about 5 -15 (2,:im.m. across. 
UPPï SU'AC - At first entirely white , latter 
becoming slightly rufous or showing shùuos 
of salmon colour or flesh ochre near about 
the stipe; smooth, glabrous , cften showir 
fine longitudinal striations near the ú;arg 
margin entire , involute when young or on 
drying. 
FLESH. - Thin; sub - gelatinous below the 
cuticle; white; less tnau .5 m.m. thick. 
UILLS. - Very narrow, linear- lanceolate; 
crowded; adnate ; white, becoming pale 
salmon colour w ít h age or on drying; about 
1 -1.5 m.m. wide. 
STIPE. - Short, lateral, widening into the cap; 
whi a or tinged rufous; sowewhat compressed; 
covered all over with whitish, mealy squares 1e.s; 
about 1-3 m.m. long, sometimes becoming much 
elongated (i -12-15 m.m.) when developed laithin 
cracks, about 1 -1.5 m.m. thick. 
`"IDI - More elongated than the immature ones; 
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narrow ciavute; with stragmatu 
(1.5 -2 tc. long); dimension about 1+0 -20 -2 x 
;.).5 -4 14_ ; immature basir; i L about 
3.3 .6 J-k. eexE- 
SPOT ,2. Sausa e- shapedd; hyaline; ssìilooth; 
diìiier ion about 4- bx1.b -2 -2.5 
`lI TUL D FISR x'1`L' Ia..- A vertical section through 
the upper fleshy portion of the pilerzs s.iows 
three Uiscinet regions; (a) the outermost 
brownish cuticular layer, about 20-SO 
/Lk 
tìicic, (b) an i.termE3uia,te sub- gelátinous 
layer, about 16O -200f :thick, with loose 
stainable hyphae embedded in a gelatinous 
matrix, 4.,r=v (c) a more or less brownish 
basal portion, , about 30 -1O0 , L thick. In a 
cross section or the stipe three different, 
regions can be UistinguiÙheu, viz; (a) a 
dark compact and circular central zone , about 
,OO -12O0 r Lthick 6.11c consister of densely 
interwoven hy.Jiae , (b) an intermediate hyalin 
sub - gelatinous zone, about 2(.3ú -300p trick 
aria with loosely interwoven hyL.i ae ana (c) 
the outerìno t compact zone of about 15J -20O tL 
in thickness. A transverse section o the 
gill shoes a central sub-gelatinous tram, 
about 60-150.u, wide, composed of compact 
parallel i,yphae and its central axis loosenír 
from the sub -hyi enium ai:c hymenium. 
. / l) 
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}rLPilt,L, cliA.FibCTI::is iCS. - Two kinds of hyphae ap i:ea; 
to have entered into the cempositien of the 
fruit -body , via. , (i) thin-walled , hyaline , 
wider hyphae , straight and more or less para1ie 
sometimes slightly flexous, distantly' branched 
and septate , with a fete granular cehtents, 
sometimes empty, about 2.:5 -4(6) wide j .:ithout 
Clamp- cen- ,ections and with walls Giten tart]a11; 
gelatinised , and , ii) thin- v.alleù, hyaline, 
narrow iayphae , about 1.6 to 2.6 ) L wide; f iexuou 
sparingly branched, with clamp- conL.ections 
full of granular contents and more or less 
inter -twined, These two kinds of hyphae are 
characteristic of the gills and the stipe. In 
the gill the wider hyphae are more numerous than 
trie other type and appear to run more or less 
parallel aithin the trama. The narrower 
hyphae , on the other hand, are highly flexuous 
and embedded in a gelatinous matrix within 
the stipe. The fleshy portion of the pilous 
is entirely made up of this tpe of narrow 
f luxuous hyphae siz i.larlÿ efoeeeeu in a 
gelatinous matrix, the wider hyphae being un- 
recognisable as a result of gelatinisation. 
This fungus, long called Maricus mitis Pers. , 
iE well known in France, Switzerland u as w-11 as 
all of Europe wnu is frequently f oun : on dead twigs 
and sLums of coniferous trees. Berkeley (18u0) 
9 
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mentions that it occurs on larch in Scotland and is 
abundantly tounu in ivottingïiamshire. I have collec 
ea it grokaing on deacx twigs and stai of Norway 
spruce, Sí.tka siruce ana Louglas iir from Peebles 
Scotlanu. It rias alo keen collected while grorrixg 
sapropytict.rlly on fl,cots pine in this country. 
Josseror,a z:r.ä "mith (1Ww7) state tiat this species 
is identical with the American sj ecies laz:us 
bL:cilliekora Kauffman ax.0 suggest that these tao 
names should fall irto synonym aí.trt Panellus mitis 
(Pers.) Sir.,,gex-. In arder to avoid c c:niU5ion, I húv 
retained for the j:resent the older name fl.eurotus 
mi Lis by which it is familiarly- known in this count 
and on the coxttinEnt of :urore . 'leurotus Mi Lis is 
easily recognised by its tiny, ahite fructifications 
which later become rufesce,tt. Though not 
exteïnally recognised, its gelatir;ou, flesh and 
trama and narrowly allaxytoid spores are disti.nctive 
ctlaracte- S. fructificai:ions revive after a 
period of uesüication ana are gregarious. 
(d) FU: aG. 13 in CeiLTUI î 
The isolates of _'-. spa inole :tum und P. mitis 
from Norway spruce Caere grown in culture anu their 
characteristics studied on two different meaia, 
viz., potato- dextrio e agar ana molt agar. Potato - 
dextrose agar was prepareu accor eirg to the recipe d 
Fritz (123). Culture tubes (6" x g ") were used for 
23. 
Jaag (1937) determined the ua ximwm,optir( rp and 
minimum temperatures i er the development of the 
fungus on malt mar. `she descriptions Lased on 
cultures oi the isolates from spruce in tais country 
have been given in the foll.oting gages. 
1. OXIDASE 
Taere are evidences in support teat the 
intensity of attack on lit)t .n is directly deiendent 
upon the oxidase activity . the white roe fungi 
and this can be detected by the method describes by 
Lave ndamm (1928) . This oxidase test iras made by 
growing the fungi in Petri- disiaes on 2.b malt oc,,r 
containing 0.e per cent of gallic or tannic acid 
gnu kept at a colis Van t temperature of 230C in dark- 
ness. Dark brou rims appeared within 24 hours 
around the inocula of both the fungi is beating the 
p resence o oxidase. 1. ni ,,.:c, it ive reaction 
indicated that both the isol-tes of S. sa.h uinolent 
and P.P. mitis were rä rite rcpt fungi but their intens 
ity of reaction showed some variation. On gallic 
acid wedium within 24 hours after inoculatie41 P mi 
showed very intense reaction and the c iameter of t. 
ring; was 2O-n5 m.m. y whereas the uiameter cl the 
same produced by S. sanguinol aglg was only 10 rlhm. 
and the reaction was less intense than the other 
(Pl.. a v ,figs . i 7, 22) . On tannic acid medium the 
reactions were intense to very intense in both 
24. 
cases. Anoth. r method to distinguish white rot 
fungi from brown rot ones (Preston and McLennan, 
1Ú4S) was successfully tried by growing both the 
fungi on 2.:i`¡ßá malt agar containing 0.007 per cent 
gentian violet. Being white rot fungi; the violet 
colour of the medium was bleached slowly by them 
and about u to 8 weeks incubation was necessary 
before definite positive results coula be obtained. 
Acccruing to Preston and Fi bLen.ian complete decolor- 
iz :fion of the dye would take place only when the 
oxygen concentration above the medium was greater 
than Erg; and this discolouraï,ion was probably due 
to the production by the white rot fungi, of an 
extracellular oxidase system. 
2. CULTURAL ChAïACTi.ñI:TICS. 
A. Stereuui saz =guinolentum A. et rr. 
(i) habit orcyrth Pl. i / figs./3-2/ ) On potato - 
dextrose agar at 16°C the growth of tiffe mycelium 
started with moderate rapidity and it was Initially 
thin and arachnoiu with un even advancing zone. 
During the first seven days after inoculation it 
remained in this condition excepting on the trans- 
plant where a shaggy ball Kwas most ofta, ; present. 
As the growth advanced ; tige at proper at first 
glabrous, gradually became denser and covered táie 
whole surface or the slant with soft, downy-woolly 
mycelium, somewhat thin, appressed anu fringed at 
2.5 . 
the margin. In about 12 days aft ef inoculatioh 
the mycelium tended to fill the base of the tube 
with a compact felty mat which in the older part, 
was depressed and somewhat opaque. The new growth 
was downy to cottony-woolly and somewhat trans- 
luscent,particularly towards the upper ei of the 
tube. The colouf of the medium changed to yellow- 
ish with a pinkish tinge. Yellowish glistening 
drops of liquid appeared over the inoculum and on the 
mat in about S weeks'time but 'later, these disappear- 
ed. At 230C the growth was mere or less the same 
but the condensation of the mat seemed to be more 
pronounced. On malt agar under identical condition 
the growth was rather slaw, thin and arachnoid at 
the begiLrlíng but somewhat cottony to felty over the 
inoculum and nut a shag6y ball. As the growth ad- 
vanced the mat became felty, patchy and in about a 
month, formed a tough skin-like mat, difficult to 
tear. In general, grewth and albsequent condensa- 
tion of the mycelium to form a thick rat was less 
pronounced in malt agar the that in potato-dextrose 
Agar. 
(ii) Colour - at leC colour- 
ation peared first 'after a week's growth over the 
inoculum as a patch of Apricot buff which later 
deepened to Buckthorn brown or L'urtiwy brown. ithin 
a fortnight after inoculati n, pigmentation of the 
rat at 230C was coLfin,d to the area just around the 
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inoculum and included shades of Antimony yellow, 
luckthorn brown and Mummy brown, while the major 
portion of the wat remained cite. ít yin a week 
after this, diffused Antimony yellow colour appeared 
over the whole wat Lut i -L . was wore pronounced to.iar 
tee loner end of the slant which later dee j.eneu to 
patc es of Jchraccous orange. Aitho4gh pígwei.tatio: 
started early at 2'0C, later it was wore pronounced 
in cultures kept at 18 °C. On ma.1t, agar at 18 °C 
celouratioxa of the inoculum and the suri.ounding at 
started about 1G days after inoculation and was 
...Pinkish buff in colour. Later cthr shades such as 
Lam buff, Antimony yellow and Ochruce °us orange 
developed un the ::mot. These were re stricted to 
limited areas of depressed mycelium of a denser 
texture. At 18 °C colouration of the mat seemed to 
Le more 1.:i°onounced than that at23 °C _d also more 
pronounced than that at 18°C and 2:.)0C on potato - 
dextre e Agar. 
(iii) Kate of a2g14 - The increment in diameter 
on . malt agar at L3 °C 
as i ollows : - 
of Petri -dish cultures 
in darkness were determined 
Days 2 4 6 8 10 l2 
Average diameter of 15 30 45 60 7b 9 
growth (m.m. ) 
These figures indicate that the fungus grows 
with moderate rapidity, with an average daily 
Text-fig. I. asidia, basidiOsoores an0 aerial 
and sulyrierged 
hyphae of s,I.EulallaplanLarzi (a - g) and 
P. i1t1 
(h - 1). (e_s,j-i, ,( 6s-0). 
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increment in diameter of 7.5m.ra. At 18oC on tne 
satïìe medium the ¿,rowt;1 was slightly slower with an 
average daily increment of growth oi 7 m.in. 0n 
potato-dextrose agar, on tie oti,er hand, the rate of 
growth at .3°C was much more rapid than tciat on malt 
gar itii an av-rage wily increment in o.iametel oi 
8.6 úi.iTi. 
e-é 
(iv) ;`. ch:rctcrs (text,fiE;. i , ,P1. % 
Adyar.cin=; zee: hypñae hyaline, straight 
or flexuous, s par°ir6ly branched; usually distantly 
sei;tate ï with frequent large , simple clamp-connection 
sometimes in opposite pairs 'or whorled, about 
)-b(7) 
iL 
wi de , with c o..s pieuous granular contents, 
sometimes pale yellow in colour. 
1.12E1:41 _1121114111: three types of hyphae can be 
ra:ecgnisea, via.; (1) wider tnín-walled hypYae 5 more 
or ïes6 straight or slightly flexuous, usually. 
distantly septate , with a few simple or paired, arche 
clamp-connections, very sparingly tardnched, usually 
5.6 - 6.5 p.. wide but may be up to 7.5 - 8/1_ broad; 
sometimes with yellowish-brown contents, often giving 
rise to finer byphae from the sides which may be 
clustered at the septa (Text.fig.i , d,g, ); (2) thl1:- 
alled narrower hyphae, sparingly branched, uistarttly 
septate, rarely with simple c:l.amp-conections which 
may grow out to form new Ilyjtìae; ai;oui 2.6 - 4.br 
wide, oïten yiru:l.ly coileu (Pl. T77 figs.26,0; .,ríth 
9 
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or hi itiiouL granular contents; hyaline or UroM.nlstl 
7 ira c ,.lour Text-i ig. f, c, e ) ; ( 3 ) very 5 
taileci , hyaline ! much branched hy};hae origínatír; 
from the Laicier or intex°:maeuiate tyres, ,Aten flexuous 
with dense ;grariulixr conter.ts, without clamp-connec- 
tions (T'ext-î1.g.1_ , f ) . 
14ubmCl-geci m.Leeliurn: The same three types of 
hypizae can be r°eccgrli:.eu but .with slight difleie.:ces 
as f ollo.JS -( l) i caer nypnae very r.urue rous , 
hyalinL; , woAly rJith granulär contea? ts , about b.5 
6.6 . L.idE, often slightly constricted. at the septa, 
without clämp-cnnections; (2) intermediate type 
í'äirly Humorous, sparing ly branched, ,branches 
fie xucus, tiritä Or wítilout granular ccntents, i1y,;.ï.ihe 
or faintly coloured; distantly se j tate , rarely 
spirally coils a; (Z)) finer hyphae vtry few, Cr,; sta: 
large, numerous. 
B. L3.ü`ïS (Pers,) Lark. 
(i) Habi4 of groldth (P1.2,! fig8.23-25). On 1:c,"(.<a,to- 
dextros.e i*ar ut 180C (j .g. 23 Q) t:ae grcr.Jtii was at 
first sloaa be-Pt-IL.; only confined to the iYìoci11uL1 cis 
a :àensc:, ..hite arad felty covering, .As the growth 
advanced, the mycelium conú.enseci over i. forming, a 
felty ball while on the agar surface it remained 
entirely akÿre3secl, sodden and colourless with 
ínciistinctly fimbriateu margin. ïn about 10 days 
b 
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after inoculatioL:, the uat proper became differ- 
entiated into a bread central; widte and felty 
zone around the, ineculum and a distinct oppressed 
and colourless advanci about 2-3 m.m. wide. 
In cultures about 20-days-old the mat presented the 
api,earaLce of a dense, wAte and smoo-Ln fele 
the region just 'whine the od.vancing zone tended 
to beceix SOliewlat raised and sub-felt,;, LI old 
cultures both the central L11.-iu advancing zones 
become felty but were, separated frcm each other 
by a nor-ow sub-felty area and eventually a thin 
skli vas formed. Considerable discolouration of 
the medium was noted in cultures 10-.iays-ol.1 nu 
it was pale yellow.. At 2L°C (fig,23-C) OL the OtLW 
h the habit of growth was more or less the 
same but 1,11e rate of gremth vitas rather slow ane the 
mat was more compact. On liaLdt r, both at 18°C 
and 2:.°C (fig0.23e,4 the growth was poorer and the 
mat proper remained mostly oppressed and colourless 
for a consideable length of time. Towares the 
end of the second i4eek after inoculation a I:el-4 
to puiverulent, central zone was differentiated aid 
an outer oppressed rand colourless zone c.)f variable 
width (2-8 m.m.) could be clearly recQnised. 
(ii) Colour - On both the media all cultures 
remained 'white throughout one no other pigment, 
developed oven in cultures 2 to 3 month 
30. 
(iii) Rate of hro rth - The rate of growth on botn 
the media s under- identical conditions of light and 
tez pera:ture as stated before, Jas rather slow to 
start with but a tel- a week it increased and the 
daily increment in diameter of retti-uiah cultures 
were determined. 'lac radial growth in all cases 
was une,uaL arau as such average measurements were 
taken. On malt agar both dt 10)C and a:oC 
(PLY fib; s. 24, 2s) the daily ii.croL.eilt of growth 
varied between 6.5 and 7 m.w. while on jïoti to- 
dextroe agar, it varied between 5 and 7 m,m. 
(iv) llnhal characters ('Text fig.IA Pl. vi fig. 30 ) 
Aerial mYcelium; hyphae hyaline, more or less 
straight or slightly flexuous, remaining unbranched 
for ü considerable distance (text-fig. % , , ) 
but often eecemir. g very flexuous tau closely branch 
(text -fig. L , /C ) usually with sirliple clamp- connecti 
at every septum, paired clamp- cu._tcctions Petit, often 
developing into new hyphae, mostly 1.5 to 3 h 
soLetimes .5 - 4.;) 
/ ` 
wide, with dense to sl ax'sely 
granular contents, soLetimes empty. 
Sub- merged ycelium: hyrhae hyaline, sparing 
branched, usually flexuous, simple clamp -con :sections 
(Text fig. ,- ) frejuent but not so numerous as trjos 
ín aer:íal hyphae , distantly seytate , mostly 3 - 3.5rt 
so:etiaaes 1.5 - 2.5 ,« wide; a few prominent fiexu 
usually unbreancaed hyphae with c nsely granular, 
highly refractine contents present, without claüxp- 
ns 
al. 
connections, .-bout 6 -7.5toccasionaily 3.6t 
wide; on Le £i mounted in lectophenol its 
contents become more or less homogeneous au the 
walls of the kphas bulge Llt at places to form 
lateral swellins (Pl. 7i fig. ac). 
(e) RI-LODUCTIai of FiiUni-BODE...S. 
It has already, been stated that the two 
fungi isolated from the infected trees were identi- 
fied as 1:14spE0149LiAltslim un- P. mitis resrectively 
by studying and comparin6 their cultures with thi 
standard cultures of the same already made availabl 
for the purpose. Since the iderlification of 
unknown culture iargel:y depends upon their forming 
oharact-ristic fructiiic-tians, varieus atteL.pts 
viere made to ootain these in pure cultures ui the 
two isolates so that they could be easily recognise 
Both the isolates however, did not form fructilicat uns 
on various media trieu such as potato-dextroce agar 
malt agar, oatmeal agar and breau ahich were sub,)ec 
ed to various conditions of moisture, light and 
temperature within the laboratory. Only S7., 
sanguinolentum formed sw-11 resupinate fructilicu- 
tions on sterilized aood blocks of Korway spruce 
within 2 to a months after inoculation (1)1;07/fig.3 
These wood block cultures were kept in uarkness and 
at a constant temperature of 23°C in an incubator. 
Similar wood block culture oi mitis did however 
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remain sterile. E Jeritu .11y the Leu..um for 
developing ,3porop4 eres recoi,mer3ued L'aucock 
(141) was tried with considerable sucre.. s. Dry 
sawuu t of readily decayii wood such as beech and 
spruce were separately Mixed with Ladcock's 
' a celerator' in various proportions (b¡ to 40,., by 
weight) , the principal it «re.:ients being maize-weal 
and bone -meal. The Mixtures afta° beiri scaked 
ix tap . .Jatea r'e put in Petri uisheu , test -tubes 
(LOx4 c.m. and 16x L c.raï.) ,Lnd Dadcock's apparatus 
(14:2;) and the variou.. devices described by him for 
obtaining ar4atmosphese of relatively high humidity 
around the developin or ophor°e ï were trice. his 
was found to be necessary. as Ladcock rightly pointe 
oui that no side methoe coula be expecteu to 
induce fructíicatione in all species of wood- 
rotting fungi e +ua ly, for they behave veiy differ- 
ently under natural conditions. After sterilizatin 
the media were inoculate,. and the cultures were kep 
in darkness at room temperature (1E °c to 21 °C) insiü- 
a closed chamber in Which a mod lately high huraidit 
was maintained. Subsequently, when the mycelia 
e _tirely covered the surface of the medium o- reac' 
ed the endsof the tubes, all the cultures were 
removed and placed in strong diffused liúht on a 
table about E ft. from a lie cio4d of the 
laboratory. Loth the fungi ,rc uceu excer tionally 
rapid and luxuriant growth on the sa roust medium, 
t. 
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particularly on those containing 30V or by 
weight of the'accelerator'. 
In all cases, 11;RALEELR1AA,um began to 
form eit resupinate or typical e ffuso-reflexeu 
fructifications within to onthe after inocula- 
tion (P1.7/7%-fig.33). Lhen the medium in _Large 
tubes was cempletely permeated with compact mycelium 
the cotton plugs were removed ale eachwas eupporteu 
in an inclined posildon between two Petri-dish lies, 
the lower being fiilee with water. A thick pad 
of absorbent cotton wool was pLei within the mouth 
of the tube and was Lever allowed to dry out, Withi 
a few 472, when vigorous surface growth developed, 
the pad was gently pushed down &o as to touch the 
medium. The tube was then placed in such a positio; 
so that light from the window could fall directly 
on its open mouth. In this way several effuse- 
reflexed fructifications were obtained in about 5 to 
6 months after inoculation, lathough there was 
risk of conto.mihation, this methou preyed to be very 
successful. In dcock's apparatus small resupinat 
fruiting bodies developed near the rim of the test- 
tube within the flask but the growth was very slow. 
Cultures iì etri dishes in au advanced stage of 
growth were exposed by removing the lids to humid 
atmosphere aad these also fructified and prouuced 
resupinate fruiting bodies within to 3 months 
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after inoculdtiou , pu zticular1j near the edge of tue 
lid. It was noted that in case of s. sca:-uinoleilt 
the tedium containing JF 'accelerator' iras f'ounu Lo 
be most satisfactory for the prcuuction ol sporophor 
The higher taie t.er-cerita e oT the 'accelerator' tiffe 
greater was the vegetative growth with cor. se,,uent 
delay in pros ucir fruiti ng bodies. 
Great difficulty was, hoaever, exrer ieuced - ire 
cLtaining fruit -bodies of Fajti.s altìaough various 
devices recommended by Badcock are tried. Under 
laboratory condition: of light and temperature ti'e 
mycelium covered th o., surface of the meeium aitá 
white and compact .c groath and crest over the rim of 
the lower lid of the Petri sc eahat 
compact, tough irregular and skinlike mat. At this 
stage the upper lids were cdrefuily removed anti the 
cultures were kept irai ue a bell -jar in which a 
relatively high humidity was maintained by-keeping 
a uish oä cater exposed aithILL it. Within a 
fortnight short stalks began to develop near ti.e 
edge but these did not exf .r of fer to form pile. 
About the middle of October .1540 soue of these 
cultures ( about 4-e months old) with rudimentary 
stalks were kept in the open outside the laboratory, 
under a moist bell -jar belon a shave , in order to 
avoid direct sunlight. A cad of maLt absorb e::t 
cotton wool was plated on the culture in close 
co. tact :with the undeveloped stalks and never allowe 
s. 
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to dy out. The tecaperature daily reccrded 
and it varied between b°C and 15 0C till the middle 
of November-.. W ithin a fortni Yt numei ous st-lka 
began to develop on to outer eue of the skinlike 
mat and within a month their tits expanded and 
formed pile i wita rudir entary gills on their under 
surfáee. (Pi. vii fig S.35,,36). Tn this may rev al 
crops of fructiications of ia.14kIs were obtained. 
It was found that ternn;eratures of the laboratory 
(lL 
oC 
- ,1°C) and incubators had a retarding 
influence on the prouuction of sporophores . Given 
all other necessary cei;ditions, a range of tempera- 
ture varying between 8 °C and 15 °C was round suitabl 
for their development. When the temperature tell 
below 8°C development of fructification:: was 
gradually stopped. P. mitis appeared to be very 
sensitive to temperature conuitions and it was also 
necessary to increase the amount of 'accelerator' 
to 4i by weight for ready development, of the 
sporophores. `iruc eifications of both the fungi tith 
sectioned shotileu .ell-developed hymenia o,ith normal 
Lasidia and basidiospores. 
Fructification of both S, sanuinolentum and 
1 . mitis began to develop readily when small 
sections of freshly felled ynfecteu trees were 
brought into the laboratory and kept outside in the 
open, during the months of Noveziìier to January. 
n 
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(Pl. ]I igs.(,,» J2). Occasional showers kekt the pole 
moist and a corgi, ,;restively lour temperature was found 
to be suitable for their development. In this 
respect P. rüi:js a keareu to be very sensitive to 
outside te:I Iature for it :ras also obselved tat a 
rage of temperature between 60C and 15 °C was found 
favourable for their development. During the rest 
of the months the fungi lived well in the moist 
wood but did net fructify at all. Similar infected 
poles were also kept Taoist in difiuseu light and 
teal ea ature (1ö °C - 21°C) of the laboratory. P 
ri ítis L ormeu dense strands of white mycelium on t_se 
surface of the wood (Pl. VÍ fíß..{7 it but did not 
produce any fruit -body. Small resuL mate fructify' 
Lions of S. sánguinolertun however developed at 
the cross -section -ends of the poles but their growth 
appeared to be very slow. 
IV. DL CAY OF ' PhÜL.e . 
A. 14icro;>coic Studies. 
In order to find out the extent and effects of 
the mycelium within the host, pieces of wood in 
various stages of decay were sectioned both free 
hand and with the microtor:;e. In most cases 
transverse, radial and tar enti _.1 sections of the 
,rood, about lb-20 t,L thick, were cut without any 
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special treatment,frou freshly felled poles iu 
or-er to avoid drying out of the .good and c u,seluent 
shrivelling up oi the fungal hyphae. Secticais from 
partially drieu woou were obtained only aft.r some 
kind of softenii4 treatment nano Lhis was done by 
immersing the blocks in a vessel of gently boiliiag 
water until they became water log6eu anu sank. 
After the softening process the blocks were taken 
out and sectioned immediately while their surfaces 
hr u been kept wet with water or alcohol áurinb the 
process. It was fend that such sections were not 
very satisfactory since the mycelium within the 
drieu wood was usually shrivelleu or changeu in 
some way or other so as to became somewhat invisible 
anu thereby makin6 observations more difficult. T 
sections were preserved in bW alcohol far future 
use. For ordinary purposes free hand cections were 
founu to answer the requirements well to ascertain 
the presence of mycelium within the host tissue. 
Since it was very dif i icult to stuuy hyphae in 
detail within sections of wood, differential 
stains such as those recommended Ly Hubert (1922) 
Cartwright (1929) and others were tried but the 
method propose4y Cartwright was found to be very 
satisfactory in rendering the hyphae visible aria eas 
to manipulate. 
ïn an a arly stage of decay caused by S=, 
e' 
sa guinolerturn, the mycelium was often scanty but 
later it was u.stri uteo throughout all the elements 
(Pl. viii fig. ) being particularly plentiful in the 
medullary rays hrhich seemed to be the first element 
of the wood to be attacked. The hyphae ; sometimes 
filling entire cavities or the eler,ents EP1.l!lfig,i I 
were of two kinds; firstly, r other fine, profusely 
branched, plycJ.ine, LILOUt 1 -2 across Etna seconW.y, 
a coarser hyphae (P1. 212C figs 42- 4y) of about 3 -h (Of, 
wide. The larger hyphae were praline or pale yell . 
in colour, occasicnally with reuc:ish -brown consents 
and usually bearing large; simple or double clurìsp- 
coirz;ections (Pl.. figs .43,44). ímilar aazble clamp- 
connections on coarser hyphae were recorded in t io 
samples of spruce by Jorstad and Juul (131) but 
have not so far been observed in the woad by Cart - 
wright and Findlay (3.948). Clamp- connections were 
rare on the finer hyphae. The finer hyphae appeare 
to be more numerous and probably were the r irit to 
invade the uninfected parts. These could be defini ear 
demonstrated in properly stained preparations even 
in an incipient stage of decay in which the coarser 
hyphae with double clamor connections had not been 
observed. The hyphae at first ramified through 
the pits but later directly through the cell -walls 
forming numerous bore -holes (Pl.s fig. so ) . The 
much branched finer hyphae in passing through the 
R 
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cell -walla exhibited liatle ol` no diminution in 
diameter while the larger hyphae ehen paasin to 
the cell-walls, became Laa-kedly attenuated or con- 
stricted towards the apex. The photograph (Pi. f 
submitted in evidence shows clearly taie bcre -moles 
slightly wider in diameter than the containeu hyphae 
tresse bore -holes were formed in advance by enzyme 
action at the :Ani cf co..tact of the hypeae. 
The bore -Moles were u. ually circular or somewhat 
cylindrictal and plentiful in an advanced stage of 
decay. many of the ray parei,chyraa cells ax u 
reain canal.- (Pl. IN fig.32 ) were filled with 
closel y interwoven Ii celíum associated with a 
yellowish gum -like substance. These were also 
occasionally present in the tracheids. Similar 
plugs of hum -like materiala giving the appearance 
of a zone -line had also been observed by Cartwirigat 
and Findlay (l94). In passing through the boruers 
pits the hyphae destroyed the closing membranes, 
thus e ìlargíng the opening. In an a uvanceu stage 
of decay she galls of the bordLreu pits were dissolve 
by enzyme action rì.ß shown bJ th, smooth co teura or 
their surfaces and their circular form. The .aoou 
in are advanced stage of decay fig. ^ ) showed 
that the secondary walls of the tracheíds he ua been 
gradually dissolveú cataar s towards the miut le 
lamella anú thií appeared to te a slow protes-. 




P. mitis were more or les. similar to those c-used 
by S. cars íí.Çil.erltum excel t for the following 
dilferenct s. The 11yphae were exceedingly narrow, 
much :,,I1ched, hyaline, about m.m. across and 
plentiful in the decayed wood (Pl. !w% fig8.a9 40) 
but slightly wider hyphae up to 3 ),L_ wide were also 
present. Sim le c.i.amp- connections (P1. 0k fib. (,o ) 
were very i1umer ous , almost at eves. y sektum; tai 
moues of hy.hal r:eetration were through tae kits 
as well as t1iroujh the cell -4,r lis (Pl. i0- fig. 40). 
The bore-holes (Pl._ f . ) exceedingly small, 
more or less circular iZi outline, were very 




úo rn early 
¡ 
Entaz 
o hyy.hae were quite Corfu L 1n the tracueids. 
The ray parenchyma ce it were filled with interwoven 
hyphae and yellowish or brownish gummy materials 
but the latter ,.ere rare in tae tracheius. 
B. Microchemical _tuciies. 
Iicrochemical tests for lignin and cellulose 
in the sound and partly decayed :,00ci (Pl. 2 
figs. c (y9) have been recorded. This was done 
in the u u::l w.y by staining the section._ ci .good 
with lhloroglucin und hydrochloric acid fol lignin 
41. 
and with chior- zinc- iodine for cellulose. The 
combination stain, srafranin 1d fast gr,ei 
differentiates ligniff eu (red straining) and un- 
lignified (green staining) structures ,nu lias 
superseded the old sufrünin und huematoxylin e nu- 
bination, wastrieu. Various Othe. microchemical 
stains were al> ) employed, most of which ;geed 
closely with the changes indicated by the use of 
above-mentioned stains. It is not swished to 
draw any definite conclusion from these st, in- 
reactios alone, since it n.s been recently 
shown (Harlow 19 gis; Hirt 17) that taie, micro - 
chemical stains are not infallible indicators of 
the chemical changes that take place during tige 
.recess of decµy in the ; ooe. nevertheless, these 
stains are still used in such work to indicate the 
presence of lignin and cellulose wad the results 
thu :, obtained are tabulated in the following pages. 
Table Ii 
hie 1. Results of stLi "'"`; with safranin and f:st 
green for cellulose and lignin in normal and 
?partially decayed wood of :orway spruce. 
Elements Cellulose 
Normal V;ood Wood decayed by 
S.sanguinoientum 
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In the normal wood the wid,-le lamellae oi all 
the elements stained red. The secondary walls 
of the wood trucheius were ,artly liht reu anu 
partly green but )etimes entirely green. The 
secondary* walls of the ray cells were however, 
occasionally ,,artly green. The secendary walls 
of the epit'..elial cell of the resin canals were 
so thin that posibly the reu tine came from heavily 
stained middle-lamellae. The bordered pits were 
mostly pinkish but .with a faintly greenish tinge 
near the aperture. 
In the uecayed wood a light red to pink 
colour was more noticeable over the entire sections 
The middle-lamellae remained red but they were 
light red to somewhat pinkish in the ray and epi- 
thelial cells of the resin canals. The seconaary 
wals of all the elements were ireUeLiinently 
pinkish but occasionally light red, and faintly 
greenish to almost colourless surrounding the 
lumen. The bordered pits were often entirely 
greenish in colour. 
Certain inveetigators in using safranin and 
fast green as a combination stain state that the 
red colour indicates the presence oi lignin. and 
that the unlignified tissues are stained green. 
44' . 
Accomuingly , it can be broadly interpreted that 
the fungi in question graau:lly deligai iy all t.ie 
elements but aL o utilize to a great extent the 
cellulosic waterials of the woo. It goulu tie 
hardly wise to dru. any Lef'inite conclusion from 
the above staining= reactions, since Then other 
stain combinations such as gentian violet ant 
Lismarck brown ar used the partly brownish 
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Lignin 
Normal wood Wood decayed by Wood decayeù by 
S. sanguinolentuat P. míos 
Primary walla Primary walls red 
deep red; or pink; secondary 
secondary walls walls mostly 
lighter red near pink; light pink 
the miuule- particularly near 
lamella to pink the rays; bordered 
near the lumen; pits pink or 
often entirely colourles... 
light red or ink; 
bordered pits 
pink. 











ionally re a. 
Primary walls 
red or pink; 
secondary walls 
light red or 
pink, occasion- 
faint pink; bor 
pits often colo 
near trie apex 
but mostly pink 












Phloreglucin - al. - In normal wood the midule 
lamellae of all the elements stainea a deep red. 
The secondary walls changed from light red Lear 
the lamellae to swat pink lear the lumen. 
Occasionally, they were entirely liht red or 
pink. The secenaary aulls oi the ray cells and 
the walls oi the bordered pits were pink. The 
epithelial cells of the resin-canale remaineu red. 
In the decayeu aood the mid,le-lamellae of 
the wood tracteids remained red er became pink 
anti those oi tile ray cells moatly pink. The 
secendary walls ol the wood tracheies ana ray 
cells mostly eecame entirely pink or lighter in 
colour bit occasionally remained light rec,. The 
miaule-lamellae and secoadary walls oi aome of 
the ray cells became colourlesa. The walls oi 
some of the epithelial cells turiad pink. 
(.111er-zinc-iodine - In normal wooa the middle- 
lamellae seldom sLowea faint blue coleuraLiol. 
The seconuary walls oi the wooa tracheias were 
mostly blue or liht blue and those of the ray 
cells, faint blue. This was particularly the 
Case with the ray t'acheius. In th- aummer wood 
this reaction. was leas distiact. The walla of the 
epithelial cells were partly faint blue. 
In the decayed woou occusienally the miaale- 
lamellae remained partly faint blue. In wood 
47. 
decayed by .. s_ uinoler:tuui the secondary walls 
of the wood tracheius showed intense cellulc.e 
reaction. They were mostly light blue, particular- 
ly in the spring wood and partly light blue in ray. 
cells. The bordered it were faint blue, particule 
ly in the spring wood. In wood decayed by P miti 
on the other hand, the seconuar walls of the ,aoou 
tIacheids showed feeble cellulose reaction, being 
partly faint blue at places. The secenua y walls 
01 the ray cells were mostly colourless:. The 
bordered pity remained colourless in both cases. 
The pink colouration of the seccx2ua galls of 
the good tra.c .eids and ray cells when treated with 
phloro ;lucin -kl and the blue of light blue coloura- 
tion in response to color- zinc- iouihe , in 4cate that 
they are only moderately lign,ifieu. the chemical 
changes indicated by Lhese staining reactions, clearly 
show that there was delignification of the ligr?ified 
parts cx tr secondary walls associated with taie 
digestion of cellulosic materials oi the wood. In 
wood decayed by 5. san uinole bum some of the 
secondary walls s_,owed only gale pink colouration 
but mostly stained light blue IUhroughout, suggesting 
j,«rti_1 removal of lignin from those walls. This 
reaction was Sao. a conspicuous than that in the 
normal wood. In case of U. mitis there was least 
48. 
cellulose reaction and the walls turned red sr 
pink, suggesting the presence of more lignin in 
those walls. 
Sulphuric acid tests, - Sections of normal and 
uecayeu wood col respot.uipg zo those used for 
microchemical stains w e e placed upen slides and 
treated tiri th 72:40 sulphuric acid as suggested by 
Ritter (1:z./60. Immediately) in sections of normal 
wood, the cells swelled up rapidly and broke apart 
into fragments in the spring woou. The secondary 
walls of the wood tracheids became transluscent 
and partly dissolved while the network of the middle 
lamellae remain t d intact in the summer wood but 
torn apart in the spring good. The rr elements 
remained completely unaffected but their secondary 
walls became swollen and partly dissolves, The 
violent action during the process was caai.e to the 
presence of ccnsidcrable amount of cellulose in the 
cell -walls of the wand ood The swelling of 
cellulose preceedirg dissolution forced all the 
elements wart in the spring roou. 
In sections of wood uecayed by both SA. 
sanguinolentum and P, mitis fragments of secondary 
wails of the good tracheids were dissolved leaving 
the network of middle lamellae and wood elements 
in place on the slide. In both cases the 
secondary wails of the tivacheids became swollen, 
partly dissolved and semi - transparent. The 
network of middle lamellae mostly remained in tact 
though broken off at glaces in tiffe string wood. 
There was ouch _Less distortion of' tiffe eleeieirts in 
si:ringwood than those in the normal wooe. The ray 
elenents mostly remained unaffected and per tion;; 
of their secondary wail were the only i arts uis- 
s cive u. 
It may be concluded that the less violent 
action and conseuently less distoition of he 
wood eleLents in the decayed .good were due to trie 
rreaence of less cellulose than that in the sound 
wood This is particularly l true in case of wood 
decayed by P. uiitis. Though not conclusive ii: 
itself, this test at least indicates trie presence 
of less cellulose in the wood decayed by S. 
suinoleritum and P. mítis respectively t.ian 
that in the normal Wooer.. 
V. DLCAY RESISTANCE TESTS IN 
THE LABORATORY. 
In order to determine the natural resistance 
and progress of cieca.; of spruce samples caused by 
S. sanguinole:itum and P. mitis sei..ar44ely, under 
certrolleu ceadition in the laboratory, wood-block 
cultures of these fungi were :::a":e ix i tïie following 
way. In general, the method rccerrendeú iy 
Baxter (125) was employed with slight modification. 
Small bits of actively growing mycelia aere 
transferred -uo sterile 2 per cent mat agar- slants 
in 1000 cc Jrleruieyer flasks. Lach f'1aak contained 
250 C. c. of the medium which was slanteu after 
sterilization. :fier inoculation the flasks were 
incubated at 2: °C in uarkness. V.ithin a week or 
so the mycelia covereu the surface of tue slants 
and were ready to receive the wood blocks. 
The wood blocks measuring 2" x i" x _ ¿n were 
obtained from sound .400u of Nor :ray spruce. These 
were planed and serid.ily numbered u1 all faces 
with a soft lead pencil and dried to a coLstant 
weight in an oven maintaining a temperature of 
60 °C. A comparatively low temperature was pre- 
ferred to avoid the harmful effects of rather higu 
temperatures on the . c omposítion cf the woou blocks. 
Before sterilization these test - pieces were thor- 
ouhly soaked in distilled water, three such pieces 
were ;gut in each houx tube anvir ; uistilled water 
at the bottom, plu eu and step ilizeu in an autocla 
at 1;) lbs . pressure for 10 minutes. The idea c : 
sterilizing the woou blocks in this way was to Keep 
tie atmosphere around them more or les saturated 
during the process so that little lost. or water 
could take place frcm the woou blocks and cu:seciuen 
lesser time was necessary for sterilization as 
pointed out by Chidester (1937,13v). The test - 
pieces were then taken out individually from the 
Roux tubes by a sterile f of ceps ;.gnu exposed to fuuga 
action by placing ti:em on cul.ures of S.sai. ui ,olen 
and P. mitis. These flasks, each containing six 
sAmrl es of wood were kept at a costaret temperature 
of 2 °C in darkness. (Pl..xi figç. 
In orch r to obtain u significant loss in weight 
the periods of exposure to fungal attack were 4 
months and 8 months us recoiu::<ersded by Cartwright 
und Findlay (1)4) . After completion o1 tiffe tests 
the flasks were opened, the superficial uky celium wds 
carefully removed without damming the eocu- blacks 
(Fl. XL figs. 53, s4) , weighed and again drieu tU a 
constant aei:_,ht in an oven at 60°C. The final drY 
weight subtracted from the original dry weighr, gave 
the loss in weight of the tiioou blocks uue tc decay 
in 4 inca 8 months. 
The average moisture content of the .loou blocks 
before they were exposed to fungal action was de- 
termirieu by weighing anotcxeI set cf 12 blocks, :.Duke 
and sterilized in the same aay. The iinal clay :reigi s 
when subtructeu from these gave the initial moisture 
content of tie wood-blocks before the expel iraient. 
This iras recessur; to keep the Moisture caltent of 
the tiüccU- blocks rauch above the ' 111re -s: turation- 
point' -Which was necessary for the activity of the 
wood- rotting fungi. In this -way the moisture c% =-ten s 
of the inoculated wood-blocks after thetests :ras 
also determined. The results obtained are given 
in Tables :s to 7. 
oL. 
Table 3, lec ;.. rk,s1.,tanco ol tort4 skruc 
after 4 iiicat.thi0 teat exeosok.i to sitjjatiu,ix-c 
atariamemeno- so. 
Li.,. cf' Itliti.a oven-ary' ii'1l...1 elm.- Loss IwOj. 
1,1oeh., weigbt (Uria.) 43c:i wel4ht 







4 3,1f)1 2.630 
3.43D. ,4è44 
6 4ekilWlo 
7 3,4:7,30 3.046 .484 
6 3,O661) 4,44.6 
3,U7 
10 L4tk& .1:4161 .611 
11 .J.020 .474 
IL .4(A6 
47.01-,,.,.. usa.. 
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Table 4. Decay resiAance of Lorway spruce wood 








































































Average loss in dry weight, () 29.0 
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Table e. Decay resistance of Norway Spruce 
wood after 8 months' test exposed to 
P. mitis. 
No. of Initial oven - 
blocks. dry weight 
(Grams) be- 
fore test. 
Final oven - 
dry weight 


































. 784 2' .3 
.916 .4 
.834 2:.íi 
.766 2 .1 
.910 r .1 
Average loss in crry weight 
(iw-1rle;e - 20.a1 to 26.7) 
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Table 7. Comparison oi loss in ury weight 
of woou blocks of Nora4y sl.ruce 
exposed to S. sanguinolentum anu 
P. wilds resi,ectively. 
After 4 months After 8 months. 




12.7 - 16.9 





When the reskective values of the loss in 
weight due to s. sanguinolentum and P. mitis are 
studied in a comparative way the uistinctíon is 
obvious as shown in `able r. It is evident 
that the loss in weight due to F,Ftlitis is less than 
that causeu by S. sai- uinolentum, but the intet'est6. 
ing fact is that the loss in weight after 8 months 
is double of twat after 4 months in both cases. 
The los v in both cases is quite significant as the 
test pieces have lost a high percentage of their 
original weight during the test ünu it earn be safely 
concluded that the wood has lore resistance to decay. 
Accordingly, si ruce wood fails unuer .rinul:.y's 
(l8) 'non -resistant' group as this class undergoes 
average losses from l0 -30 per cent during 4 months' 
test. 
The initial moisture content of the wood 
blocks before the experiment aver eu lbka. 
Afte, 4 anti 8 mosaths' test it was found to be 
above 50red in both cases, The results are presented 
in the following table, 
Table 8/ 
b6, 
auble Loisturu ctLturat Lv,r4,..;fa 
fio.ire) a 'Lbw ,Goi icck .ftur 
tile tust, 
OR. 
:It Air 4 Laur..t4s AItur waqi%,Lui, 





Inoculation experiments were carried out with 
young twigs in the laboratory .:uni,: also with trees 
in the field. In the forer case the method 
described by Eraok:_ and Moore (1:>2L) was followed. 
In this experiment, 2 to 3 yearsolù twigs of Iiorway 
spruce, stout 4" long, sere kept with their ends in 
water in tile l aboratory, their upper ends were cut 
oil: and spore-suspensions or rte. Sxguii olentum . nd 
P. mitis in sterile water were applied separately 
to the freshly ex oseu surface ; ne never allowed to 
dry out. These were placed under a be l- j úr in 
which a relatively high humieity was maintained 
by lining its interior y;ith moist blotting paper. 
Longitudinal sections through tree inoculated ends 
of the twigs were made at ihterval > of 2', 4E, 72 
and 96 hours after the spores had been ague 
Sections cut after a period oî 24 to 48 hours showed) 
that trie m .jority cf taie s ores h u germinateu on th! 
surface und hau sent hjphäe down into the eiei.erts 
of the wooer.. A few s .ores were however, iounu to 
enter- through the cut ends of trie tracheids und had 
germinated there. Sections cut at intervals of 
72 and 96 hours indicated that the si ores hau f crraeu 
vigorous mycelium and invacked all the elements of 
the twig. Since these twigs could not be kept in 
an actively growing condition, their invasion by 
S. san ;uinolentum end P. mills could not be regarded 
as an evidence for their iarasicic ,ction on trees. 
ievertheles. , it can be said t:iat if by chance the 
sr:oxes somehow alight on the surface of the wound, 
they can germinate ur.uer suitable; conditions i roducizi; 
germ -tubes which in some vay pass down into the 
e1eiLents of the ood. 
Field inoculations on living, trees were started 
in early arch ,1äG ,at Glen tx s a forest. 1: Sao 
inoculations were wade on 60 to 60 yeas old vigorous- 
ly. growing Norway spruce with each fungus and with 
equal number of controls below. The operation 
involved was to iLake « cross-incision through the 
bark on tiie trunk add the trees were inoculated L,y 
transferring actively growing mycelium from tube 
cultures into the wound by carefully lifting a flap 
of the bark still attached to ft. 
Prior to inoculation the surface of the bark 
was wiped out with absolute alcohol and subsequently 
washed with sterile distilled water in order to free 
the surface from contamination as far as practicble 
The flap was then covered with meist, absorbent, 
sterile cotton wool with a piece oi thick paper 
over it in order to prevent drying out and firmly 
bound with a string. Towards the eno of March the 
trees were examined. After removing the string and 
l. 
the cotton wool it was found that in both cases 
the trees seemed to have taken the infection. The 
in_oculateu areas were distincti1 bulged out with 
conspicuous secretions of resin. The controls, on 
the other hand, remained fiat, rather depressed and 
there was little resin flow. These trees were 46ai i 
inspected in July gnu it was 'Deserved that in both 
cases the c cntruls remained flat and were healing 
up satisfactorik.y. There was very slight resin 
secretion: within the cut. In case of , .s:zguinole iti 
the wounds were gaping open, look,_d more or less 
swollen, somewhat spindle- shapeu anu there .has cori 
secretion of resin running down the stem ( 1. ii fig . .5). 
From the appearance of the bark it lcokeu us if the 
infection hush spread on the left :Niue ...but L2 fro 
the point of infection.. Infections with I- . minis 
iaso looked somewhat oval and the resin was runnii g 
uown the step:. The infectio_. appeared to hay., 
spread about an inch from the point o infection. 
In Islovember, after E months, the trees wei a examined 
Und the progress of infection was noted. All 
controls healed up. In case ci` S . sú.jguinclentuw 
the bark was gradually sinking and there was more 
resin flow from the infected :rounds than those cause 
by P. mitis. From the outward indication it coul - 
be saisi that botch the fungi had infected the living 
trees through wounds, although S .. sanguinoleztuiu 
seemeu to be more active of tige two pathogens and 
u2 
produceU more resin which r-n do..n thy. stem. At 
this time no fruiting-bodies of the fungi were 
observed and this wus only to be ex ecteu since both 
Vow fungi , ;ere gro:;eis 'within the tissues of the 
host. 
In March, 1951, the trees were ex',,.lined and 
;PL.f ̂9ss s7'. 
one of them feller? m The internal conditions of the 
inoculated areas were microscopically examined; 
mycelia of both Stereum sanguinolentum and Pleurotus 
mitis respectively were present in the elements of 
the wood. Copious gum formation IT-.d taken place 
within the medullary rays. 
Macroscopic examination of the infection by 
Stereum s a%linolentum showed characteristic reddish 
brown rot in the sapwood. The mycelium had spread 
approxim°-ately eight inches both above ana below the 
point of infection (Pi. fig 5-s). Spread in 
the transverse direction was about half an inch. 
In the infection with Pleurotus mitis the yellowish - 
brown rot is confined to the sapwood and extended 
about two inches both above and below the point of 
inoculation; the spread in the radial direction is 
about one quarter of an inch (Py. X7ii p9. 5?). 
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VII. D I C V Jr .:. Vi`i . 
This study has been undertaken to obtain 
information of a serious disease causing bark 
necrosis on the trunk on Norway spruce at G1entress 
forest, near Peebles, in Scotland. The injuries 
are restricteu to the stem mostly within the pruní 
limits and have been diagnosed as having arisen 
from the attack of Stereum saxuinoleritu. and 
Pleurotus mitis; these fungi have entereu through 
the deuu branches or other injuries such as prunir g 
cuts that might have taken place at the begizzniz ; o 
the end of the grow ,mg season. Although similar 
injuries on Noway spruce have been attributed by D. 
(1$50) as entirely due to fro:_t dc+mage, there is no 
such evidence on trees under coniueration. 
Gi=n (1 50) has described similar injuries in 
Switzerland on the bark of horwray spruce and 
silver fir, in a situation exposed to fre,,uent hail 
storms and strong electrical discharges which kille 
strips of camtum infection with P. mitiis 
followed. Careful examination of tree infected 
trees únu the anatomy of the injuries did neither 
reveal the presence of fro t cracks and frost rings 
in their wood nor was there any sign of bark injury 
due to electricall discharges. In audition, during 
the past few years there is no evidence that frost 
injury has really occurred in the crop as a whole. 
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On the other aanu, close examination of the wounds 
reveals that the cambium has been killea near the 
j..rur_.ed branches anti the inuications are that the 
causal Agents after entes its; through the wound in 
the dead branches or ,pruning cuts 
, 
have kilieu the 
cambium and spreau from the periphery to the ceiatre 
of tiia wood, thereby rendering the woou unfit for 
coifimerci...1 purposes. In the absence of any other 
evidence , it may be taken that these wounds have 
serveu as initial porta.,_ of entry. Both the fungi 
ire common in the planation as saprophytes on 
fallen branches ley ír.ß on the floor of the f crest 
during the colder r on :ris of autumn and the etrïÿ 
i.; rt of winter. 
Loa air -te ip erat ur e a LLppear to be favourable 
for the development of the fruiting bodies anu durí1 
the spells of mile. weather, i.e. ; late :,utumn and 
early spring when tine trees are in a dormant contiiti 
the spores after being carrieu away by the wine alig t 
on the cut surfaces of nitr ; runeu brancaes whit they 
geraate tait] penetrate the wood. It has been 
experituentaily proved that a comparatively low 
temperature is necessary for tue development of the 
fruit- bodies, particularly in case of P, mills, and 
that the spores can germinate within a short time 
on ti :e cut surfaces and infect the twigs water moist 
ceaeitiols. Inocul-tion experirïaerts on living 
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trees cüi rigid out in the field cìuriuw, early spring 
have shown that both the patbogen3 can infect stand- 
ing trees through wounds in the Lark and from the 
results of inoculation they can be red; arise d as rí Duna 
arasites on normal vigorous trees. although no 
infection ex 1erinents have been carrieu out with 
dead branches, it can be assumed that presumably 
they c n al so . nfect them as they can live cell in 
the woo:i of tiffe fallen branches. Aslong as the 
trees are in sap and the air- temÿeratures are high 
the fructifications can not develop and c. ;se,ueritl,; 
there is comparatively les, : cúa.ce of any infectioi 
takinn place during the period. In sum.er, tao 
fungi thrive well in the dead branches in a moist 
cool situation. Experiments with infectée trunks 
point to the conclusion t_ ut the fungi can live 
within the ú ooa tiírct uout the year and uegin to 
fructify only during the months of October grad 
i ov ewer , when the outside tem, eratui e is low and 
favourable for their deve lopment . 
Both r, sankuinolentum and P. mitis have been 
isolated £rom stanuing trees ..pia faalu to be the 
cause of the disease. _Freviou: i.rvestigators of 
spruce have failed to record that P. mitin cd:i 
cause an important uecuy in woos of living trees in 
this country. In transverse sections of the 
infectes poles, tilt: gereral appearance of the rots 
in the ear1 y. stages of decay caused by S.sah'uinoietam 
and P. mitis, is ve4-y similar and in this study bot 
decays were at iirst thought to be caused by the 
former fungus unt'l cultural ,ala microscopic 
investigations proved differently. This has 
emphasized the importance of cenducting cultural 
studies in support of deca determinations which ar 
often based on gross appearance ef the rots. It 
has,however, not been possible to fiuu o-t whether 
both the pathogens have infected the trees ut about 
the same time or whether one of them has entered 
first and weakened thetreel thus preparing the gro 
for a secondary infection with the other fungus. 
At the present moment it is difficult to estimate 
the relative importance of the two fungi in Lrik;in 
abut infection and decay in living trees ana the 
nature of interactions existing between them but 
this association of two pathogeps has no doubt 
greatly enhanced the importance and cemplex nature 
of iLie problem. However, both the fungi have 
been isolated not only from the same pole but the 
respective rote were only a few centimetres part 
from each other; being separated bd healthy tissues 
From the number of isolations so far made it is 
apparent that S. sanguinolentum is more widely 
distributed within the host tissues than P. mitis. 
Further investigations in future with large number 
of infected trees would possibly throw some light 
. 
to their distri-eu Lion within the het pl <,nt. In 
conse,auerzce; the .amount of damage in the f ielu cause 
ty the pathogens could Lot be aetezmineu. But 
experiments en uü :ì,ility te -ts on spruce timber 
currieu out ii; the laboratory have shown that spruc- 
timber is 'non- resistant' to decay caused by._. 
sanauinolentum ana P. mitis, six,ce thi :. class 
suffers average losses in weight from 10 -ó0 per cens 
during 4 montas' test. There i:.: no uouet, nowever, 
that such injuries cawed by these fungi, will cans 
serious: deterioration in the value oa timber ,gnu t 
losses brou ht about by them uiy, be c ore woz+a 
serious. 
As wounds eu the stem appear to be closely 
associated with the disease, t1.ie treatment should 
be preventive and not curative. Although further 
i__fection experiments on living :spruce by these 
fungi, following pruning of living brancues are 
necessary, control measures bases on general 
principles can be suggested and the .e may be rut 
irto effect in the affected areas in order to rreven 
spreading of the disease. Great care should be 
taken (luring pruning op ration ana t,hin..ing in 
order to avoid injuries caused by careless work. 
Pruning should be done close to the stem but not a. 
close as to d,mage the bark and no projecting stub 
sheuld be left. The pruned surface should be smo h 
and covereu w i-Lh paint in order to ; rotect the 
surface ï:r03: moisture :yr: u to yrevent t,e2, etrat '1en of 
germ -tubes from, germinating stores. An :alternative 
method is to apply a fungicide to the cut surface to 
kill any superficial spore. Removal of all 
fructifications from the Beau branches, as often 
augge::.ted for ; everiting dissemination of spores, 
seems to be an i ,racticable proposition, since, 
tiny fructifications like those of S, sallguíRól&AgN 
would i variuLly be overlooked during thy. search. 
Up to the present the effect on the trees of pruning 
has been limited almost entirely to the extent of 
healing; process. The evidence which has now been 
L,rought forward concerning the iniecUion by fungi 




1. The present study has been undertaken to provide 
information which .euld assist in välu4tin, the 
importance of a serious uisease of i orwa;, spruce 
;rowii.c, in a mixed stanu in Gïentress forest, near 
Peeeies, in Scotlanu. 
G. Two fungi, viz. ; Stereum saneuinolentum anu 
Fleurotu: mí tis have been found to be the cau-e of 
taie disease. They have been isolated from the 
internal rots cí: the Sui same or uif.íerei.t stanuing 
trees. Of these , s sc-.tnguinoleLtum appeareu move 
col,woilly during isolation. 
The external ana internal symptoms of the 
disease nave been fully described, the es ential 
features being pronounced fluting of taie stem as a 
result of lox ituaint,:i depressions in trie bark and 
its : uLse,.yuert crückinn with copicus ouLfio. of 
resin. The inf :eteu lesion a .re mostly restricted 
within the limits ci pr-unir and occur round about 
the i.runing wcunus .here strips of cambium iiave been 
killed due to the entri oï the pathogens. 
44 The isolates of S. san uinolentum and P. mitiS 
have been groan in culture. Their characteristic 
appearance and constant behaviour have been present =d 
in potato-dextroe agar and w It agar. On these 
two media both the fungi behave very similarly as 
a rule. In 411 isolations of each fungus the 
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cultures have started in thei same way but the growt 
rates have been greats on potato- dextrose agar 
than on malt agar. On the la: >t named weuium the 
ce¢ ly rate of growth of S S. sanzuinolentuz at 23 °C 
in darkness has teen 7.6 m.m. Under identical 
conditions, the daily increment of growth of P mit s 
on malt, agar has been 7.5 m.m. and that au potato - 
dextrose agar has varied between 4.5 anu 7 m.m. 
5. ,Stereuna sansuinolentum anu Ileurotis mitis are 
both white rot fungi since they prouuce oxivation 
rings on Eavendammts medium anu bleach the violet 
colour of the malt agar medium containing 0.007 per 
cent Gentian violet. This bleaching is probably 
to the production by the white rot fungi, of an 
extra -cellular oxidase sy...tem. On tannic acid 
medium the intensity of reaction has been intense 
to v ery..atense in Loth cases. 
6. Typical fructification.. of S. sanzuinolentum 
and P. mitis bearing normal basidia and basic iosror-s 
have been obtained in artificial cultures originati 
from tae infected tissues of Noreay spruce. Vario s 
devices auopteú to inuuce the cultures to fructify 
have been fully described. A lour range of 
temperature (5 °C - 15 °C) has been found to be 
essential for the prouuction of sporophores of 
P, mitis, below or above which fruit -bodies are not 
formed at all. S. sax uinolentum, on the other 
hand, can fructify well under ordinary conditions o 
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light and temperature of the laLoratory. 
7. Fructification, of both >. sanguiholentuw and 
P. ribs, that developed on secLdons of infected 
trees after felling , have been thoroughly described' 
ana their anatomical peculiarities noted. 
E. 4croscopic characters of the rots have been 
fully described. The rotted tissues show the 
presence of mycelium in all stages of decay, appear 
ing most abundantly in the advanced stages. It 
is ¡.a rticularly plentiful in the medullary rays 
which seem to be the first element to oe attacked. 
Clow ely interwoven mycelium often fills up many 
of the ray parenchyme cells, sot.etimes tracheids 
and associated with gum -like material giving the 
appearance of a zone- line. The mycelium ramified 
at first through the pigs but later penetrates tie 
cell - walls forming numerous bore - roles. Mat the 
bore -holes result from the hypha:e dissolving tueir 
throuQh the wails, rather than by mechanically 
piercing tilem, seems obvious owing to their smooth 
molded contours and their gradual enlargement after 
the hyphae have penetrated the walls. 
9. Chemical charges of the wood during the process 
of decal have been tested with micro- chemical 
stains in common use. The change consists mainly 
in the delignification of the highly lignified 
karts of til, secondary walls of ti:e woo- elements 
associated with digestion of cellulosic materials. 
?2. 
It is a13o evident that in the early sues of 
decay Ç. s; z. ;u:iriolec.turu can utilise more lignin 
than P. mitis while the latter digests mope ce ilulc 
at the beginning. 
10. The natural resiAance to decay of spruce timbe: 
has been tested in the 1a ioratory by expos ing small 
sterilized test -pieces or the sound timber to the 
attack of Ss san$ui olentura and i 0.tis separately 
growing in pure cuï.ure under centroïled conditions 
and the amount of decay resulting from the fungal 
attack after 4 and 8 at .s tests has been cdlcasat 
by estisiating the loss in ary .weight. After the 
ex ii ent s it has been found that the spruce 
timber is 'non..resistant' to decay since this class 
suffers average losses in weight frow 10-20 per cen 
during 4 months test. It has been i ound that the 
loss in v eig A due to P. mitis is less than that 
caused by Z. sankjiirìólentuni both after 4 and 8 
month' studies. Lut the interesting fact is that 
the loss in weight after 8 months is double of teat 
after 4 months in both cases. 
11. Inoc,lations have been made on cut twigs in the 
laboratory and a1 o on tres in the field. It has 
been observed that when freshly cut surfaces of 
these twigs are inoculated with s ore -suspensions o 
S. s& nguinoler tum più E mills in sterile water, 
the spores gerrír_ate readily on the sup ace within 
a short time and send down hyphae into the elements 
se 
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of the brood. Since these twi ; s cannot be kept 
in an actively growing coauition, their invasion 
by s nhincclentum and P. mitis cal:not be reb ydec 
as t evidence for their 1,drasític action on trees. 
bevertheless, it can be said that if by chance the 
sores somehow alight on the surface ci the woi nu, 
the;, can germinate there 'alder suitable conuii,ions 
and pass doss their hyphae into the elements of the 
wood. On the other hand, inoculation experiments 
on living trees cari íeu out in the field have shown 
that both S. sa.r. uínolentun and ice. mitis can infect 
living trees though ;mounds in the bark, and from 
the result: of inoculations the c -n be regarded as 
wound r.arasites oL normal vi orouL trees. 
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PLATES 
Fig. 1. A portion of the plantation at 
GlentresE; forest showing infected Norway 
s;,_ruce trees chractea °iced by ill- defined, 
fiat ß..ná to ^itudinal depressions of the 
bark exter.ing from tie butt upwards. 
Fig. 2. A longitudinal crack in the depressed 
bark accoml. u ied by as outflow oA. r'es1n. 
Fig. 3. Fructifications of both Stereuw 
saruuinoleraium and Pleurotus mitis have 
developed or. respective rots at the cross- 
section-end of the infected pole under 
experir entO conditions, 
Fig. 4. Fructification jtereum sar;uinoïc:rztum 
h.ve developed .rithin a couple of months at 
the cros..-section-end of a freshly felled 
trunk of Tvorway spruce lying on tile floor 




Figs. b - 8. Cross sections of Nor ii; sizuce 
poles sho,.in,. various stages 
characteristic 1iat, to dark 




the -reril,hery to th centre of the Liature 
wood. 
Fib. Lon6itudina1 section of the d0Ou 
showin6 the rotted areas. 
Fig. 10. A lonitudini crei. in the bark with 







Figs. 11 & 12. Effuso-refiexeu fructifications 
of Stereur4 gaBgallas21Rallw have developed 
on tile rotted areas at the cross-section- 
enus oí hora3,7 Suc' oles. 
Fi. Fructifications of Pleurotus mitis 
groin g on a dead oih 01 7,cots pine. 
Fi6s. 14 & 15. Typical fructifications of 
Pleurotus witis on twigs of Sitka 
spruce shon various sta6es of 
developuLnt; fig. 14, the upper surface; 
fig. lo, kdie lowtx surface showing the 
gills. 
Fi. 1t. uctifications of Pleurotus witis 
with elo4gated stipc,s 
E*celial strands farmed within the cracks 
of borway spruce poles. 
1--i 
PLAT IV, 
Fig. 17. Stereum saiLminAtEkgs showing strolig 
oxide reaction after 24 hours on malt 
agar containing 0.&" gallic acid. 
Fig. 18. CulLures of :7.-tereula s4p/gg4nolentum 
21-days-old, on pLtato-dextrose agar und 
malt agar in darknQs ana at 18°C (a, c) 
and 23°C (b; d) rskectively. 
Figs. 19 & 20. Culturs of -L.iireurp san-uinolen 
14 & 21-a-old/ on w_dt agar at 2.:,°C in 
darkness. 
Fig. 21. Culture of Stersual E.,Aiggipal&amE, 
21.days.o1a/ on ,potato-dextroso agar at 
o 
23 C in darkness, 

Fig: 22. Pleurotus initia shoving a very strong 
oxidase reaction aft or ! . hours on i.,alt 
agar containing 0.5;' ga.ilic acid. 
Pig, 23. Cultures of Pleurotus caitis, 21 -days -old, 
on potato- dextrose agar and :salt agar In 
darmess and at 1L°C (a,c) and 23 °C (b,d) 
respectively. 
Fig.2h & 25. Cultures of Pleurotus nitis 14 - 
and 21-days-old, on potato -dextrose 
agar at 23 °C in darkness. 
PLATE V 
FLA2L VI. 
Figs. 2o & 27. Ealicoid hyphae of tue aeri,l 
mycelium of F,tereum s a uincleï tum (x 40r. j . 
Figs. 28 6 Aerial hyphae uoutale c14nu- 
con7,ec cio*:s of Jtereum sanguínoleutum in 
culture (x 
Fig. 30. Special.izeu 5 usually unLranched, flexa s 
hyphae aiih densely granular contents; 
characteristic ol tuu submerged kicelium 
of .:-'leurctus má.tis. 
Fib;, 31. Past of the Cros section 01 a 
fructificatieen of ';tom san1uinolentui 
show in lactiferous cells in trie hymen 
(z 400). 
Fig. 32. Part of the radial section of the 
infected woou showing masses of hyi_hae of 
Stereos sari uinolentum within tue 
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Pi J Th VII. 
Fig.fiuso- reflexeci fructificaticLs or 
tereun sari 'uinolentum formed within 
test - tubes in artificial culture. 
34. x resupinz;.te irucLdficatior_ of Stereum 
sanguinolentuwi: formed on wood blocks of 
iïoz'au;, skruce in culture. 
Fi,s. 35 A group of fructifications of leui'ctuc, 
mitís èeveloi,ecì at thL edge or tne 
retri-ciish in artificial culture. 
Fib. 37. 
.'ructl.flcr.,,tiüils or .PlellrGtus mitis in 
culture (x 4) . 
cc.:l:ial strands of Pleurotus mit is 
develoi.-ed on the surface of tiie infected 
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P LAT IX. 
42. A hyllia aith simple clamp-connection 
ofIliDanaLlugaiiialgelmt within the 
tracheid. (x 450). 
Figs, 4 & 44. 4yphae with Liouble cLwkid. 
con_ection of Stereti sanuinolentum 
Within the tracheids, (x 450). 
Fid ,4b. Penetration of th cell-walls by the 
hy-1;hae of .:,tereum san,ruinolentur . the 
bore-hole is visibly larger tuai the 
i,ehetrating hypha, (x WO). 
Fi. 4u. venetratioL a the cell-walls by aider 
hyphae of Ster(u4t lz._,pio.k.leAStuth; the aiuef 
115,paa or its branch ahen psi ng throudh 









Fig. 47. Pat cf a transverse section of the 
noraial wood of Norway spruce. (x 100). 
Fig. 48. Part of a transverse section snowing 
decay of Norway s.;ruce caused by St ereum 
san uinolentum; the elemem,s of the S pzír ; 
..00d are badly damaged. (x 100). 
Fig. 4J. Part of a transverse section showing 
decay of ie orway si ruce caused by Pleurotus 
mitis; the syr14 wïood is the most alrected 
tart of the section. (x 100). 
Fig. 50. Hyphae of Stereuu sanguinoler.tum 
i,assirlg through the walls Loru..red 
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Fibs. 51 c. 52. Wood- block cuiturr:s of .:_teieum 
sanguinolertum and Pleurotus mills for 
testing decay l-esistance in the l boratoryi 
photographed after 45 and 60 dais 
res1ectively. 
Figs. 53 & 54. Y', c,ocx-ulccks of Norway spruce 
showing decdy after 4 months, exposure to 








Fig. 55. Inoculated trunk of healthy Norway 
spruce showing infection after 5 months; 
the «ounce is gaping open accompanied by 
copious secretion of resin running down 
the stem. 
Figs.56 & 57. infections on trunk of Norway 
spruce with Stereur.i son ,uinolentilm ,r:nd 
Pleurotus refit is respectively, 13 months 
after inoculation. 
Fig. 58. Longi tuc ina1 section through area 
of infection by ÑtEere ur_i sLn ;uino1entum, 
showing the rot near the periphery, 










>°. Lonk.;ituc,i nal ,secti on 
t%rout;h the area of in-îeotion 
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Auricularia auricula - Judse (Linn.) Schroet., 
the common Jew's ear fungus, is fairly distributed 
throughout the world and is found in both temperate 
and tropical regions. In Great Britain it is 
Jxuown to occur commonly on eldersibut mere rarely on 
beech, elm, oak, walnut, willow, holly vnu Berúerís 
arcuata (Res, 192,). Besides Sambucus nigra, 
Poetsch (1877) lists á number of other plants, 
viz., Ailanthus la Endula_ . Elaeagnus angustifolia, 
Morus nira and ilobiri pseudacacia on which it 
occurs. In India, it occurs commonly on lcg s of 
S Korea robusta and dead stumps gnu branches of Ficu 
religiosa (Barer j ee , 1 :ß.L7) . Secretan (1&.),,) 
divided the fungus into three varieties of which 
var. B cartganae (Pers. Syn. p. 62k) was found 
growing on a large dead branch of Lyeium barbarem 
while other two varieties were always found on 
Sambucus nigra. Its fructifications are abunuantl, 
formed during the cold, et months of November to 
February. It is often found in great quantity 
growing entirely saprophytically on trunks enu 
branches without attacking the living trees but it 
is sometimes supposed to grow r,arasitically on elde 
(Ainsworth ¿nu Bisby, 1645). Thumen (1876) found 
it in autumn on two new substrata viz., Acer 
Negunuo snu ìibl scus syriaeus unu mentioned that 
in both cases the fungus grew luxuriantly on the 
.8 
* 
healthy host plant. T-`unatal.l (16L 1J2b, LAO) 
in Cachar, , Assam (In .ii.:. ), de scrii u it as the 
commonest wound parasite killing the branches of 
the tea plants anu ir, time extenuing even to the 
roots, but he did not give any experimental evidence 
in suprort of rai;.; statement. üeneause gnu Kuenzel 
(1::) ) isolateu it from tine roLteu heart4 oou of 
three living black walnut (Ju l:ans nigra) trees but 
its etiological complications he (1 not been estaolist - 
eu. Though a great ueal of research work has 
been carried oat on this fungus, its activities as 
parasite on elder tS. n_grú)anu the amount of damag 
it causes in tae wood, are not yet c empletely under 
stood. ; ith this enu in view, an investigation ínt 
t ae nature of the uisease , the amount of dame in 
the wood caused by it and the life -history of the 
fungus in culture have c,een unuertaken. In order 
to establish the aLsolute connection between one of 
the higher fungi anu the ultimate effects 4lnich the 
w celium produces on Living trees, it is imperative 
that an investigation of this nature must necessari .y 
extend through sevel-al years due to the slow grown 
of the pathogen. In the following pages data so f 
obtained, are given largely frou observations in th 
as well as in the field. 
r . 
II. 1;i.T1; .,A: IT C ECrJLIOUIC 
The common elder tree 3.3rabucus nigraL.) 
the natural host of the Jeer's ear fungus , is widely 
distributed in Great I -itain, central anu southern 
Europe , thriving mostly in wastelanu an a in shady 
places in wooers on marry k hds or soil. Until 
recently, foresters anu farmers regarded it as a 
plant of little value ana as such it was usu -J1y 
heavily cut Juan and destroyed by burning by the 
landowner. Although the flotiwe s, fruits únù bark 
of elder have been long recognised in n euicine for 
curing various troubles) the plant ' has now practic- 
ally lot its reputation as having considerable 
th4 raputle value. In the country districts of 
Great Britain, the berries are commonly used to 
manufacture elderberry wine. hecently , Metealf e 
(D248) has pointed out the economic importance of 
elder arld showed that its woou is particularly 
suitable for the preparation of watchmakers' peg- 
wood and high grades of charcoal. The sticks of 
elder pith are usually useu in Botanical laborator- 
ies for holding small speciraents. V`satch anu ()tiler 
instrument makers use it for manipulating small 
objects. It was only during the last World tsar, 
the preparation and marketing of elder pith were 
is 
undertaken in Great Lr itain, as it was thought 
to be unwise to ignore the potential uses for uny 
rani material available in this country. fie 
further advocates th- cultivation of elder for 
wunuiacture of rith, high graces of c.arcoal 
Wad ; uit .i1 ie for a14ukir delicate objects 
au u Lids mi. ht lie ur;derrtaken profitably as a small 
scale írluustry. 
J.. 
III. HISTOhY yidü SYbONYDAY. 
Auriculaí. i; auricula -Juuae , the Jew's ear or 
Judas' ear, was well known and described at least 
as far buck as the end oì the sixteenth century. 
Gerarde (16W, 1633) mentioned and figured this 
fungus as "Fus Sambiacinus, sip =e Auricule. Iudm, 
Iewes Bares ". Later,Micheli (1728) described 
and figured the fungus as Agaricum Ata' iculae forma. 
It was mentioned by Linnaeus (1763) as Tremella 
Auricularia.Persoon (1601) described the fungus 
under the nano: Tremella Auricu1 - Juuae but Fries 
(1822 -23) traLsferreu it to tine genus Laciuia, wider 
tribe descr.ibeu it Lxidia 
Auricula- Judae. Berkeley (1860) redescribeu true 
fungus under the generic name 1- lirneola by which it 
was kno;n for a long time. Scrroeter (188W 
transferred it to Auricularia and this appellation 
had cone into common use (Rea, 1L,22; Ainsworth and 
Bisby, 14b). Becau a of its wine spread dis;,ribu- 
tion, its ability to grow on many kinds of decayed 
wood and its great variety of shapes, sizes and 
colours depending on its age or the dryness or 
moistness of the suri ounuirg atmosphere, it has been 
described from time to time as new species under 
various names as the following list of synonyms 
indicates. 
arrett (110) records the following: - 
irewella Aurícul ::sia L. Sp. Pl. 1157 , 175. 
Pezza Auricu3.a L. at. ed. 12,2:725,1707. 
;ïrulius úuricul4 rioth. 53b, 1788. 
Pezizu huricula-Juuae I,ll:. Chump. 1:241, 1791. 
Treúella Auricula,Juúae Fer ;>. Obs. 14c. 2:93, 
1799. 
uricul s;.mtiucine ::surt. Fl. Cryát. Lrl. 459, 
1617. 
Aur-icula-JuL:ae Fr. Syst. 2:221, 1522. 
:oxieulú wail- Pers. in fireyc. Voy. 177, 18245. 
+' idiù aus.°icula Fl. Cry.t. 2:559, 1833. 
Lidia ami.-la L6v. Ann. sc. Ivat. Bot. III. 
5:159 
y 184o. 
Hirneola a,uricula-Judae Berk. Qutl. 269, 15O0. 
i3r3ìf.:J.: L:ir.l Sacc. Syll. 6:705, 1686. 
A.uriculs.ria Auricula-Judae "chröt. Krypt. Fl: 
Schlcs. 3:385, 1889. 
t-IuricuLL, aï;iùls. Kuntze. ii.ßv. Gen. 2:644 ; 1891. 
Auriculú Auricula (L) únder,00d. Mew. Torrey 
Club. 12:15, 1902. 
She also considers that in all probability 
Aurícularía auriformis (Scher.) Larle is the same 
fungus and if it ,roves 1.o be tho same, several 
more synonyms sucul6. be aaaed to the list. 
According to Moller (1895) both L aschia, 
delicatr? Fr. and L. tremellosa Fr. are synonyms of 
A. uricula- Judae. He found that it is common in 
Brazil. 
7 ., 
N. '1; POì.OF , 
(Platel, figs. 1 ¿ 2) 
Descri= t ici . 
Fructifications. - Sessile ana attached by a poi._t 
or sub- stipitate; erumpent; single or in 
groul...;; often i oricate; at first cud, -steal ea 
then becou,ír irregularly lot:LU or folded, 
s(:Letimes aurifcrrn or conc liform; soft, geiatiL- 
cus or c :ii ilagencus, semi- trans tirent, trembïiF_g 
.hen hoist; dimension variable, about 1.5 - 
5 x 1 - 5 c.m. when fresh; margin at first 
entire but somewhat lobed in older specimens, 
curling over tae ayiiieniurn o loosing moisture. 
aker surface. - hen yourte smooth, yeccmir 
toL 1entose with fine, short, sub -bulbous 
hairs 3iith age; c It r varies from Hay's 
russet to Liver brown .rith greyish hairs 
which crime to Olive brown, L nzo iron, 
Cinnamon drab or Fawn colour on drying, 
finally becoming Ftascous; irregularly 
veined :ma becomiing wrinkled on loosing 
moisture. 
Context. - Gelatinous or cartilaginous, 
b corïiing hard úI1.. horny on drying; at first 
whitish; about 1-2.b. n.m. thick. 
8. 
Hymeniál surface. - At first oo Lh , then 
venoso- plicate with e ; colour varied, 
Hy's russet or grayish, Fawn colour to 
Army brown, often with a lilac tinge , becorm- 
ing Fuscous car Fuscous black on drying, 
shining or dull with a whitish bloom. 
33asidia. - Elongated, cylii dric,1 to 
somewhat fusiform, often slightly 
flexuous , transversely septate , forming 
a compact hymenium; sterigmata four of 
unequal lengths; each developing from a 
cell of the basic ium ;uimension about 05- 85(100)x 
5 -7 -10 . 
Spores. - Hyaline; thick -walled; smooth; 
oblong, cylindrical or curved; die, ensi 
about 17- 22x7 - 1O,,ß 
Tissue differentiation. -In a cross: section of a 
mature fructification, the following regions 
can be differentiated:- (1) a compact hymeuial 
layer, about 60 -100 thick, consisting of 
(Pí,1L, jc 7) . 
elongated basidia (2) an inntermediate hyaline 
zone making up the major portion of the context; 
about 1000 - 2000 (200)/L thick when moist; 
consisting mainly or hyaline, much branched, 
stainable hyphae embedded in a matrix formed 
of hyaline, non-stainable; gelatinised hyphae, 
mostly 1 -1.5( sometimes up to 2.5/m across, . 
with numerous simple clamp- conu.ections , running 
more or less parallel but becoming closely 
Interwoven below the hymeniur. terming a brownish 
zone, about 10.3i-e.aide; (3) an outer dark 
brownih cem.act zone of densely interwoven 
hyphae from which the hairs arise; variable 
in thickness; numerous dark brewn, thick- 
walled, aTexuous or contorted, isolated upright 
hyphae, about 7.5 - 10 (12) , e wide present; 
hairs tiAck walled: septate, sub-bulbous, hyaline 
to pale yellow, pointed, rounded or truncated 
at the tip, about 5-8 aide. 
The above description i6 based on materials 
collected from Hopetoun, near iiklinburgh, 
while growing luxuriantly on trunks and branches 
of living elder (Sambucus nigra). The. colours 
mentioned in the description and afterwards are 
accorckin6 to iie6ewey (1'i12). The fruiting body 
in itself is very. characteristic and readily 
recognised in the field. The imbricate habit of 
growth, the soft, gelatinous or cartilaginous, 
semi-transparent, irregularly lobed, sometimes 
conchiform or auriform and sessile fruting bodies axe 
distinctive features. ,hen young and in a mdet 
cendition, it is frequently turbin-shaped but aith 
age in a rainy weather; it is greatly extended in 
size, becomes lobed and somewhat undulated at the 
margin and the lobes lying over one another. 
10, 
ti(. DECAY OF LLDLR . 
A. lipterial. 
The materials for study were collected i. 
February 1O , in the form of freshly cut infected 
trees of elder (S. nigra)with fructification.. of 
Auricularia auricula- Juciae from elder ìJushes in 
ho ;etoun Estate, near Edinburgh, Scotland. The 
situation was some rnat shady, cool wn%, damp and 
as such the fructifications of the fungus were 
found growing luxuriantly on decaying trunks and 
older branches of living trees bearing numerous 
young upright shoats. The trees Studied in this 
connection were carefully selected, cut clown and 
macroscopically examined in the field to note as 
far as possible the progress of decay in the good. 
For further study, small sections from different 
regions of the diseased trunk and branches 
were selected, brought into the laboratory, 
examined and studied while in a fresh condition. 
Microscopic examinations of the rotted areas snored 
abundant mycelium within the tissues of the host. 
B. Macroscopic characters of the 
rot. 
The symptoms that are externally visible are 
the presence of numerous fructifications (Pl. I; f 
of the fungus bursting open through the decayed or 
cracked bark of the trunk and rotting of the 
pripheral portion of the wood where the decay has 
advanced to a considerable extent. The bark of 
the decaying wood separates easily any often Natcui 
of whitish mycelium are present in between the 
bark and the decayed wood. With the exception 
of the green s'hcots the fructifications are found 
all over the trunk. Cross sections of the 
infected -wood showy teat the ear14 stages of attack 
are marked by the formation of small, incipient 
rot pockets at the priphery oi the wood beir 
bounded internally by a narrow, water- soaked; 
light yellowish or pale brownish invasion. zone. 
(Pl. II, fig. 3). These gradually become broader 
and lighter in colour as the attack proceeds and 
may fina. -iy coalasce so that in an advanced stage 
of decay both sap -wood and heartwood become light, 
soft , spongy and easily break up into sections. 
The bark comes away easily. In an a.clvaxhceu stage 
of decay, a cross -section of the diseased trunk 
shows a ihollow central region (Pl. II, figs. 4 & b) 
surrounded by the partially decayed good which is 
somewhat whitish and crumbling. The rots showing 
various stages of decay appear as brownish or pale 
coloured irregular areas (Pl. II, fig. 4) , with 
small pockets which may or may not contain white 
material and in others these are reduced to a mass 
of whitish or .,ale coloured fibres. Finally, the 
12. 
wood crumbles easily unu thin sheets of conspicuous 
whitish mycelium are found in the shrinkage cracks 
formed along the grains of the wood (Pl. II fig. (6) . 
Eventually, the rotten wood falls into small flakes. 
The rot is confined to the trunk aria older Grancncs 
and does not extend into the young scoots. 
C. MICROSCOPIC DLTAILr" OF TEL ROT. 
In order to study the character and dis- 
tribution of the mycelium in the infected acou, 
small pieces of sound and diseased wood were 
sectioned both free hand and with the microtome. 
The materials were f rs . softened with equal parts 
of alcohol , glycerine anu water ant, than transverse ) 
radial and tangential sections, 15-at-thick, 
were cut. .wee -hand- sections were, in general, 
found to be sufficiently thin to snow the presence 
of hyphae in the tissue- elements but for detailed 
examination anu successful photomicrography under 
high magnifications sections prepared with the 
microtome were particularly sui-Lable to andaer the 
requirements. 
Differential staining was mace of the sections 
by the methods described by Hubert (1922) and 
Cartwright (1.29). Of th k.se , Cartwright's safranin 
anu picro- aniline blue were found to be most positive 
and satisfactory in rendering the hyphae visible and 
13- 
easy to manipulate. Since this techni us n got 
certain objectionable features, such as the hypeae 
often Lecemes contracted and distcrted and the 
precipitation oi the granular masses of aniline ; lee 
on the hyphae due to over-heating; the modified 
method of Proctor (1i41ì by using dilute co ..cen ra 
Lions and reduced amount oi heat, was feurru to ee 
very effective . `ihe sections were ultimately 
dehydrated and mounted in alsam. 
The distribution of the hyphae in the decayed 
wood is fairly uniform (Pl. 21 i fig ;. -4. At First 
the hyphae develop mainly in tie medullary rar, s 
and to a certain extent in the vessel:-.; in the 
wood fibres they are comparatively less nume eus. 
Tne hyphae ; which are all hyaline, vary great/y in 
thickness ¡ some are wine with granular centente 
(a.b - :s.5 tt.. across) and others quite narrow 
(1 -2 /A. wide). The vessels are often filled up 
at places (Pl.!ir, figs. q, ,0; Pl. il ,fig. 
a weft of wider haphae which are sparing 7,;y tr ached 
and with fre,1uent simple clan -cor ecticn 
(Pl. rv, figs. /(/ ). In the narrower hyph. the 
clamp-Cen:_ectioT.:: are les. r:uruercu . The r 
at first, irc.ss trod cell to cell u c ja 
simple pits oi tue thick -walled ray cells (ï l.. 
fig. ) , an simple av inconspicuously bordered 
pits oi the eies. ent . of the vessels (Pl. - f 
later they sirectly penetrate the cell -calls by 
14 
fine thread-like 1e6s or eutgrowths, at length 
enlarging the bore-hoies (P1.77,figs.P/A. In au 
advanced staL;e oi decay he hyphae 'become numerous 
and tend to becue more abundant in the medullary 
ray E ad in the wider lumina of the irregularly 
4rranged)moderately thick-walie, wood-fibres with 
rather infreuent, slit-slaped pits which are 
apparently simple. Much branched hyphae often 
cempletely fill up the lumina of the fibres 
(1)1.2 fig. // ). The penetration of the wails of 
the wood cells by the hyphae either 5-110W6 Lo 
diminution in hyphal ,iaweter figs. ,-/A or in 
case ol wider hyphae their apices beeewe attenuated 
into fine points (P1.1,f,fig./9 ); during penetra- 
tion the narrow hyphae are often clearly visible 
within the wider bore-holes (Pl.:17,fig. /2) through 
which they pass. k,fter penetration the hyphae tiiCg- 
en till they reach their mature width while tne 
portion within the bore-holes remains exceedin6ly 
fine. The bore-holes, round or oval, becoue very 
numerous and are about 1-2 !-L acro. s (P1.-K,figs./7-/7) 
Sometimes they coalesce to form an irregularly shape 
hole. The bore-holes have smooth, moulded contours 
and are not irregularly rputured or splintered. 
This indicates clearly that the _issolution has been 
caused by a solvent originating from a central point 
This unmistakable stamp of cemical dissolution of 
the cell-wall by enzymic activity of the fungus 
15 
supports Proctor's (1841) theory of cell wall pene- 
tration. At places, the bord-red ries are eroded 
and become somewhat iz uistiuct ransrarent. 
The f1eres bece,ee more conspicuous; with spiral 
shrinkage cracks which radiate from the bore -holes 
and pits (Pl., fig. ). Similar spirally 
orientateu cracks are sometimes .Lourd on the dis - 
integrating walls of the vessels. Yellowish -brown 
staining of the cell- walls m-y develop in tiffe 
vessels any medullary rays in _:L adv,eed stage of 
decay. A yellowish gum -like material is a1-.o 
present in tiffe decayed wood. 
D. plC"tioc haìlCiiL STJL.ie: . 
tieselts of micro-chemical staining for lignin 
cellulose in the sound and partly decayed wood are 
recorded here. This has been dune by staining 
the sections of wooe phloroglucin - 1Cl for 
lignin and chlor- einc- ioeine for cellulose. The 
combination stain, Lismarck Lr e,J1 and Gentian 
Violet which differentiates unlignified (brown 
staining,) and lignified (violet staining) structures!, 
has al co been tried. Various other micro- cheaic,1 
stains lave also been employed, mo.. t which L,grue 
closely with the changes indicated by the use of 
the above -mentioned stains. Although these micro - 
chemic.l ..Mail.. are not infallible it 1cators of 
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the ciiemicc.1 cha ges that take place in tue wood, 
yet these aïe commonly useu in such work to inuicate 
the j reseixce of lignin ánu :gnu the results 
are tabulateu 
Table 1. hesults of staining for cellulose and 
lignin in normal , nu partially decayed 
wood of elder with Lismack brawn and 
Gentian violet resi.ectively. 





j. arenc ái ,úìc1. 
Primary walls ueep 
violet; secenuu:Q, 
walls a rtly light 
violet but mostly 
yellowish brown 
around the lumen. 
Primary walls deep 
violet; secondary 
walls mostly light 
violet, deeper near 
the miaule lame lle , 
mostly yellowish 
brown around the 
lumen. 
Primary walls violet; 
secondary malls moss - 
ly light violet but 
partly yellowish. 
prie ary walls deep 
violet; secondary 
aalls light violet 
but partly yellowish. 
krimafy walls 
violet; secon 





ary was mos ' y 
pale violet bu 
partly brownis , 




violet but lig . t 
brown at place 
aecohuary wall 
mostly pale br wn 
or brown but 






brown at place P. 
Table 2. oraai a_d partially decayed wood of elder treated 
with chlor-zinc-iodine and phloroghicln - IICl for 
stalling collulosc and lignin respectively. 
Elements Cellulose ( Chlor- zinc -iodine) 
T:ormal wood Decayed wood 
Vessels Secondary walls 
often faint blue 
around the lumen 
fibres Secondary walls 
faint blue partic- 
ularly around the 
lumen, often partly 
so. 
Ray Secondary walls 
Cells partly faint blue. 
G od Secondary walls 




Secondary walls partly 
or mostly light blue, 
occasionally in groupa 
partly or entirely 
blue. 
Secondary walls .costly 
light blue or blue, 
pri*ary walls light, 
blue at places. 
secondary walls pal 
blue at places. 
Lignira/ 
Table 2 continued 
Liements 
17a, 
Lignin (Ahloror_;lzacin - HCl ) 
::'orma l Wood 'Lecaye r °' ood 
Vessels Primary walls red; 
secondary walls light 
recd or pale pink to 
almost colourless. 
Fibres Primary äalls deep red; 
secondary walls light 
red, often pale pink 
near the lumen. 
Ray 
Cells. 
Primary walls deep 
red; secondary walls 
red to light red, 
Wood Pry wry calls, deep 
parenchyma. red; secondary walls 
red. 
Primary walls red to 
pink; secondary walls 
pink to colourless 
when bro1ando4. 
Primary wails res'; 
secondary walls 
light red but sane- 
what colourless , _ear 
the lumen. 
Pri ary wa l is red; 
secondary walls liht red to pink. 
Primary walls red; 
seco d.ary walls 
licht red. 
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From the tacles 1 ana 2 it will be eviuent 
that pr,lcregluciu -iiC1 ana :xentían violet ir,uicate 
the presence of lignin in the primary and second- 
ary walls of all the elements in the normal wood. 
Chlor- zinc- iouine an.0 Bismarck brown stain the 
st coz_u;ary walls blue ana yellowish brown respect.- 
ively inaicating the presence of cellulosic 
materials in the wood elements. In the partially 
decayed .good ,.ale chemical changes inuicated by the 
stain -rections clearly show that j,rinìa rily there 
is gradual delignific :tion of tue highly lignified 
tarts of the secoLuary walls and as such the 
residual cellulosic materials show more intense 
staining reaction;. The reactions uo not indicate 
clearly the removal or cellulosic L:ateria1 : in trie 
early stages of decay in the .aoou . It can, however 
be said that the fungus attacks lignin more 
iIîtensely than c ilulose. 
Sections of ric7.`I al and decayed woou co. res ont 
inn to those used for micro- cnemicul stains have 
been placets on slides anu treated with 74 sulphuri 
acid as suggested by hitter (125) . Im...ediately 
in tho sections of both normal and decayed wood, 
the cells swell censideraLly and there is much 
uistortion_ throughout the tissue- elements. The 
middle- lamellae are torn apart, the elements are 
isolated in groups and the medullary ray. become 
much convoluted in appearance. This violent 
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action during t .le rr c.ce <<s ix-icutes the rresence 
of considerable amount of cellulose in the cell - 
walls of both nor l nu decayed YYoou The Larellinr 
of thio preceding dissolution forces all 
t e eleiuents avart in the .doou. Though not con- 
clusive in itself; this test at least inuicates the 
resence o . much cellulose in the wcou rartially 
decayed by the fungus. 
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VI. CULTUhE STUDL:.S 
(a) Spore anu `l' i 6;.ì11e Cultures. 
The initial cultures were made by the use of 
shores (Ant 'rum portions of the infected woou. 
Copious spore- deposits were obtained within a few 
hours from a fresh sporophore on 2.bk malt Agar 
contained in the lower lid. of a Petri -dish, while a 
trimmeu rectangular piece of Life sporophore was 
fixed exentr ically with the hymeníal surface uownwar s 
to the inner side of its upper lid, and plaeee t - 
sie a moist chamber. The spores, thus deposited, 
were transferred aseptically to test tubes cci; ainii 
Naft us ar. The cultures we 1 e also maue from 
partially decayed wood Small bits of infected woo 
were washed several times with sterile distilled 
water and flamed lightly in oruer to kill as many 
superficial spores as po s._ ible from the surface. 
A sterile scalpel was ut-;eu to cut away the exterior 
portions and bits of wood pieces thus exposed we; e 
carefully inserted in melt agar tubes. These were 
then kept in an incubator at 23 °C in darkness. In 
the course aE' a week or so mycelia grew out and then 
served stock materials for sub -cultures. 
(b) Ssore germination. 
( Plate iffE , f igs.33-35) 
The basidiospore , were obtained fr .m fresh 
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sporophares found on elder. The fruiting bodi. 
cei tinued to cast their spores for 46-72 hours and 
spore -deposits were obtained on sterile slices c ui- 
ta,ineu in a Petri -dish. Germination tests were 
made with these shores in hanging drop of water in 
Van T'eigham cells us.0 upen 2.bß, of u At agar arid 
potato- dextrose agar in Petri -dishes. Different 
samples of dater viz. , distilled water (pH7) and 
tap water. (1)116.8) were tried. These were kept in 
darkness at censtank, temperatures of 16°C á..17d 2200 ].1 
incubators and in diffused light , ibu room -temperature 
(23 °C- 26°C). 
On all agar media gesnination occurs withi 
12 - 18 heurs under all the different ceaditions of 
light and temperature. The room- tempei ature and 
diffused light have been found to be more suitable 
for direct and rapid germination. The one- celled 
stores (Text -fig. 1,a) germinate only by producing 
long, thick uni tut germ-tubes only either at 
the opposite ends or from the sides(Text -fig. 1, d, 
When one germ -tube is produced, usually its proto- 
plasm migrates into the tube Gnu with its gradual 
advance 1, 2 or 3 septa are successively laiu uoan 
within the empty spore -cage (Text -fig. 14). 
This process may be continued even in the newly 
forrnect hypha where a few empty hyphal cells c:n be 
differentiated at the base from the terminal portion 
which is filled up with densely granular protoplasm. 
Text-fig. I. A.auricula Judae. Stafses of spore-gerAination 
TY-72"Tri-73, uo). 
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A spore may form ta o germ -tubes (text-fig. 1,d) 
simultaneously at opposite ends of which one soon 
takes the lean anu the .hole protoplasm of the 
undivided spore retracts from the opposite side and 
migr-tes into the more actively growing germ -tube 
followed by succesive formation of septa towards 
the opposite end ¿i thin the original spore-wall. 
Sometimes the spore if, at first divided cy a call 
into to cells , each producing a separate germ -tube. 
Occasionally, "hen tao germ -tubes are rrocucect the 
krotoplasm spits up in the miuule witain the spore - 
ca.. c and as it moves into tine germ -tubes two walls 
are laic down within the spore fuming an empty 
cell at the centre (Text -fig. 1,h) . SubsL;uent 
growth gives rise to luxuriant mycelium in all 
cases. 
In wattr two kinds of germination have been 
observed. At 18QC the spore uLually become 
uivided into 2 - 4 cells from each c " which one or re 
short or slender outgrowths are prouuceu. These 
give rise to sí agle or elu tars of sickle -snaked 
or hoof -like coniaia at the apiceE (Text -fig,1 b, c) 
At 23 °C the spores not only bear coníuia from their 
sides but some of them germinate by producing much 
branched germ -tubes bearing clusters of conidia at 
the apices of short lateral branches (Text- fig.l, i) 
Occasionally, however, one or two cells of the spore 
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germinate by germ -tubes while others kroduee only 
conidia. L refeld (1838) was the i irat to alud y 
the germination of the spores in 4_uriculariü auricul 
Judas in water and culture solution but he did not 
mention about the exact conuitions under which the 
spores ge11Àinateu. He status that by using d rich 
and more concentrated culture solution, the spores 
divided rarely enu prociuceu luxuriant mycelia. 
In the present investigation similar results were 
obtained on agar media under different conditions 
of light and temperature and the spores also remain - 
ed undivided but most often a dca was divided into 
2 to 4 cells, In water, 03, tit ether hanu, he 
obtained germination by the proms uction of conidia 
on short side branches from each cell of the divided 
skore but in the present study long, much branched 
germ -tubes bear ir6 clusters of conidia at the tips 
of short lateral brancLes could be obtained as a 
result of germination in water at 23 °C. It can, 
however be said that low temperature anu water 
favour germination by the production of conidia on 
short outgrowths from the side of the spores while 
in dilute culture solution and in water at a com- 
paratively higher temperature long germ -tubes 
bearing conidia can be obtained. Solid nutrient 
media, on the other hanu, inhibit the production 
of conidia anu favour uirect germination to form 
luxuriant mycelium under all conditions. 
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(c) Mycelium in culture. 
The mycelium of Auricularia uuricula -Judie 
isolated from the decayed wood as well as the 
polysporous m. celium were gr, wn in culture and 
their characteristics studied on two different 
rueuía, viz., potato- uextrose agar and 2.6k malt 
agar. Culture tubes 6" x j_' in size were used 
for the study but for determining the rate of growth 
they were grown in Petri -wishes. All cultures 
were kept in darkness in cif erent incu uator s at 
180C and 23°C respectively, In order to maintain 
expeiimental conuitions as constant as possible 
small pieces ci inocula (about 3-4 m.m. in diameter) 
were taken from young test tube cultures and placed 
with upside downwards upon the medium in tubes anu 
Petri -.dishes, each containing approximately 20 c.c. 
and 30 c.c, of the medium respectively, T ,e pH 
value o:í each after sterilization was found to be 
b.2. The c colour exhibited by the mycelium has 
Leen expressed according to Ridgeway (1912) and 
terms used to descri oe the texture of the mat are 
those of bong and Harsch (1918) . After study it 
has been found that the isolate and the polyphorous 
mycelium are identical in cultural and microscopic 
details which are described in the following pages. 
25. 
(1.) Oxidase Tests. 
Qhi 4.1aue test Uescrio l VIUZ .. 
(12L) *mks ;idatau Ly 4-$rowir.t; the ZuLtkus in retri- 
disAius GL t u64a coLt8ioi4s Q. cunt 
6.A1lic or t..mnlo uciu kekt at 
ItAA-1_eraturu oi Bei46 tA .hito 
rot ddrk LrLAtir riri6s due to Ulu reseLcu 
or. oxitiase a,reureki 24 ii,urs (11.1N7,i4.27 ). 
ins iLtansity Q. rectioL was;ootftver, 
1.1.ic i.kciu medium the oistlioter ci. toe rills,. dua 
01.2 1,0 isg4i4, ev 41U.16 lob hooro oi 
Anotil-r mul..bou to uistir.641sh tihito rot furAgl 
Lrotin onos (Pr&tc LCLW 3»,11,54) was triuu 
Lygro.z t. tuL6us on al_at 46ar coni,¡AinuAt.. 
tur cuLt viol , Iun6us 
rosItivu re¡Action *.¡Arti,A14 bäca tat; iriolt 
colour (4: ¡Al.pout 
week.-1,6 izcub.t1GL w¡As 1,,coso¡Ars: 
rsults could Le oLt¡Airieu* 
(- Cultural Characteristics. 
1-urieLL-11=-4A1S4liaraiM.44kAielau.s.1_244211 
(i) ijJt -(P1sYflgs,.2e025). 01. 
1,p,1474G 
g.tipstmata4a the -zapertia was 1Nry siow at the 
It tilt; uhu of O A aut.A. .1:tock' iLocul.,t1 
tiAL C(tQL LQ.jC1iU. tèZ owr itioculuk 1 
a ..arrow wow. 0ilLte) ai.44*$.4ia zrowth ovul Lû 
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surface of the sly. u. In. -x ' ut 1C -12 days the 
irsoculuríï turned sub -felty to f el-iy but the mat proper 
eecGme differentiated 1i.to ä central sub- -felty zone 
anu an ai;pres ed, colourless ana i imbriateu zcne of 
advance. s the grc ,,;th advanced the centra.i zone 
remained sub-felty as beicre but ;radually Lhinued 
out tovcirds the upper enu of the slant äná became 
raised and cottony to silky towards the lover end. 
After three weeks the puy celiuui covered t_.e ..hole 
surface of the slant cana the rat eecane ielty ana 
homogeneous but ti ith a few raised lumps of mycelium 
arounu the inocului i. The surface of the meat grad- 
ually turned touj , rough and nodulose at places 
A thick skin was ultimately formed and i;-s, surf ace 
was rnos .,ly i uguloüe but pulverulent at places. 
At 2L»C the growth was somewhat similar but more 
raaiú and condensed ytiith Brider fibriateu advancing 
zone. The texture of the mat early became cotLony- 
'woolly which later turncu felty and the silky nature 
of the mycelium towards the lo .rer enu of trie tube 
was more prcnounceu. The upper enu of the ii,at, 
instead of becoming thin , wr as raised and coti.ony. 
'inally, , tufted anu felty patches or uycelm 
.reine 
distributed over the rugulose surface of a thick 
skin. On rk.lt agar at both temperatures this 
habit 
of growth aces more or les similar to that on 
dext °oE e 
potato( agar but in the former it was more vigorous, 
raised, loose and wooly and the auvarii^rrg zone 
was 
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less distinct. The mat proper insteau of being 
rugulose turned pulverulent with age. In all 
cases ccicuí of the medium turneu ÿelloyiíis i in about 
10-lb days after. inoculation. 
(ii) Colour - On Potato- uextro e á ar tue mycelium 
remained White throughout taut at 2ô0C pale salmon 
colour developed towards the lover enu of tae slat 
in Lou. ù a month after inoculation. Q,, malt aaa 
pigmentation 01 tige Lat Le cane evident in, .Lout w 
month ana the : haues included hale pinkish cinnamon 
an lieht pinkish cinnamon. i':t 1LoC colouraeion 
was more prcnounceu and was re atricted to the centra 
part of' the mat. 
(iii) i.ate of growth - The rate of giaowtn, both on 
l.,otato- dextrose agar ana malt agar kept under 
idea tical conuitions as stateu eei. ore , tiras rather 
very slog and the daily L. crewent in ulaineter of 
Petri -wish cultures was determines. The radial 
growth in ail cases was unequal ax u as such average 
measurenents were taken. On malt agar at Loth 
temperatures th, eerily increment of growta varieu 
between 2.b and 3 m.m. aaile on potato- dextrose agar 
it was only 2.i) n. w. 
( ív ) iiyphal characters - ( Pl. f ig;á. z7)- 
ariul mycelium: (a) wider hyphae, aLout 2-3)a wide 
more or lesa straight or slightly flexuous, septate , 
distantly Lranciled, a-ith frecjlent clar::i,;-co:.nections, 
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clamps often cieveloping into neve hyphae, with 
yellowish brotan danular contehtL; (b) profusely 
brünch,d, hyaline to yellowish brown, na°roaer 
hyphae , Lou a 6 l-2 n acr c s. usually highly flexuous, 
sometimes slightly so or more or les_ straight aria . 
num.rous clamp-connections. 
Submerzed u ;celiuüi: (a) wider hyphae, about 2,5- 
5 µ across, sometimes up to 7.5t aiae uue to 
swelling, septate, flexuous, profusely branched, 
irregularly swollen presenting a somewhat gnarled 
appearance, often constricted, ,.ith yellowish or 
brownish gr nular° contents, branches often clustered 
clamps present but inf re ,uent; (b) hyaline, t hin- 
walled narrower nyphae , about 1-1.5(2.5)//,L across, 
usually slightly . lexuous , sometimes straight anu 
unbranched for a conwideraLle distance, usually 
sparingly branched and .itii clamps almost at every 
septum and with highly granular contents. 
(d) Prouuction or: fruit -bowies in 
culture. 
Several unsuccessful utte.upts we.. e th ue to 
obtain fruit -bodies of i.uricularia aurícula -Judie 
on various agar rems kept underdifferer,t conditions 
of light, temperature and moisture. Barnett (193?) 
obtained fertile but atypical fruit -boches on agar 
media but he did not mention anything about the 
exact conditions under ahich they were formed. 
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Eventually, the medium for developing sporophores 
recommended by Laucock (1V -1) was tried with con- 
siderable succass. i loi. t sawdusts of beech or 
spruce with 5; Badcock's accelerator wras used in 
Petri- dishes,test- tubes (20x4 c.m. and 15x2 c.m.) 
and 1 adccck's apparatus an-tile various devices 
recommended by hire (1b43) were tried. After 
sterilization the media were inoculated. by the 
fun us and the cultures were kept in darkness at 
room temperature (18 °C 21 °C) inside a closed 
chamber in which a moderately high humidity was 
maintained. SubseLluently, when mycelia made 
vigorous growth and covered the surface of the 
medium or reaches_ the ends of the tubes, all 
the cultures were removed, and placed in strong 
difiused light on a table about 8 feet from a lie 
window of the laboratory. 
Although a dense; white mycelit+l growth 
covered the entire surface o the sawdust medium in 
Petri -dishes, fructification.; aid not appear in any 
one of them even in cultures 3-4 months old. At 
this stage the lids of the Petri -dishes were remove 
and the cultures were kept covered under a moist 
bell -jar near a winnow at room- temperature. Within 
24 hours small fructifications began to api -ear 
rapidly at the rim of the Petri -dish and they were 
about 8 m.m. in diameter within 48 hours. (Pl., fig. 
The fructifications gradually enlarged, at first 
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resupinate , but later became t,, pically reflex u 
(Pi. ,7, fig. ?c ) . ection of such a well- ctevelopeu 
fructification reveuleu ü well.- uevelopeu nymenium 
witú normal basidia ana viable is- sidiospores. Sim - 
ilar fructifications were l _ o obtúir e u in tubes 
after a pe-iod of 2 -3 months. Vhen the mycelium 
completely filïeu the tubes :.gnu became compact, the 
slugs were re aoveu and. each was suprorteu in an in- 
clineu position in between two Petri -wishes, the 
lower being filled with .water. A thick pad of 
absorbent cotton wool was placed within the mouth 
of the tube anu was never allowed to drys out. with' 
a few days when vigorous surface gro..th uevelopeu, 
the l u was gently pushed c oan so as 4o Louth the 
medium, irregular fructifications began to develop 
within the tube ánu this irregularity was probably 
due to limited space within the mouth of the tube 
for their development. In Badcock' d, -p ratus, 
fructifications also began to appear within the 
flask at the rim of the tube (1)1.4-fig 23 ) after 
3-4 months but their growth was very slow and some - 
what irregular. This was in all probability due to 
limited space within the flask ana pos.ibly owing to 
absence of ultra -violet light or too high a humiuity 
as pointe u out bÿ badc ock (1.43). 
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(e) Heterothallism. 
It has long bean established that the absence 
of clamp- con.ections in single spore cultures anu 
their appearance when certain . r.61e spore cultures 
are paired, lave formed ale b 'is for determination 
of heterothallism in Hymenomycetes anu for the 
separation of bipolar and tetrap`olar species. 
Polysporous cultures of Auricularia auricula-Jud ;e 
and those obtaineu from the wood decayed by the Tung 
a Lays revealed the presence of num..rous claïup- 
con_,ections anu on the other h1.;nA these were com- 
pletely lacking in mcnosporous cultures which pointe 
towards the heterothallic nature of the. fungus. 
Barnett (14037) was the only investigator to describe 
Auricular i auricula-Juuae as 'heterothallic' and 
sexually 'bipolar' but he uid not attempt to 
describe the mechanism by which the nuclei of one 
mycelium would pass into another mycelium and form 
clamp -connections. He found considerable sterility 
between single spore cultures oirtaíned from fruit - 
bodies growing on woou of coniferous anu non -conifer 
trees anu incidentally suggested that within this 
species, several or many sexual phases might exist, 
only two such phases being so far recorded in the s 
fruit -bony. In order to find out the type of 
sexuality existing in this strain of Auricularia 
auricula- Juuae,, ten monosporous cultures were 
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started frow ores gated from a single 
s¡,orophore gro win on living trunk of Luc 
rihe method of oLtaining uonoskurous cultures was 
somewhat similar to Laat sug6eAed Ly Liounce 
A portion or the iruit-houly wes fixed axeLLeically 
to the inner slue cf the cove-r QI a filterek. lt 
agar plate, kekt under a moist Lell-jar and 
ex.mined under a microscoke at intervals. "4hen 
a,ores Lccau (.4 drop vigorously, the cover was re 
moved and placed OVUi 404GtisAw. Agar ¡late, 4uicaly 
rotated Ica' 2045 eiCC11411-1 ,41i In 44;0 the ()pores 
were drstriLutea, After aLeat 21/4 hours) wall-er 
ated spores were located =del tLit microscope, isol t- 
ad by ji.unching out small ,dscs of agar centainin6 
single spores nL transferred to 1-;..toi, Aasar in 
tuts. -1.1,1ilarly, a spore-sus,ension in sterile 
distilled aater aas skread un an Agar plate; se 
atlng ,k;110 isolated the followin6 day and 
grown in cui,ture. After growing for sev1 dap, t 
were thoroughly examined nu iOULd to be without 
clamp-connections. rlhe monosporous mycelia were 
t kiun paired in all comLinationa on 06ar slante 
veal, tubes aaere they we allowed to grow for more 
tnan a month. The line of contact between the 
airea m;)celia was then carefully examined for the 
kresence ef clamp-connoctions. ¶ ¡celia were 
said Lo Le com47atiLle when cl....wps were foune, in 























from pairings were repeated. '4,111e results of this 
examihation are recorded ii. table The (+) sign 
indicates the presence ef clamp-cehnuctiens and 
(-) sign inaicates their absence. 
:i.Tem the table it is evident that this struih 
is i'letrothallic and quadrisexual aria hence mal.kcal,y 
different from the bipolar sairoAsic strains so 
far recorded. The cultures tell into four groups 
bused upon the -ixoduceion e clamp-ceLhections ln 
certain combinations. Thu sour sexual phases are 
desguated as .AB ab, gb ana tabs bo clamp-cennectiOL 
wauf however, found between the members of the sume 
sexual -liteaouse (leib) states that ilop 
stances are net uncommon 444.i. ¡lave been 
recordea us bipolar by one kerscc and tetrapolar 
another iiDLi WirefGre it has been assumed that each 
of these taxonomic species if_ really a complex of ut 
least two natural species and taey have been recordeu 
us such. Further statement will Lot Le made ut the 
present mement peLdfrt: a more detailed investigation 
with this strain Loa in pre¡;ress. It is fxteresti- 
to rt4 11Mt 1Z 'L41.6 struin tat- speres muca 
larger than those belongiu6 to the struih tU4±Ç. to 
Lurrlett (1,937). 
idtbough no work has been done eh the phenomenon 
of averLiicL; it wus undoubtedly present in a rtursiAx 
of cases. In all the.pairings three t;ypes were 
observe viz., (1) u skace of aversion cl variable 
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witrth, (2) i1m versics. 4.41kA ta.W Larro.: gap was 
wita4 dicardQuic airdycellamul anti 




9h:U:1:W ION 11: .;: LI= 
Iuciden.6a11;y, tat, nuclear ¡honomena ol skore- 
gemination in the vegetative 1.4,celium have "LA; 
studied, (lhe iniction so far availaule lu 
scanty, Brefela (IZZ) ge;minated basidloskores 
in dilute culture solutionu and ontaiued a luxuriant 
kyceliuLi on L e not rina any clamp. 
connection. 7atepin-firouffy (1.Ed-Vi) wac 411.6 the 
first to stud,), Luclear details in 'ehe UalAdium of 
Mic4i auricd42A74Al2 incidentally wenticLed 
that tde iructific-tion ci the fungus WW:i comi.osed 
of laykkaae with Linucleate ce4.181 *Liu nuclei 1A4int 
reduced to slecks of chroLLatiu, %een (lkiLa), 
raortin the occurrence of c1 am1,-cot-ections 
iu the f ructifications o, ncc1.i ¡A_Aricula-t144e 
stated tilat owing to 1.he kresence ci deekly stainin¡i, 
gru-.ules the nuclei anu their relationuaip tu clawk- 
cennections could not be ascertained with certainty. 
JI Atteupt has, therefore Leen Laue to utudw the 
nuclear ¡heuomena of si,ore-germiLation in 
vegetative ra,celium oI ur44.4.1 
aud a kreliulina;.y account ilas Laen ¡resented in taw 
followin6 kaes, 
In taib study; 4niekts (11-4L) Agar lilm 
techni..pe and that modified 4 
iollowed, In order tozOtoia undue external con- 
tamination sl-ecial rectarguAixr 6twitp6rs a5 thoise 
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recomendea by ,Nobla (Iva) fc..r har.,6in 6 arcl., culture 
but large e..oun to aoL acrosco¡re slioes 
waicia the agar film was borne (;.-.1,r/Z/2. fig, .3 2 ). Ue 
colosition of tile zrdiui was iaovert 
tms follows: Likat extrict 2 ¡Aar cent) gelatin i. 
r cent sga cent atio LtU. watur 
1000 c.c. Ti t,. ct.i.stitusnts were diesolveO in is 
tiUeu wa,ter, tiltaraki tcue;A ilitra 1.$a.;,-er in a 
steamer, tubeu sterilizeu. iz. Koch sterili4or 
at 1000C. When re(,i4r.adt t f 
bj ileatirki; in a ,ater-batal a, few oro,pe 
agar were 1.1.acea on a walla sterile slide sireaO 
aa thin film) taking care t,- t the 11110 1.; not 
reach Use QUVAS the slioa. 4%6 8 0011 W63 tile 
films had soliuifieki tit inoculateo *4144 the 
wyceliuzal placed in au inverted jeGt-ition on 
rectan6al.ar cndwbera a8 Litat 641 aiAnie ¿nu tilWes ware 
kt iniaio a sterile i;etri-aisnest each contairling 
a moist kilter jr il'0114 411 al rectangular ¡Awe 
had been cut cat at *Liao centra for allowine, lignt 
to be tran-uiti eo. ourInt; ex...13/1..,Lfion. For oLtict 
germinating skoret4s calo ba.ploid ; wes 
dirt,ctly' crri tale agar filai from a /40ca of 
fresh aParepbore. For earlt s4 ore. 
&erulination wry thin fil- e o e..,/ in order to 
obtain :3511,134ze growing mars or less an ta%, saiaie 
but fo' growing azi%. kairing sono skorous 1,4calia to 




iflu as useu o t t. meuium rnt not be u4Asi.i 
zx(t1. All tilobe 
cbltures ineub,..tei.i at 239C in tarluA;8;; 
exwairila4 wihon Lecusar,, uLOier sterile cs.44,..1tio14e. 
ìen the cultures bìì rìc e iu ek,L.AtiO/Ala 
t4:02 ii1e8 re trUnaOrrOU to Pi4tri411. Lies 
l 4ere alloweu to i,,,A; at the atiazin 
before ki1114 fixin6 wiere :avowal 
ki1114; anu fixin6 waft; trit.,:.¡ such as 
i'lewaing5 Louin t (falen's 
moi:Afication) recor4eei by f';av-2, (IeLe), 
Lt vita xLt vied ¡Atli tbs ty¡Ai of fixifr6 
iluiu u6sU 'iielueu tee most. 
satiaactory resit. For earl Awagvis of germinara. 
43' ;aasl however, fouTte, to be unsatia- 
lactov.y ,Ala lea to tilo Lurstir6 of tbe ti ¡.s o- ,young 
41:Lae. ,oro trieci but iltasoAllges 
triple anO-t 
tb 1.14¡4; exeou as counter-staiL Irooku.i to be 
satisiactor4 Of ti.ie two, ii-144..k,'s staln 
was i.,;_asticultly sultaao for nu1ei iL 
the surL sta6es si.,ore-germination. 
The nuclei of t-a ores ,alwe L6611 staineU 
rekWily counte . It has been founU tilat mature 
&owes aro woL7.tly uninucleate alt..Axigh occasionullj 
2 to nuclei tlave besn obworved. (Text-figs 77, a ). 
This suAy be interixottki as aue to unu,u,A1 Uvision 
of ti-u. r-exi Lx .uc1eu s GI' ti Alen 
Text-fig, II. A.aurieula Judae. 'Tuelear phenonena of spore- 
gerination and in primary mycelium, (x 3400). 
germination starts tuís nucleu::. either uiyides into 
2 to 4 nuclei ain.. transverse walls are 1aiß iouJil 
between them to form 2 to 4 ur.inacîeate cells 
(Text -fig. 2,b) or their numb_r may. increase by 
repeated division and up to 8 nuclei have Leen 
counted (Text -fig. 2e). In the latter case w.tei, 
the germ -tube begins to develop at one or both enus 
of the spore, tie nuclei m. rate into tip tube as a 
this ceonoc;r t. _c condition soon pas,.es over i.r: 1.o a 
uninucleate condition by mere of less delayed 
f or: ration of septa (Text,fig. 2, c to j.) The 
largest number of nuclei which has been observed 
in un unbranched tube is b. (Text-fig. 2,f ). The 
end -cells are not always uninucleate but often 
contain two nuclei. This is pos;. :iblÿ due to tie 
division of the pre-existing nucleus gnu delay in 
septum- forreatiorì. It has been observe: that at 
the beginning these cross -walls are formed in- 
dependent of the nuclear pi euowenLL an, they are 
rather difricult to demonstrate. ehen on the anther 
hand, the spore is divided into 2 to 4 uninucleate 
cells, the nuclei of one or more cells m4 remain 
undivided buiu the nuclei of those cells 4aìiich give 
rise to germ -tubes always uivide (Textsfig. 2, k to 
and all or some of the daughter Luclei m1grate ihto 
the developir , d elm- tubes (Text-fig. 2,o) frail ihich 
subsequently uninucleate hyphul cells are produced 
by tne of trunverse 
Liavced 1..riLl4Ary or loiu. Licelluut co:sts ui 
uninucleute Ct.L.L1 enii;,,ue cai-ections. 
(iext-f16. 2, ia,1) 
Lk e stricture 1,1* giA04 Laiia tioa,L,, 
141.4 Le uesorlueu uere. It 4,ructicull4 QCCLiilutti tae 
entire wiut of -Lie hy¡dua. (ciex 2, 1101.) As 
nucleoLls stains intense4 with irou-hael.utox,ylin ,nu 
In u carefully destuined ire¡.aration it cun be 
oeserveu dgarly. Lesli e nucleulus t.6.610 are iii6.444 
stuineu zranules wituin tue nucleu but no inUiciAion 
of uny reticulum Leen o4..;erve. A ciece is 
aten Uecernable Athin thltr]kanguitilnduS°Lcileur 
LJembrune. The nature of few deeild ituinIn6 
6r44nules freueneld occur tiii tne hyidhue 
Wreen 1V1g. ovule. not Le Ueteltilne,, bertuinty 
Lut tney ure unuoubteuly Quch sLiuller taun the 
norLul nuclei. 
As a result OX kuirins betauen vrizJur motiospo1 . 
oi oo4te sexes, .L,e Aacry cìiw 
bearin6 c...aigspi-connectica.is aus ewen obtained,. iu u 
iiwu unu staineu -.¡Averatiou thi4 ure k4:14:44À 
recoguisect Uut tne uctuul pluce orizin Q tue 
seconLlay bye vias obscure, WAJ to the ixttaerice or 
u dense weft o LQJ growinz 44¡;1414 anustomoseu 
iriu4ur1 at tile line of vcztactf, itdie,"¡ cuu idu 
easily erace bua ebree UlAunce into tile culture 
rather tne uctual klac f ori6in. For -LUG 
e 
Text-fig.'''. A.auricula Judoe. tarts of secondary .ayceliun 
Zn-i-Inc nuclei aM different types of clamp- 
connections. (x 3400). 
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reason it was not possible to s4.,u6;.,,. critically 
the de.eails of the proces, of diploul'hation _Lu 
conjugate division of the nuclei. However, the 
cells of tii L. sec-nary mycelium ure typically 
bi-nucleate (lext-fig. a,b), altnough 3 to 4 
nuclei with plane septa are not uncemmon. (Text- 
fi6. 3; d,e). This shows that the members of the 
cenjugate nuclei cn iviue independent1 y. even when 
there is 110 question of clamp-connection. The 
occarrece of cl_mp-connection in the secondary 
mycelium is not, howeven, regaLir. (Text-íi. 3, c.e. 
The same hypha may bear plane septa as well as 
clamp-connections. In the former case, this 
aLsence is posibly due to division cf the nuclei 
in a conjugate pair independent of each other 
forming 3 to 4 nuclei taut in the latter ínen sim- 
ultaneous division of the two nuclei of a cenju6ate 
pLir takes place, in which the two spinules are to 
aceemmodated side Ly slue in the narIow lumen 
of the hypha a metnod for widening the hypha to 
facilitate division, is adopted resulting in the 
formation of ciamp-connection. Althouh no attempt 
has been mude at present to study in detailc the 
formation of clamp-connection and the nuclear 
phenomena asoclated with it yet from the structurai 
point of view three types of clamp-con.liections can 
be recognised as follows. 
41. 
(1) In the first type the form agrees closely in 
salient points with the uescriptíens given by Bensau 
(1118) and Kinep (1U6-20). A short sle,luer latera 
pocket grows out from the sicle oi the terminal 
hyphal cell, curves uownwrards, touches tht main 
hypha (Text -fig. 3, g,h.) anu ultimately 1 - fuses with 
it. Befc,re or afte, fusion one cross wall a :pears 
across each spindle of the dividing nuclei near the 
base of the pocket anti across tae kypha tioucaing eac 
other at an angle (Text-fig. 3,b). In this type of 
clamp- co..nection the terminal cell receives a pair 
of" conjugate nuclei as soon as the division is 
complete but the ::ub- terminal cell anu the lateral 
pocket (Text-fig, 3,a) are both temporarily uni - 
nucleate. e`.hen the lateral pocket fuses wi t-h the 
sub -terminal cell the latter beccwes binucleate, 
(2) The second type agrees closely with the first 
type but the lateral pocket does not fuse with the 
main hyphes. A gap is formeu between the point of 
c;,rtact of the two cross.- wall: anu the lateral 
pocket so that the nucleus can pass easily into the 
sub -terminal cell below. How this gap is formed 
could not be ascertaineu with certainty. (Text -fig. 
3, f,h,i). This tipe of clamp- connect.Lon is very 
common in Ais icularia auricul e- Judae, and although 
figured by Larnett (137) has not yet been fully 
described. 
(3) In the third type, which s uncommon, the 
42 . 
lateral pocket, iustead o.k. curving i;Mu uDLn 411.11 the 
main hypha ju t beloa i place oi' oriz4n, ct..11tinues 
to 6row like a iÁLJ1 branch and after proceeding a 
little distance ; curves and fuses with the main 
hypha so that when clamp is formed a wide openin6 is 
seen between it and the parent hypha (Text-fig: 3, j. 
that It has beennoticedithere is no constant time 
relationship 'between nuclear divisieca, 
and the fusion oi the lat,eral pocket excei.tin8 in tha 
the wall-formation which alwa:y takes place after 
nuclear Lily ion 
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VIII. LLCAY MS T'S Iie T 
LràbG.JkaTÚltY . 
The ratural re; i...tance to deca, of rJoou Block 
saLples of elder was tested in the 1aLorGitor,. The 
process in gener41 invoiveu in ex,osing small 
sterilizeu samples of Bluer to the a&,tack of 
huricula ía a iculk.- Jucìa.e growing in pure culture 
under centrolleu conuition.. anu tìzo amount of decry 
due to fungal attack was estiL teu by measuring the 
loss in ury weight. Various L.ethods were suggested 
41:ù durabilité tests on different tubers were mue 
k y previou.. workers like g uru hx j (112i0) , L xter 
(1',w2b) Hubert (1:,2i,), (16) but 
the method used by the writer was, followrs. Small 
tes block: sere cut anu planea to i" x " square 
and 2" lori; with the long axis ..aralled to the grain 
of the good. In :mil cases clear material, free 
from defects were taken. To ínci out ti actual 
loss it L m decay, the test -block) were s..r sally numbe ed 
on all faces with a soit lean persil and were dried 
in 31 oven at 600C to a cci_staLt weight. Tige drying 
of the woou to a c oL.stant wei i t ana rec ca uing of 
the weight .sere necessax' where the rate of decay 
was the object of experiment. The blocks were 
then thoroughly scakeu in cií stilleu water, íu L, in 
houx tubes with grater at the bot Lora , plugged and 
sterilized at 1L, lbs. íres_ure for 10 minutes. The 
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object of this ia.s to st iilize tae wood blocks in 
a saturated atmo.: í.here so that little loss of .later 
could take place from ta. surface of tiie w..od 
(locks and eonse uently lesser time was needed for 
st.riliwation as pointed our, by Chidester (17, 
l ) . These blocks were tiler asep tic:A.1y taken out 
and exposed to vigorously groaning cultures of 
Auricularia auricula- J'udae in 1000 c.c. .rleni yer 
flasks, each containing about 250 c. c. of 2. &,t, malt 
agar. These flasks, each cont.íning 6 samjles of 
wood were kept at a conLtant te: l t:rature of 23 °C in 
darkness. Within a month, all tae surfaces of tile 
wood blocks were covered with shoot:_, white and felty 
rì ß: celium but on the surface of the medium the ü celiuw 
formed a coal. act regulo e mat .1 1.1,11 chad. s of light 
Vii aceouL cinnamon to Vinaceous cinnamon aixeu .rítt 
raised, felt;; areas. In order to obtain a 
significant loss in weight the periods of exxposure 
to fungal attack were 4 ruont.ls and 8 months as re- 
comrended ay Cartwright and Findlay (lí6). After 
completion of the tests tc flasks were opened tae 
superficial mJ celiuu, was carer: ully removed gituout 
aging the good blocks, weighed oven ärieu in 
similar manner, the resulting weights compared ,iith the 
original acid the percantage loss on dry weight of the 
St,'urac= r*oot4 h4.4U b to c i4.Lcul ated`flL . , f F9a , 24,2g), 
45. 
Table 4. Decay resistance of elderwocu after 
4 months' test. 
Ivo. of Initial cven- 
blocks. dry weight 
(grins.) before 
test. 










































. 587 134. 
.723 16.1 






. 585 14. 
.604 15. 
.368 9. 
Average loss in dry weight 
Range - '8.:0 to 16..0 
12.2 
46. 
Table 5. Decay resiEtance of elder after 
8 months' test. 
No. of Initial oven -I 
blocks. dry weight 
(grins) before 
test. 




1 3.987 3.125 .862 
2 3.858 2.938 .920 
3 3.807 2.54,5 1,262 
4 4.015 3.079 .936 
5 3.984 3.089 .895 
6 3.98o 2.764 1.222 
7 3.818 2.596 1.222 
8 3.958 3.013 .945 
9 3.894 2.932 .962 
10 3.999 3.204 795 
3.864 2.965 .899 














Averaae loss in dry weight %. 25 




The tables 4 ana so ù that the average losses 
in weight of elder .00u in culLai-es; auu to 
itura44,A=iMAkl, 4,1.1/44 
after 4 ana 8 months reseectivel.,. .hen ene 
reskective values of the loss in ..eight in 4 aria 
months are cofq,ared, the loss in weight after monous 
nearly 
i4( twice of that after 4 mo_ths. This loss is ,,uite 
significant as the testces h,ive lost d 144h 
percentage GI their original wei,bt daring the test 
aLd it can be sa.i.elj concluaea that the .ocia has 
low resistance to uecay, Findla'y (1.,38) has classii 
flea the timbers ehich he testea into five groues 
reslocas to their natural resi.tance to decay ana 
accordit.,01,) eider wooa falls under his tnon-res-stent° 
group as this class laideidC416 aversc.,e losses 
10-30k during 4 months' tust. 
The moisture contents of the wooa blocks at the 
couxenceuent of the exeeriumnt ma 4 ana 8 months later 
have been determined. 'ihe average moisture contenL 
of the wood blocks before they were eArosua, to fan,,al 
action was 8.3i) while that after 4 ana months' 
tests .exe 6)4,6 and e.44, respectively. No attemet 
has, however, been matte to central the exact moisture 
centent aurinc, tMa exk_riment, still it was necessary 
only to fina out whether the moisture content 4,18 
L.,,,ode the fibre-saturation-point oi the 
eveL-dry Jaight of the wood) or not low the activity 
of the wooa-rotting fUngus in br.,Ií116 about the loss 
_s pointed out by Cartwright una Findlay (15o4b). 
48. 
IX. Lr;OCULki'IaN _.X1:,.,iilPrl,IùTS. 
In the present investigation inoculation 
experiments were carried out with cut twígs in the 
laboratory and al. o with living trees in the ï ielu. 
In the former case the method folioed by Brooks and 
iúoore (11-.3) was followed. In this experiment young 
twigs of O. niAra about 4" long were kept with their 
erus in water, their upper ei,us were cut off and 
spore-su: ensíoi s of Auricularia auricula -Juche in 
sterile water were applied to the freshly exposed 
surface and never allowed ,o dry cut. These were 
then placed under a moist bell -jar at 2 0C in 
darkness. Longitudinal sections were made through 
the inoculated ends of the twigs at intervals of 
24, 48 y 72 and £ i hours after the si.,or s had been 
awed. Sections cut after 48 hours show that the 
majority of the sores had germinated on the surface 
ü?;u had sent hykhae down into tine eler enLs of the 
wood ultimately forming a vigorous mycelium in about 
96 hours. Since these twigs could not be kept in 
anactively growing condition, their invasion by 
iui icuîaria auricula -Juuae could note be regarded us 
an evidence for its parasitic action on trees. 
evertheless; it can be said that if by chance the 
shores L owehoJ alight or, the surface of the wound, 
they can germinate on tae surface under suitable 
cendiLions irouucii-:g gems -tubes which in sow- way. 
pas:_ uo n into the elelit;nts of &he stood. 
Fïel íLocuiations were started on healthy 
living trees of .Ltrueus a and Saw ucus racewos 
in April 1:.5 . The trees inoculateü were either 
young, about 2 to Z years -olu o much older anu were 
grouting in a Nell -lighters open situation. In the 
latter case only the lower branches wee e inowiateu. 
Inoculations crepe made at (Afferent times cì till 
year for a period of ten months (Larch to 
January. 161). The operation involved aüs to wake 
a cross inciE ion through the bark end the branches 
were inoculated by transferring actively gi o.,ir 
Lvicelium from tube cultures into the wound by care- 
fully. lifting u flap oí the bark still attached to 
it. In case of very young twigs longitudinal 
trungential incisions were first made doernaarus 
through the outer skin in order to obtain a flap of 
the skin still attached at the base. The inoculurì 
was teen placed into the aounu under the flaps 
Before inoculation the surface of the twig was 
wiped out .'ith ab olute alcohol and subsequently 
washed with sterile distilled water in order to 
free the surface Trots, contaminate ion as far as 
practicable. Lacs flap was then covered wi -al 
moist absorbent sterile cotton wool with a piece of 
thick paper over it to prevent drying out and firmly 
bound with a string. Three types of inocula were 
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used for this experiment and these were taken from 
mor :oskJorcu , rolysi.orous ana dicaryotic mycelia 
rade available for the . ur'pose. At the begínYiixAg, 
twelve inoculations were made, six of each keelAng 
adequate controls,. In case of Sdmbucus racemes, 
only three inoculations were dole on tho :ïkin Edith 
controls below. The strip; and the cotton-wool 
were removed after a month and the inocufateú brai4ches 
were left exr,oseù in that condition. At titis stage 
no external :sign of infection iras, however, visible. 
After About four months the tree:., were again 
examined and it was found that, in all cases, both 
S. n gEA and S. rcemosa seemed to have taken task) the 
infection. (Pl. Tx figs.3,.37} . The wounds were 
gaking open and somewhat swollen only in case of 
S. tai ,ra. The irvüdeu wood was discoloured ,And 
somewhat dark brown in colour. The controls re- 
mained flat ß;n,_1 there was no such ciíscolouration of 
the wood below the Lark. After about 8 months tue 
infected wounds became more conspicuou : und there 
was considerable amount of saelling around the 
wounds in ca e of S. ni;zra but no such swelling. ,i s 
observed in S. racemosa. At this time no fruiting; 
bodies of the fungus were i'crmed ¿n there was 110 
other indication of decay. This was o. Aly to be 
exj.:ecteu owing to tiffe very- slow-growth cf trie fungus 
even when grown on culture media under favourable 
61. 
cenditions. As there Caere no other external 
effects of inoculation the internalcenditions of .,he 
infecteu branches were examined microscopically. 
Nycelium as found within the tissues of all the 
branches inoculated. It was however, not uniformly 
distributee ithin the tissues of the host. In both 
cases, the hyph:iewere present in the bark and livinL 
cortex Lut especilly abundant in the periphieral 
portion of the eood. The pith and inner layers of 
the wood were eithout any trace of eypha. In the 
cortex, the hypha ramified through the intercellular 
spaces but also foune penetrating the living cells. 
They spread more rapidly threuh the vesels ix a 
lengitudinal airection tin e an in t certex. Pene- 
tration in the transverse direction wae rather slow. 
Very little can be said at -present as to the 
ultimate efiects produced by the advahced mycelium 
and the greatest distance to which the mycelium had 
penetrated into the eooe from the point of infection. 
It may, however, be said teat in CULiii of S. nigra 
the hyphae traneversed about half an inch in 4 month 
aLd to abcut an inch in 8 months from the point of 
infection ii longitudinal direction while in S. 
racemosa this aas much less) being 8 m.m. in dout 4 
months. All these point to the fact that Auricularia 
uricula-Judae under conditions favourable to 
infection is able o infect elder trees. This was 
further confirmed by re-isolatiL the fungus from 
J2. 
different infected lesions-. 
Another set of experiments was started in 
OctoLer 1960, when ;Jung twigs of S. nigra were 
inoculated with nonosporcus mycelia. After a t:eria 
of 4 months these were examined aLd os:tive results 
were obtained. 
53. 
X. DISCUEn ION . 
A study on Aurícularia auricuja- Judae and its 
effects in taie living trees and on stetlized good 
blocks make it pc) A.ble to discuss in general sc ie 
of the salient points regarding the relations 
that exist 1 ,tween the fungus ..an- the host. 
Fructification Cof the fungus are con ncuuiy found t 
grow on the trunk and older branches of living 
elder trees ( mbucus ni -;ra) and as such the fungus 
is c ten supposed to be a parasite. At prese:;t 
t:.:ere exists diffeï ences of opinion among the 
ix.vestígators regarding the definition of a trti 
I,arasít is wood- rotting fungus. According to s oome , 
parasites are those fungi Which grow upon living 
hosts while otners regard tho.-e as parasites which 
actually derive nourishment from the living tis : ues 
of such hosts. Therefore, in order to determine 
whether a stood- rotting fungus i.. strictly parasitic 
or not, it is es; ential to find out the presence of 
living elements within the tissues invaded anu 
whether the for ;us :actually attacks and destroys 
such cells. Microscopic examinations of the 
different regions of elder woou shows that the only 
living elements in the sap good are the parenchyma 
cells filled ,iith starch grains while the fibres an 
the cells cci_stituting the vessels have already 
died. In ti1G heartwood, on the ether hand, the 
b4. 
elements are all Beau anu the x'cou materials have 
been transferred out of the parenchyme cells uuring 
the .rocess of maturation. It is, therefore, not 
imperative that a fungus attacking taie sap o oou 
would, necessarily invade the living, p renchym4: cells 
since the ultimate death onu disintegration of auch 
cells may be incidental during the process of 
digestion of t io ileac elements of the ¿oou by the 
activity cf the fungus. 
Inoculation experimehts on healthy eider trees 
( . r L.nu . r ceko:.a) with Auricular is auricu.u 
Judae carried out in tige field have shown that the 
fungus can invade living tis :was of the cortex 
through wounds in the ark and the cambium is killed 
at the :lace o infection. ïiie ayceiiurn is Loth 
inter anu intracellular. In such case th, progres 
of decay would be from the bark to the 400(4 portion 
of the stem. The ourse of infection, however; 
depenus entiree, on the initial point of infection, 
whether on the injured bark or on wounds due to 
cutting don of the ì r; nches. It has al..: o been 
exi erimentally iroved that under controlled ccriuitic 
the sores of .uricularia auricules -Juüae are celle 
to geminate on freshly cut surfaces of elder 
twigs and can send don hypha into the -tissues of 
the host. In such cases, it is apparent, that in 
all probability the woody portion of the stem would 
be at tacke u first ana the causal agent after enteri 
JJ. 
the host rioulu spread from the centre to the 
.,eriphery of the stem. It has not been possible 
to study the progress of such on iniection in trie 
fielu. From the results of inoculation experiment 
however, ï can be regarded as a ;.ound parasite 
killirg the living cells of nox ul vigorous trees 
although the fungus shows a preference to mow in 
'Oú 
the woociúeriving it 
Ì' 
/entirely from the ueaa wood 
elements ana in extreme cases causo severe heart 
rots. 
Whenever fructifications of Auriculari4 auricu 
Judas were collected for this investigation in most 
cases it was fourra tog row upon the stub of a Lroke 
branch or the ola trunk o i ú livir. g tree which as 
almoEt in the process of eying. In such cases, bo h 
sap woou und heartwood were particularly decayed. 
In sonie cases the srorophores weï e .,however, seer, to 
burst through the bark of lives older branches 
borne on the deca. jr ins trunk snú this may be regarde 
as a positive case of parasitism. Microscopic 
examination of the branch revealed the presence of 
mycelium in the living tissues and in the sap -wood 
from which cultures gale mane. The bark became 
loose, separated easily aria a muss of whitish mycel um 
was found in between the bark and the sap wood. 
During field study it has been observed that 
the trees at Hopetoun, which formeu the basis of 
5t). 
this investigation anti were g ro . ing in a shady, low 
and moist situation, were atLackeci by the fungus. 
Trees growing wilu at other places on higher laid 
have been found to be somewhat ;:rctecteu from in-. 
faction possibly due to lower ;,umidíty of trie air 
which is unfavourable for spore -germination. It 
can therefore, be assumed that the fungus does not 
usually attack trees of normal vigour but it would 
spread if the trees were unfavourably circumstanced 
It has already been stated that the foresters gnu 
landowners regard elder as a plant of little value 
anti as such its branches are usually heavily cut 
down at any time of the xelar forming open wrounds. 
This also has been the fate of the infected trees 
at Hopetoun and as such Auricularia auricula Juane 
being a wain parasite possibly entereu through 
these wounds and brought about infection. The 
fungus is common there as a saprophyte on dead 
branches ana during I.. cve caber to February forms 
fructifications. The spores, after being shed 
and carried away by the wind, alight on the cut 
surfaces of the branches or on wounds in the bark 
bring about infection under favourable conditions 
prevailing there. 
The a;mounI cf damage in the f ielu caused by 
Auricularia aurícula -Judge has not however, been 
determined. :experiments on durability tests on 
57 . 
elder samples cai Tied out in trie laboratory have 
shown that elder good is 'non- resistant' to uecay 
due to Auricul.aria auricula -Juu..e , sí .ce this 
class suffers average losses IL weight from 10-30 
rEr cent unirg 4 months' test. Them: is no doubt 
that thi loss quite s:t nif ícui t ar:ù such in uri- s 
would cause serious deterioration in the quality of 
the wood.. 
XI. SUMBAiX . 
1. Auricularia auricula -Juuae, t,ecauEe of its 
wide range of distribution in the temperate and 
tropical regions throughout the world and its 
adaptability to grow on a great variety of wood, is 
undoubtedly responsible for the deterioration of 
large quantities of wood annually. Although 
commonly found as a saprophyte, it has been found to 
grow as a Parasite on eld.. r (Oambucus nikrra) . 
2. The fructifications of the fungus have been 
thoroughly described and their pecularieties noted. 
They are readily recognised in the field by their 
soft, gelatinous, semi-transparent, irregularly 
lobed, sometimes conchiform or üuriform anu sessile 
fruiting bodies, becoming hard and horny on drying. 
The fruit -body is composed of hypha showing numero 
clamp- con.Yections. 
Z;. Inoculation experiments on healthy stanuing 
trLes of both S. nigra and S. racemosa carried out 
in the field have shown that the fungus, in both 
cases, can attack the living tissues trough wounds 
in the bark but in all cases the growth of the 
mycelium has been verb- slow. The fungus, however, 
shows a preference to g row in the wood and in 
extreme cases cause severe heart rots. It has 
also been experimentally proved that under laborato 
5. 
conditions the spores of Eauricularia a uricula- 
Judae ure able to germinate on freshly cut surfaces 
of young elder twigs ana can send down hypha into 
the tissues of the host. From the results of 
inoculation it can be re_;arded as a wound parasite 
on normal vigorous trees. 
4. For this investigation fructifications were 
found growing upon living trunks and comparatively 
older branches of eiuer, uk ua1ly bursting open 
through the decayed or cracked Lark. Close expnrine 
'Lion showed that the younger branches had been 
regularly cut down annually whereby open wounds were 
exposed. Through these wounds the fungus presuniabl 
hau infected the trees anu ultimately attacked the 
heartwood, thereby rendering it unfit for commercial 
use. These trees wereg rowing on a low, moist 
situation and were found to be attacked with the 
fungus. Host species at other. t ïaces growing on 
higher land were found to be protected from infectio 
possibly owing to lower humidity of the air and the 
consequent poorer condition for spore - germination. 
ä. In the early stages of attack the fungus produce 
incipient rot pocket: at the periphery of the wood 
but in an advanced stage of decay both sap -wood 
and heart -wood are attackeu : i Bich are rendered lígî t , 
soft, spongy and easily breaking up into sections. 
The heartwood bec omesholloa at the centre and the 
60. 
rotten wood eventually falls into small flakes. 
Thin sh,,,ts of coi spícuous whitish mycelium are 
found in the shrinkage cracks along the grains of 
the wood* The ui stri i.ut ion or by .::ßìe vy í't, .,iri tae 
decayed wood i; fairly uniform, i.eix.- vdrtícu.idrly 
abundant in the uedul ar rays and to a certain 
extent in the vessels in the early stages of ciec,ìy. 
The clamp-connections are zicre frequent in the wide 
hyphae. Lore -holes are num rous in tiffe advanced 
stave of uecay and the fibres and vessels are o ten 
com etely tilled up with my.celial wefts as: ociateci 
with yellowish gum -like material. 
6. Chemical changes in the woou during the process 
cf decay have been tested with micro -chemical stain 
in tom on us=e. In the is rrti -lly uecayed wood trie 
change consists .1:rivarily in gradual delignii'ic4ìtio 
of the highly lignified parts of the se . ondary wall 
of the elements and as such the residual cellulosic 
materials show more intense staining reaction. 
7. Lxperiaeiits on durability tests in the 
l iboratory have shoran that eluo_ wood is non - 
resistent to decay due to iauricularia ìuriculü -Jud 
since this class suffers average los; es in ti'ei ,it 
from 10 - 30 í ercer;t curing 4 úlorths' test. The 
average losses in weight of elder' od in cultures 
have been l2.2ò and 23.:3-p after 4 anu 8 mo.lths 
re sective ly. 
L. Cultures o th ru4ì 14,we beeu s.acke frk,is s_ore 
aLa si ti 444 aec,,deu cikaro.cuxi, es 
been 1..rese:,tea on 1,otato-..extrose agar and, 
walt agur. Ii isolation.3 tile culture., starteu 
in L.A. ciam" ra,u Qi grssta taa 
140..11 laic' meal. bas Leen 610.. Isore or less tile 
semi; but 4.. little tawt,...r u ji.. 4¡ar. It is a 
w..ite rot fun6us as it 4ives .0a.6ive oxidase 
TOUCtiOLS 1),AOLJULAOS Loeui=411 
J. Jç or cziìnta,1 cc..aitiom of lijlt anu tawiAramm 
tare si tiJc 1..Aoratory iructificat.,ons si 
444e 41 14Q4A1 +4134i-ii 
and viable Lasialos4esies .4ave Lt t obtaiued iu 
artiiicial cultures orii4nati4; fres tbe iLicoted 
tisueu cf eid.4 VariouE devices aaclifteu to iz:.uuc 
ti.. cuLtu t fructify ve been awscribea. 
Cultures various sgar boaever, U.Jve uct 
fructified at all. 
10. Tbe LasidiosIxores 4ave reaulld, iu 
watel' eriu cu ugur asedia ke,t UTICIfir various 
of libt U1,4i telsrature. IL -water at l.0 k; C taed 
iaave geruiluated ouly by ixoduciu6 43041 bu at 
LZC Laauy si :lave in rise to utickir- 
briJucimiu gurze-tubes boariu6 clusters si coni...ia at 
ti s 0i :crt brrices, OL 4gar media 
under all conk.itions dirct 
zeruo-tubes ¡As been oLserved. 
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11. The spares ut first mostly ininucleate. 
At the time of 6errí;ination this nucleus either 
divides and 2-4 uninucleate cells are formed 
the c,cr e or the division is c ntinued without waîl- 
forrr.._ ticf tc fo -rÀ3 u r ultinucleate s ore. The nuclei 
migrate into the gem-tubes and this coenocytic 
cenUition soon l)óó68 over into an uninucleate 
condition by wore or less delayed formation of septa. 
These cros 4ulls are formed indel:endez.atly cf tae 
nuclear phenomena aziu they are rather dill icult to 
demonstrate. Sometimes the nuclear division and 
wall-formation take =lace in succession so that 
from the beginnin uninucleate primary, u c` iuw is 
proueceu. The cells of the secondary mycelium are 
typically bi-nucleate although 3-4 nuclei with plane 
septa are Lot uncommon. The occurrence of clamp - 
c onne c t.:i ons is net, however, re ;ui ar . The same 
hypha may Lear plane septa as well as clamp- conhecti ns. 
From the structural point of view three types of 
ch=ap -corrections have been described. It has been 
OLServed that there is no constant time relationship 
between nuclear divisions wall-formation anu fusion 
c ' the lateral , &ocket excel iin in that the wall- 
formation which arrays takes place after nuclear 
division. 
12. uricular°iu suricÀ la- Judue is heterothallic and 
not strictly bi- sexual. P4iriz s of monocporous 
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PLATES 
Piú,1iL I. 
Fig. 1. A group of fructifications of 
Auricularia auricula-Judae on a 
dead trunk of elder (Sambucus nira) . 
Fig. 2. A group of young fruit -bodies of 
A. auricules -Judie grow ing on tige cut 
end of a stout branch; the lower 
per.ion of this branch bore living shoots. 
PLATE I 
PLAM IZ . 
Figs. 3 & 4. Cross sections of the ii ected 
wcou sho tint various stases of decay; 
the bro lnish, pale-colouru -colour irregular 
areas .with small pockets cün be seen. 
Fig. 6. .
Fig. 
Longitudinal section of the wood 
sho,iín ; the rot; the pith has been 
completely aestroje.a. 
I4celial she is in between the 
shrinkage cracks .Loomed ulon ' tige 61-,ins 
of Cilt stuc(. 
Fig. 7. A cross section tilrough the fruit - 
body of -uricularia auricule- Juddae 





Pl,f ̀s i III. 
Fig. 8. Part tra3:sver3c suction of normal 
elder aooci. (x l06) . 
Fig. . Part of a transverse section of a 
partly decayed elder good; nasses of 
hyphae are visible ai hin the vessels. 
(x 1j3). 
Fig. 10. A magnified viea of a cross section 
of partly uecayed elder urood saoin6 
abundant hyphae aithirs . oocl-eles;ients; 
(x 450). 
Fig. 11. A general view of partly decayed elder 
wood in cress section showing distribution 
of the hyphae and spiral shrinkage cr .ck. 
within the fibres. (x 10). 







Fig. 12. A general viea of the wood in 
transverse section in an adv: ncecx. stage 
of decay 6tlo.:íng masses of hypik:te in 
the vessel, the bore-holes and spiral 
shrinkage crack., in the fibres. (x 1D° 
Fig. 1:. A vessel with by hae y.enetrat.ir' 
through the bordtreu pits. (x 3b)). 
Fib. 14. Wiúer hyphae aith clump -connections 
passing through the pits. (x 900). 
Fig. 15. A hypha penetrating the bordered pits 






Fig. 16. A hypha passing tin°cugh the pits 
of tie medullary ray cells. (z 900) . 
Fig. 17. -1. Completeu penetration of the 
cell -walls by the hyphae (figs. 17, 18) 
after their emergence from the bore - 
holes. The apex of a larger hy, ha 
his ueceme attenuateu into the relatively 
fine point cf considerably smul.ler 
diameter; it tip: reached the midci1e- 
lame lla ana is visible within the layer 




Figs. ÚO & 22. Fructifications of miricuïo,riá 
uuriculu-Judae f orwez.i at the edge of tiie 
Petri-dishes in artiiiciL:1 culture. 
(Figs. 20-21, x 4) : 
Irreoilar fructiiicutiorss fC,3'1,leu 





Fig. 24. 21-days-olu culture of Auricularia 
auricula-Juaae on malt agar at 2.b°C in 
darknes-. 
Fig. 25. Cultures of Auricularia auricuL,.-Judae, 
21-days-old; on potato-dextrose 4gar and 
malt agar in darkness ana at leC (a; c) anu 
(b, d) respectively. 
Fig. 26. -ood-block cultures of Auriculafia 
auricula-Judae; 130-days-old; for testing 
decay resistance in the laboratory. 
Fi. 27. Auricularia auricula-,Judae saooln6,) 
positive oxivaL,e reaceioL alter 2-1 hours on 
malt agar containing 0.o i,ef cent gallic 
Fig. 28. Voodm.blocks of elder sho,iin: uecu, 
after 8 months' exposure te ,i,uricularia 
auricula-Judae 
Fig. 26. 73111)=4ilergea mycelium of Auricularia 
auricula-Judae. (x 2.))). 
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PLATE VII 
a E -e. 
25 
PLANE VIII. 
Figs. 30 & 31. Pairings of monosi,orous cultures 
of Lulpulari, auricula-Judae snowing: 
(a) sce of aversion (fig. :-J1), (b) slight 
aversion Lut tie g as filled, aith 
uicaryotio mycelium (fig. 3C,' b, c) ana (c) 
even ii_terminling oi the mycelia (fig. 30 
Fig. 32. gar-film technique as uses in this 
investigation. The two colonies on the 
agar film are tao co tilt haploids 
which are in the process of fusion. 
F. 33. Spores of tAiricularia auricula-Juaae 
germinating uirectly into m.celia on 111_,it 
agar medium, (x 20j). 
Figs. 34 (1 3Z). Germinating spores ci' Auricularia 




Fig. 36. Inoculated twigs of Sambucus racemosa 
s3zoair1; infections after 4 months. 
Fig. v7. Inocu? dted Vaigs of mucus 
shoain the infection (b) and tie 
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IN FtODUCTION. 
stereum ry osum (Pers.) Fr. has been known to 
cause a thite pipe rot of o4k (Quercus robur Linn.) 
and is regarded as a fungus of minor importance on 
standing trees in Great Lr itain (Cartwright and 
Findlay, 1:'3e, 14e). In recent years attention of 
the writer has been directed to a destructive canker 
of oak in a private plantation (Calf our Estate) at 
Dawyck, south -west of Edinburgh, Scotland. After 
close examination or the diseased trees .ructificati zs 
of a fungus sere found on or near the cankered areas 
ana trie Fungus was icientifieu as Stereum rukosuu 
(Pers.) Fr. As a result or further Investigation 
it has been found that Ctereum rukosum is responsibl 
for such cankers on the trunk of oak. The affecteu 
lb 
trees were about 50 to o O yea, s old ens growing in a 
mixed stand with larch, sycamore anti beech... For th 
most part the oak trees appeared Lo be in good con- 
dition, but about a dozen of tie showed cankers on 
their trunks. The infected; trees looked unhealthy, 
their tops were poor and they were in the process of 
dying. The situation was rather damp and heavily 
shaded; the soil dampness äna relatively i4 Ai 
humidity of the air were suitable for such a fungal 
infection. 
Although the causal ozgani...m has been known to 
occur in Great Lrítain for about 100 years or more, 
its activity as a parasite to form cankers on oak is 
L. 
still unknown in this_ country. somewhat similar 
canker caused by a species of 3tereum was uescr.ibed 
by Potter (1901) from north of 1,ngland and he nurrleci 
the fungus as S tereuru cuercinum. Such canker- 
formation is uowever 
, known to cecur on the co:,tiner; 
of Muroje . Lddelbuttel (1::11) described canker- 
like wounds with £ructi icatiot.L oi fter euxI ru, osuu 
on a young oak ,,nd on an apple tree; these cankers 
resembled those on larch in outward appearance. It 
was Liese (1930), who first expressed the doubt -i,hat 
Potter's fungus mitt be : lereum rv, ;osuw. He 
described a canker of the ouk with numerous fructifí. 
tiotss oí: the fungus near the tease el i,.se trunk in a 
private good near Lerlin. A siLi.lar vier was al o 
held by Lergenthal (1 -: 1) who observed oak canker 
at various places in Germany and found that in all 
cases :tereuru ru; osum was found to be the cause of 
the disease. 3eeurrez.ace of similar cankers had als 
been reported from Denmark by Ferdinandsen úi:Au 
Jorgensen (1,.)38-). 
The major ,turf oseof this study is to describe 
and illustrate the canker disease änu its causai 
organism. It has also been considered essential to 
determine, by means of artificial inoculation ex- 
periments in the field, the parasitic activity of 
the fungus and the amount of damage it causes to 
samples of oak wood under controlled cenditior.s. 
The results obtained so far are given in the f cllowinn 
pages. 
3. 
II. SY"ríí 1'OiLiS . 
The symptoms were generally coiispícuous. The 
cankers on trees we a somewhat oval but 
most oïtei, elongated with depressed centres and 
swollen margins and were as._ ociated with the decay. 
(Pl. I, fig. 2 ). There was con, iderable uistorti 
of the trunk which rendered t1 iì1 conspicuous, 
especially when more than one canker occurred on th 
swm trunk. These cankers, measuring lr,- 34x12 -14 
inches, sere found at various heights on the stem 
from 1 -0 feet or more from the base upwards. In 
some cases two c nkers were found, one a ï.,cve the 
n 
other, on op osite shies of the stem. (Pl. 1, figs /, ,f ) 
bear the cankered area the trunk usually Waged ou 
and there was localised flattening at tree stem on 
side. (Pl. I fig. 2 ) . In case of a c ewearativ ly 
young canker the remnant of the stub of a aeciu eraii it 
could be seen at the centre. (Pi. I, fig. 2 ). 
Ì unerous fructif ícutioiis of Ltereum rugosuua develop 
ed either near the margin or on the central portion 
of the clinkered areas, usually around the stub of 
the aeau Drench (Pl. I fig. 2 ). In an advanced 
stage of decay a cavity alas ferr.e : being , urreunded 
by a 1r= ominent callus ridge; its edge often bulged 
out vaing to lateral extens.lon. iwentually, a 
gaping wound surrounded by a raise, ca_lus- tissue 
was formed and never healed up. (Pl. 1$ figs. /, 3, v) . 
In extreme ca.es oí decay, both sap-wood and Heart. 
4. 
wood became aiscoloureu, li6ht, sat, somewhat 
spongy, and ultimately becoming brittle crumbled 
readily into flakes or powder on drying. Sometimes 
the sap -wood separated along the annual rinks and 
sheets of whitish mycelium was found in between 
t: ese cracks and between the Ù. rk and the sap -rood. 
úections from such extreme decay showed that the 
summer-wood to be mostly a network of middle-lamella 
and it was in this portion of the manual ring that 
Us wood separated. A cros.. section thrcubh a 
canker (Pl,. YZ, fig-. s ) showed that the decay 
extended into the heartwood which was c or p1 ete a y 
outsí, e th 
exposed, the sap-wood/wow-kJ Jeing cc pletely decayed 
in ether cases, the sap -wood was found in a badly 
decayed-condition. The progress of decay in the 
heartwood was rather comparatively slow. A narrow 
dark-brown invasion tore of the rotted heartwood was 
always visible towards tiffs exposed surface of the 
canker. `iis :sues outside this Lone appeared perfect 
ly sound. Lateral extesion at the edge of the cank 
to heal the woun, was clearl y visible. It was ob- 
served that after the formation cf the canker no 
complete annual ring was formed, The wood in the 
upper and the lover regions of the cankered stem, 
however, appeared normal. 
Q. 
III. T 1LIAL`' 14'áj '''' UDi 
The material` were collected in January dnu 
July, 10, in the form of freshly cut cankers from 
the infected oak trees. ás tae situation was s 
what shady, cool and daM , the fructifications of 
Stare= rigosum were found growing favourably c:u t 
surface of the cankers on the decaying trunks of 
living trees. The calkers aere macroscopically 
exa ,i: eu in the field and their c,:.:racteri..:tics were 
noteu as far as possible. For further stuu1. , 
portions oi the cankered trunk were brought into 
the laboratory and studied in a fresh condition. 
IV. TIE SPOhOPiIO w . 
Description. 
I Li ki O JM (Pers.) Fr. 
Fructizicütíoas. - Usually resu_....nute unu stretche 
out flat on the aú (Pl. I) fiè, . > ) 
soie Mmes efzuseu - reflexed .i th a n arro.í, 
free, upturned marginal pilaus (11. 74 :,fig. 6 ) 7 
diameter of tine resupinate i;orti on 1 to ti e.m. , 
reflexed portion about 2 to 10 m.m. deep and 
.5 to 2m. m. taick; often laterally confluent 
anu tige reflexed portion imbricate; leathery 
to corky, becoming hard L.I dr, ing; margin tiiic 
entire I often obtuse eale coloured 
1.31)per surface. - At first silky iÀU Pinkish 
iu colour; becoming glabr -us anu 
couceutrically zoned .:1-k,h aLe; radially 
furrowed; Pinkish burl tocards the margin 
but Drab gray to Vinaceous drab on weatheiling. 
Coutext. - thin; coriaceous to rigid; 
to '-ellowish. 
HYmenial surface. - Pru.inose, uull; bleeuing 
red when fresh if cut r bruised; sometiL, 
uneven; pale Pinkish buif to Pinkish bull:, 
often becow.i4, greyish 4th age. 
Basidia. iiiongated, clavate; CALLoarisioli 
about 38-50x5-6 
Sj)ores. ilyzaine; oblozig ani 
and somewhat flat at one side often 
slightly curved; dimension out 
6-12-x3-4.5 
gyptidia. -4;lone. 
Lactiferous cells. Numerou-, curving up 
into the hymenium from the unuerlying 
tiue, slightly flexuous; reudish- 
brown in c0101.111 2.1)01.1t 3-urin 
Tissue uifferentiation. lu structure the 
fructifics.tions are about o00-1u00 (200D)t 
thick and the folloaing regions can be 
7. 
differentiated: ( a) a hy:.;enial l;.yer, 2 to 
many zoned, about 100-700 (1300)r- thick( P(.22-, 
(b) an intermediate la,yer; about 300-500r. 
thick, uau ccil_istíng of t=:ícli-aalled, hyaline 
closel e j túte , parallel hyi,ilae, aicut .h 
wíae, z o: c.1;y, emlty; (c) a golcn- yellow zone , 
about 80-10(7-thick lÿin6 between the inter- 
mediate layer arid the outermost hairy covering 
composed of longitudinally arranged iiyyhae; 
and (u) the hairy covering, about 100-400/-L. 
thick, consisting of hyaline or i ale coloured, 
at night or slightly flexuous ; septate hyphúe, 
about 4 wide , mattes. 
The above description has :peen Lased on wateri:. is 
growing on oak carper at DawrJ ck. The colours 
mentioned in this description are accordin4 to i'i ge 
way (l:1l2). In this country, the fructifications 
of >tereu rub.: o suzn are commonly found cri stumps, 
trunks and füllen branches of br°cau- leaven trees. 
The bleeding ayz eníum an L the presence of dark 
coloured conducting organs places tñi: fungus near 
Stereum san uínolentum and Stereum gausai;atum. 
It car, Le readi3- distir uished from them by its 
characteristic z .iltizonate hymenium and more woody 
texture. 
b. 
V. MCAY :JiP OAK. 
(a) details of the rot. 
In order to determine the extent of damage 
caused by the fungus v:ithin t host tissue, small 
pieces of spund and infected wood in varims stages 
of decay aere sec,ioned both free hand and with the 
wicrotome. Transverse, radial end tangential 
sections ea the wooe, about le to 2Orthick, were 
cut only after softening the materiale by ierLn 
the blocks in a vessel of gently boiling water until 
they became water-logged and eank. The sectione, 
thus obtained, .ere preserved in bC alcohol fpr 
future use. As it was very difficult to observe 
hyphae in the sections of the heartwood in an 
incipient stage of decay, differential staining was 
made of the sections by safranin and picro-aniline- 
blue as described by Cartaright (1) with satis- 
facLory- results. 
In an incipient stage of decay caused by 
askaluremES2a4 the mycelium is rather scanty but 
as the decay advances, it becomes distributed 
throughout all the elements of the heart-wood, 
being particularly plentiful in the vessels, medall. 
raye and wood parenchyma (P1.1*:,figs.22,23. The 
hyphae, sometimes filling entire cavities of the 
fibres, wood-parenchyma andfiay cells and forming 
compact mase'es, are rather fine, 1.rofusely branched, 
J. 
usually hyaline, occasionally yellowish- brown, 
about l -3 ,cL. across and .:its, infrequent c..I -- 
cennectioras. The hyphae within the fibres and 
tracheids are eaten seen to run in a more or .less 
loi, itudinal uir:ctíon. A gradual thinning out 
of the secondary walls of the fibres from the lumer 
towards the mid .le lamellae is eviuent but less 
ceumor<1y in the tracheids (Pl. 
_ 
figs. 
The vessels, ,íc ou-parenchyma are least affected, 
although the tylcses are often broken down. (Pl. r 
fibs. 21/,2s-). The 400ù parenchyma cells scattered 
among the fibres and tracheids shove little evidence 
of decay, excepVine the presence of rnumeroua bore - 
holes through which the hyphae pass. The hyphae 
at first ramify i.iu'eugia the pits but later uir ectly 
through the cell- alis forming. numerous bore- holes. 
These bore- holes, which ure abundant in an advanced 
stage, are at first circular Out later more or less 
elongated and about l-- across. Durk colour - 
,eù, brown to blackish gummy materials are present 
in the parenchyma and ray cells. ls. In case of 
extreme decay, the wood presents the appearance of 
a network of mid:le lamellae Out the vessels; ru s 
and wood parenchyma are still reco, nisütue. The 
elements break apart easily and can oe teased eat 
for examination. On being treated with phloroóluc r; 
and hydrochloric acid they turn pink which indicates 
that some amount of lain is still present. 
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(b) ',. icrochemicu1 "tudies. 
It has been mentioned in a previous purer 
(Sane r j E 1:-b1) that although icroc neLic al tests 
may lead to erroneous conclusion, taey are unuoubt- 
edly useful as indicators of the presence of lignin 
and cellulose and as such they are still commonly 
used ill auch .work. 
results of two microchemical Tests for 
cellulose and lignin in the nora ,iul and partly 
decayed heartwood will be recorded here. This 
has been dome by staining the sections with chior- 
zinc- iouine for cellulose and hlorogiuciu and 
s;y uroc alorie acid for lignin. Other microcheuíc 
reagents :saave aleo been er toyed unci the results 
of tuese F=ree closely with the chL.ti6es inuicuteu 
by the use of the above-mentioned reagents. The 
sap -moon :,ear the outer edge of the canker appear* 
to be sound and was completely ocluded by the cal1u 
ridge and as such partially decayed sapwood could 
not be obtained for such studie. 
Table 1/ 
11. 
TÀELL I. Results of staining for cellulose and 
lignin in normal and partially decayeu 
heartwood of oak (Q. robur)with Chlor- 
zinc- iodine ünu Phloroglucin -}IC1 
rLspe ctively. 
Cellulose ( Chlor- zinc -fouine) 
Elements Normal heart -wood Decayed heartwood 
Vessels...... Tyloses faint blue T'yloses broken uown 
to sometimes at places; remnants 
colourless. faint blue to 
colourless. 
Fibres Secondary walls Seculnary walls 
mostly faint blue, blue to colourless, 
often colourless. particularly near 
the lumen; sometí 
entirely light blue 
an._. often blue at 
places. 
cache ids ... Se c ol,dax'y walls Sec o nary walls in 
in some cases scree cases faint bl e 
light blue. to almost colourle s - . 
ood 
parenchyma,. End -walls at times aecoruary walls in 
blue, some cases light 
to faint blue; end 
walls often 
colourless. 
cells.... Some secondary Secondary walls aft 










Table l coi lt .sued 
lla. 
4111=1 
Lignin ( Phloroglucin-ilcl ) 
Normal .Jood. Decayed heartwood 
Tyloses red to colourless; Tyloses pale pink to 
primary and secondary colourless; primary 
walls deep red. and secondary walls red 
to light red: 
Primary walls red; 
secondary Malls light 
red to pink, often 
colourless. 
Primary walls reu; 
secondary walls red 
rear midc:le lamella, 
,ink to colourless 
near the lumen. 
Primary walls rem.; 
secondary walls lígA 
red. 
Mostly rid. 
Primary walls lí16 ht red 
to pink; seconuary wal: 
mostly pink to colour- 
less. 
Primary walls red to 
light red; secondary 
walls mostly pink to 
colourles. . 
Primary walls light red; 
secondary walls pale 
pink. 
s 
Primary walls reu Lo 
light reu; secondary w' is 
mostly pink., sometimes 
colourless. 
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From table 1 it will be evident that the 
fungus Call graau.aly digest both cellulose and 
duin6 the -krccess of decay, the heavily 
lignified being partially aifected. 
kahrueus et U. (.1), while studying the de- 
composition of wood by some white rot fungil 
have shown that ::tereum rugosum is mere specialised 
on cellulose, and attacks especially in the later 
stages, cellulose in preference to lignin. In 
oak the tyloses are lignified structures and give 
positive linin reaction. Sowetimes the faint 
blue colour with chlor-zinc-iodine may possibly 
be explained as due to the presence of u thin 
secondary wall of cellulosic waterial which responds 
to the test. Although broken down dt places, 
they are -present in an advanced stag:e of decay 
being filied with hyphae and perforations in their 
walls but the usually fall apart during the 
process of sectioning. 
13. 
VI, Çü11'iÚ :iïUL+.LLS. 
Stereuui Xugosum was grown in culture aiiu their 
characteristics studied on two different media, 
viz. y potato- dextrose agar and 2.5K, malt agar. 
The pH value of each medium was adju,_teu ana after 
sterilization was found to be 5.2. The initial 
cultures were made by the use of spores froc: fresh 
syorophores found on the surface of oak cankers 
and from portions of the decayed heartwood. The 
methods for making cultures had already been de- 
scribed (Borner se 1,51). Ali cultures were grown 
in test tubes, 6" x " in size and ¡ ept in dark -. 
xt and 
o 
es; in different incubü tors at 18°C  C 
respectively. For dateiminin6 taie rate of growth 
the m celiur was however, grown in Petri -dishes 
3 m.ut. in diameter). In most cases the rra; ce ium 
grey; out in the course of a week and from these 
sub-cultures were made in malt agar tubes w4ch 
served as stock cultures. Tis;.:ue cultures were 
obtained from th` areas designated by the numbers 
1, 2 and 37 while from areas 4 and 5 no cultures 
could be secured (text-fig. 1). Microscopic 
examinations of the sections taI.en from these 
regions showed that hyphae were not (,resent in 
the areas 4 and 5. It is, tiìerefore y obvious 
that the byphue could not renetrute far beyond the 
invaded zone. After e auf grison it was found that 
Text -fi g I Diagraramtic representation of a croes-section 
through an Oak Cauker showing different regions; 
a, the zone of decayed heartwood; by sou.nd heartwood; 
es ss.pwood. The nutnbers indicate regions from 
which cultures of the fungus were attempted. 
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the cultures obtained from the infected wood were 
identical with the polysperous ores in cultural 
and microscopic details. 
Tige colour exhibited by trie mycelium during 
gro. h has been expressed according to hidgeway 
(:w12) and the terms used to describe the texture 
of the peat are triose of Long ana ilarsca (l alb) . 
(a) Ç. ídase tests. 
Lavend (1.928) described a test by which 
dark rims apeár aroun,_, the inocula due to die 
presence of oxidases characteristic of the white 
rot fungi and these can be detected by growing 
the fungi on malt Agur medium containing 0.5 par 
cent ß allíc or tarinic acid. This test has been 
.erxormed with Sty rugosum and it has been 
found that it , being a white rcpt fungus, can produce 
such rings and therefore capable cf decomposing 
lignin with of er substances. The intensity of 
reaction was however, at first mile on gall1e acid 
medium but later it became intense. The diameters 
o; the riras after 48 and 72 hours were 12 add 15 
C. z , f9r. II, i2). 
m.m. resx.ectivelyA The fungus can also give 
positive reaction to the test recommended by Preston 
and L n:..an (1x46) and pa rtio_ ] y bleac d the colour 
of gentian violet ;resent in th,, medium but about 
6 weeks' incubation is necessary before definite 
results can be obtained. 
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(b) gultural characteristics. 
Stereum rugosum ( z)ers. )Fr. 
(1) Hur4.t Gf` Ic Lh.- (Pl. ,f'i s. i3 ,,. On 
potato-dextrose agar at 18 °C the growth starteu 
with much rar.iuity u u within two days after 
inoculation thin cat-my my celiu i appeared over the 
inoculum ano with an i ÿres: :ed and souden g rowth, 
about 3-4 m.m, across, over the surface of the 
slant.. Condensation of the mat started early ano 
in about 5 to 5 days this irloculum turneu felts but 
the mat proper became differentiated into a broad 
cotton -woolly zone, about 5-6 m.m. wide and an 
appressect, colourless zone of Advance. As the 
growth advanced, there was a felts bull over the 
transplant ano the whole surface oi the slant becam 
covered in about a week with a swooth, soft, 
homogeneous arid f elty rat. :after a month the surf 
of the rat beaus uneven due to the formation of 
small) raised) feat;; areas. he medium was dis- 
coloured and became pale 'yellow in cultures, 10- 
days -old. ho marked difference in cul aural 
characteristics eras, however, noticed in cultures 
grown at 2:- °C 
, excepting in that there was early 
condensation of the mycelium to fora a smooth, even 
and fe lty mat. On malt agar, on the other hand, 
at 18 °C the grol was poorer th_,n that e, potato- 
dextrose agar. ;:here was not much aerial mycelium 
e 
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and ita condensation was somewhat uel,yeu. It was 
for the most kart thin anu cotton-woolly with an 
indistinct and narrow advancing zone and the irwculu 
was sowewhat sub-felty. In about 10 days the loagr 
half of the slant tended to become felty which later 
became entirely so towards the end of third week. 
The ccaour of the meuium ch.-red somewhat pinkish 
in cultures, 13-days.-old. At 23°C, the growth was 
more or less the same aL- that ut 180C but aerial 
mycelium was formed and x,urt of it becme cottony 
within 5 days after inocul,tion. 
(ii) Colour - On ,Lotato-dextrose agar, colouratioh 
appeared first in about w days after inoculation 
over the transplant as a patch of Lijit buff' or 
alt buff, The central portion of the mat 
turned Pinkish buff in cultures 10-Uas-olu; 
other kortions remaining white till the end of 
fourth week when Light buff colour appeured on the 
lower half of the that arounu the inoculum. At 
230C the pigmentation of the mat was more or less 
the same lout patches of Light buff colour appeared 
over the white LJat in cultures 35-days-old. On 
mat 444ar, on the other hand, colouration at both 
temperatures first appeared aftef a fortnight, only 
ever the transplant as a patch c Jarm buff. Late 
Light buff anu pale Antimony -yellow appeared 
throughout the Whole mat in both cases but it 6Wia 
l. 
to be more krorou -.ceù in cultures kept at lboC. 
(iii) hate of x °o..ti. - The rate of grodth ; bota 
on potato- dextro e aar and m It :gar kept under 
identical co-uitíu s , was more or leas the sauce 
and the daily increment in diameter of Petri- 
dish cultures was cett:rminec. In all cases 
average measurements were taken ar,d iounu to vary 
between anu 10.b m.m. 
(iv) ïiyi:hal eaarctex°s. - 
Aerial üt; celium: two hypes of hyphae can 
be recognised, viz.) (a) wider tin-wùll,ed, 
hyaline hyphae , about 3-4 
%u` 
across) co:u- 
paratively few, more or les:: straight, 
distantly branched and septate, with occasio 
al simple clamp-connections) H - connections 
f°re:uent; and (b) thin-walled, rrow 
îiypïiae 
Ï 
bout l-2.5 µ wide, numerou s , muc a 
Lraxxcheci ; blanches originating usually at 
right angles to the main hpyhd , distantly 
se/tie ; straight or flexuous) often spir'r31.1; 
coiled, e.7.amp-connections l'areCl. 
Subx:e rged tae same two types of 
hyphae cai be reconiseci Lut wita slight 
differences as follows:- (a) wider hyaline 
hyl;hae more fre::juent , about 4,..5(6)/LL wide) 
much braDCllet::, septüte closely or ifyreuwnt 
straight, or flexuous) 4ith coarsely granulLx 
cc..tents ï often sk.arse , cl,rmp-co.1nections 
y 
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rare; and (b) f_,ner, much branched, 
flexuous hykhae, out 1.5-3p-wide, wita 
coarse granular coutents 4yaline or with 
a yellowish tint, clamk-coni...ect_ons rare, 
originating from the wider hyphae anu often 
clustered( PC. 7.2y- , /8 ). 
(c) ProUuction of fruit-bodies in culture. 
Cultures of 'tereum rugosum grown in test 
tubes diu not form fructifications on various 
Qeula such as malt agar, potato-dextrose agar 
oatmeal agar. ilowever, whiie ,,aking decay 
resi. tance tests with oak ta0,14,16 in Lrlenmayer 
flasks, small resupinate fructifications akkearea 
cn the surface of the Lait agar slant near the bare 
glass surface in cull,ures aboui, i.1-months-olu. 
E ). he Lead= for develoking 
skorophores recomnendea by Ladcock (1s,41) was tnen 
tried. Sawdusts or beech aild si,ruce, mixeu 
sekarately with Badcock's 'accelerator, in I/al-di:46 
proportions (o-40¡; by welgat) after bein6, soaked 
in water, were used in Petri-uishes, test-tubes 
(20 x c.m.) anu ;,aucock's apparatus (Badcock, 
1b4L) anatius various devices adopted for obtaining 
the sporophores h-d already been daser.bed 
(Eanerjee, 15l). After sterilization the media 
were inoculated by the fma-us I1u the cultures a.re 
kept in darkness at room-tem erature (180C-2lct) 
1. 
inside a closed chauber in which weeerately high 
humidity was maintained. 3ubseL,uently, when the 
mycelium entirely covea the surface of the medium 
or permeated through the medium within the tubes, 
all cultures were removed and placed in strong 
diffused light OD a table about Z; feet from a large 
w_,ndow of the laboratory. The itm6us made 
exceptienaily rapid and luxuriert growth on the 
sawdust medium, -particularly on thee centaining 
30-4e) per cent by weight oi the saccelerater'. 
It was only in Petri-dish cultures with 
W.-40k 'accelerator' that the necelium Liegan to 
form small, fevtile, resupinate fructifications, 
sometimes with a narrow, marginal, hairy pileus 
near the rim of the Petri-dish ir aicut months 
after inoculation. (P1.7i,fig. 9 ). The upper 
surface was soMewhat greyish but the hymenial 
surface was light buff in colour. In test-tubes 
the fruit-bodies were not formed although there 
was much cendensation of the superficial mycelium 
near the opened mouth of the tube. in I3adcock's 
apparatus, on the other hand) irregular resupinate 
growth was noticed outside tee rim of the teL;t-tube 
within thc: flask, in about 5-6 months. (Pl./t, fi. 
These did not develop further, posEibly due to limi 




I.Ft'+ .iAT :líY . 
In order to uetermine the natural resistance 
to decay of oak sax les caused b atterem_EA,s400 
under controlled ccr ditions , stood -block cLltu:r a 
of the furtus were made in 540 c.c. . :;rlerurreÿer 
flasks, eacil conting 250 c.c. of 2.üß, malt agar 
which was slated after steaization. These 
flasks were tien inoculated with bits at actively 
growing mycelium and were incubated at 23°C in 
darkness. E:ithin a week the mycelium nearly 
cove vd the surface of each slant an- was read 3 to 
receive the test-pieces. 
The blocks ior durability tests were uniformly 
cut from se nu wood, x i inch square anal G inches 
long, with the long axis parallel to the grain of 
the wood. Tie heartwood and sapwood were tested 
separately and close attention aaspaid in gettilig 
representative materials. These , ere then planed 
and serially numbered on all faces with a soft 
lead pencil. In order to determine the actual 
loss in weight due to decay these were dried to a 
constanír weight in an oven, maintaining a tamperer 
turc of 60° 
C. before sterilization, these blocks 
were put in each houx tube, having distilled water 
at the bottom and sterilized in at autoclave at 
15 lbs. pres.ure for 10 minutes. The idea of 
21. 
sterilizing tì woo o. blocks iu this w y was to keep 
the atmosphere around them more or less saturated 
during the procesL so that little loss of water 
could take place from the w000 blocks and consequent 
lesser time as required for sterilization as pointe 
out by Chidester (1V67,135). The test-pieces were 
then taken out indivluually and exposed to fungal 
action by placing them on cultures within the flask 
These were then kept at a cohstunt temperature of 
2:PC IL darLnes,-. The period oI exposure to fungal 
attack was 4 me_ths. After the completion of the 
test , the blocks were takeri out of the flasks, the 
superficial mycelium was carefully removou witnout 
damaging the wood blocks, weighed aLu again dried to 
a censtant weight as before. Ti.ie resulting cry 
ueights subtracteu from, the originul anu the percen 
loss, based on dry weight of the sound material, 
were calculated. The average moisture content of 
another set of sapwood and heartwood block, before 
and after they were exposed to fungal actioh were 
determined in the same way. This bias necessary 
to ensure that the moisture content oi the wood- 
blocks was much above tue fibre-saturation-point 
which is essential for the satisfactory groath 
averEk3e 
of tne wood-rotting fungus. The/moisture ccntehts 
of the heartwood and the sapaood, after sterilization 
22, 
were founu to be bo,b,j,, and 90.2 resiectively. 
As the ex¡Jeriment was ccnducted for a limited 
1,eriou, no atteLpt was made to ccntrol the moisture 
content after they were ex osed to fungal action 
in order to establish its relation with the 
1.1.06res3 of deca. 
ro.;ta of tho mycelium on woou-baocks 
wcis incidentally noted. %.ithin a month after 
inoculation all the faces of the sai.wood blocks 
were coli,letely covered with vi4,orousld growing 
dense, uniform, cotton-woolly u which 
later becanfe felty. /L ). The 
mycelium was mostly white but li6ht buff colour 
apleared in .eatchts with the age of the culture. 
Considel-able 6rowth of the uucelium an to the bare 
glass surface due to vigorous growth at the edge 
of the slant was in evidence. On heartwood blocks, 
on the other hand, even after a north the growth 
was rather 1,00r, thin, cotton-woolly -na ,atchy, 
'becoming soi4iewhat felty at laaces 
PigbJentation of the white mycelium o.1 the wood- 
blocks was, however, not in evidence. 
The results of the exl;oriment are given 
ih tables 2 and 3. 
LlaOles 2 3/ 
e 
Table 2. Decay reListaLce ot sooa of 0,.k 
after 4 moLth3' test exkoea to 
212EigMEg0Pum. 
No, of Initial oven' 

































































Iniera6e loss in ury- wei6ht .... . 
(Range: 
.... 10.8 
9.2 to 1 8 
24. 
TaUe 3. Deca'.y resiAance of heartwood of oak 













1 4.261 4.013 .248 5.8 
2 4.392 4.124 .268 6.1 
3 4.693 4.394 .296 6.3 
4 4.467 4.194 273 6.2 
6 4.120 3.859 .261 6.3 
6 4.240 3.977 .263 6.2 
7 4.151 3.858 .293 7.1 
8 4.430 4.159 .271 6.1 
9 4.515 4.253 .262 5.8 
10 4.222 3.941 6.7 
11 4.521 4.253 .268 
12 4.526 4.253 .273 6.0 
Average loss in dry weight (0.1). 6.2 
(Bkalge: 5.8 to 7.1) 
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'_hen the respective vJ. ues ci the losses i., 
weight due to tereum rc ;osum are studied in a 
comparative way the distinction) is obvious. Ie is 
evident that the loss of weight in the heartwood 
is bass than that in the sapwood. The loss 
suffered by the sapwood is quite significant as the 
test% feces have lost a moderate.7.;, high percentage 
of their original weights duri g the test äi,ü it 
cal Le safely concluded that the sa .wood h s low 
resistance to decay. The loss in the heartwood, 
on the other hand,, is much less anu the wood 
arse ar s to be moderately resistant to d cuy. 
Therefore, the sapwood a; u the heartwood of oak 
may to clasL:ed under Findlay's (1b38) 'non- resista nt 
and 'moderately resistant' groups of timbers 
respectively according to their natural resistance 
to decay caused by Stec °ewer os ; the former 
suffers average losses in weight from l0-:3(? . and 
the latter up to about 10 during four months' test. 
It ís, to be pointed out here that the averae 
moisture contents of the sapwood and heartwood 
blocks after ce pietion of the test were 131.ßs ; and 
GWs respectively- and this rise in water co tents was 
obviously due to absorption of water from the agar 
medium on which they were placed. 
26. 
Although Els11911Ermasum Uzali isciatea from 
the decayed tissues of tae cankered oak and grown 
successfully in the LA-orator,, on heartwooe, sapwoo 
and agar medi,.A, it was ceiderea desirable to 
ascertain whether the fur46us coula infect the 
trees Ly artifici-1 inocalation in the 
field. Drii, ummer of 1:A.), two inoculations 
were made on the trunk of healthy- Luercus robur, 
aleut 20-year-old, located in a krivate I.lantatioh 
it Dawyck, southm.west o.. Lainburgh, Scotland. 
The operation involved in inocalatin6 the oak tree, 
consisted in transferrik; asei,tically small bits 
of agar with actively growing mycelium from test 
tube cultures into a wound uaae by waking a cross 
incisio, about 2" x 2", threu_h the bark so Ei6 to 
obtain a flap of the bark still Atached to the 
trun Before making the incision the surface of 
the bark was wiped out Jith absolute alcohol and 
then with sterile distilled water in order to 
rove the sarface co_.taminatia.is as far as 
-kracticable. Equal number ol ccntrols were 
established on the same tree, iaaced on the trunk 
either above cr below the inoclations. After 
putting the inoculum under tie flap, the inocula". 
tions and the ceArols were irotectea Ly placing 
a moist sterile cotton wool above each incision and 
27. 
covering the whole with thick brown paper tied with 
a string. These were, however, later removed and 
both the checks and the inoculations were left 
exposed. 
After a lapse of four months the wound 
inoculations were found uniformly positive (131.W, 
figs. 20 while the controls re:. =aired flat and 
healed up. The surface of the bark around the 
infected regions was swollen, somewhat soft, 
slightly discoloured and the wound was hollow and 
gaping open at the centre. The callus tissue 
was not formed and this apparently showed that 
within a short ti:_Ie sufficient mycelium had been 
produced to parasitize the living bark ard the 
underlying tissues. 
In march, 1951, the tree was again examined 
( (. V//_ , . -2g), 
and the inoculated portions were removedA A 
cavity about one inch wide, two inches long and 
28. 
(PL. 75- . 29). 
iac.1f an inch deep had been formed, The 
sere d of the mycelium is lir.;ited by ? narrow, 
brown, rotted zone in the s pwcocs . Mycelium 
has been found. in all the elements of the wood. 
iii 
LL DISCUSSION. 
In this study evidence has 'eeen presented to 
demonstrate that tereum ru o .um acts as u virulent 
canker producing parasite on the col .: on oak in a 
.amp, heavily shaded situation. This ;.atiieen is 
widely distributed in Great Britain and in the 
continents of Urope ana Americo, usually growing a 
a saprophyte on stumps; trunks and fallen branches 
of broad leaved trees. This organism; generally 
believed of miner importance on stunc i:4g trees., 
under damp conditions ho, become an aggre:ssiN,e 
parasite and caused destructive cat kern oil the oak. 
There is reason to believe that the fungus has 
invaded the bark of the trunks and trecaliEl establish 
though grounds clue; possibly, to mechanical injuries 
and stubs of dead twigs. Close examiration of 
the young- cankers has reveal. u -chat the have in- 
variably developed around stubs of dead br ani ch es 
which have been badly decayed by the activity of th 
invading pathogen and the cavities are filled with 
:lugs of sort decayed materials. F'urctificaticns 
of the fungus have been invariably f Duna on the 
surface of the bark arounu th.. stub in y cung cankers 
That the fungus is able to infect healthy, living 
trees through «rcunus in the Lark has been positively 
c cnf ixíed by inoculation experiments in the field. 
As the result of the experim.nts it can, there oïe 
be concluded that "tereum rugosum is a wound parasit 
7 
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and is able to attack living oak trees even under 
normal conditions. 'ìhdt the sap400a of oak is 
non-resistant to ueca:,y an:x readily aLtackeu by 
Ftereum ra osu_ has been proved by experiments on 
durability tests in the laboratory. In all cases 
the cankers have shown that it is the sú ,woou which 
is most affectee anti has been ccmpletel;; destroyed 
forming an open wound exposing the heartwood. 
The heartwood, en the other hand, is relatively 
resi:.tant to decay and in tae open efound the i;rogre 6 
of decay has been found to be very slow, being acn- 
fined only to a limited, narrow, dark coloured in- 
vading zone beyonu which the heartwood appears 
erfectly sound. 
It has alreauy been mentioned that Potter 
(1:01) described a similar type of canker-formation 
on oak from northernirglant and the causal organ- 
ism was identified by him as a new species of 
Stems which he named "tereuw la ercinum. Both 
Liese (130) and Lergenthül (lz,3Z-34) questioned 
the identity of S, ouercinum Potter and they suggest- 
ed that Potter's fuxgus i1i ut be Stereum ru osum. 
They f ounce similar cankers in different places iii 
Germany and in all cases the causal organism was 
identified as O. rui.oeum. according to P ea (1 LL) 
Stereum cuercinum Potter is synonymous eith 7,tereum 
$pxdiceuin Ñ. and Stereum au gsaj atom Fr. recent 
work by Davidson ¿)$34) has shol,rn that Lz....slAioggi 
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and S. gausaiaturg are provably synonymous anu they 
are resro- Isible for the heartrot in various s ocies 
of oak in l- cricù. In Great Britain . sLuuiceal 
is known to cause a serious pipe rot in oak, gain 
entrance türough a large braach stuff: _nu a reaúir4 
up and down the trunk. If it is taker: for granted 
that S. c +uerexi .Auà4 Potter is synonymous with S. 
s;adiggm, thien (Yee fungus, responsible l'or the 
calker in question, i (çuite different from Potter 
fungus and from S. sl)adiceum in having a light 
c olcux°eu miaiho =.ate hyu*nium and more woody and 
usually resupinate fructifications; they have one 
characteristic however, in comme i.e. the presence 
of numerous lactiferous cells in the h ,lien ium ai1ich 
bleeds when cut or bruised, The fungus in ;uesti 
has been identified as Stereuun ruaosum (Pers.) Fr. 
and th,se characteristic features distinguish it 
Prow all other allied spA; oies of S ter euru. Linee 
the publication. of Potter's account on oak canker, 
L..._lamellealE has never b_eh co iected since and 
identified as such, ahile 11, rugosui ì is a common 
native on oak unu other broaú leaved trees, On 
account of these facts and from the descriptions 
of the aisease now given and that given by Potter, 
it may be su rested that tine oak canker described 
by Potter was possibly caused by aercaTn rosual. 
This fungus which has been reported frc:i: Germany as 
causing pipe rot, h;.ys given rise tc aestructive can ers, 
32. 
possibly due to uamp conditions ,,hich favour their 
develop:.ont. 
At present no positive liteehou of cure for severely 
cankereu trws can be auggestea they are almost 
sure to uie. In oruer to reduce the dauger of spre: 
to other oak trees) the cunkereu trees shoulu Ä. 
rei,oved from Lhe plantatian; this will make openin, 
in the croan cover anti thereby alter the uensity of 
the plantation unu humidity of the situation. The 
affected anu dean branches should be removed from ti 
trunk and any open wound should be covered with u 
paint IL oruer to Irotect the surface from moisture 
which favours fungal spores to germinate an the 
surface cauAng infection. An alternative method 
to apply a fuLgiciue to the cut surface to kill any 
suierficial spore. As both vigorous and noL-vigor 
trees are susceptible to the disease unLer unauitabl 
conditions, thinning would be advisable in order to 
admit more light and ventilation into the plahtation. 
3Z. 
X. SULalikh. 
1. A hitherto unre,portea destructive oak canker 
in Scotland and its causal organism, Stereum -os 
have been studied and described from Dawyck in 
Peebiesshire. Unuer certain conditions the disease 
become destructive, 
'4.The cankers have Leen found on trunks ol trees 
about 50 to 00--,;,.¡Iars-ola. The situation, on the 
whole, is dump and shady. 
The calkers are mostly op :4;cl with a depressed 
to hollow centre which is surrounded by a prominen 
may 
callus ridge anu are often laterally extendeu. Both 
sapweod und heurtwoou have been a tacked anu these 
gradually become discoloured, soft, aAngy, ultimo 
brittle, and crumble readily into flakes or powder 
on drying. 
4. The irucLifications of Stereum rugosum have 
en founu thd edge or near the centre on the 
curface of the dead bark, usually around the stub 
of a dead branch. 
5. LlIcroscopic characters of the rots have been 
fully described. It h een observed that withi 
the rotte,u tisues the mycelium gradually LeceLes 
distributed throughout all the eleLents of the 
wood, being particularly plentiful in the vessels, 
medullary rays and wood-parenchyme, Numerous 
bore-boles are 'present in the walls which are in 
an advanced stage of ueca;,-. 
ely 
:A. 
6. Chemical changes ill the woo L; uuring the process 
of decay have Leen tested with the usual micro - 
chemic_l stains; they shot that the causal 
organism can digest both lignin cellulose. 
,eing a white rot, tie fungus gives the positive 
oxidase test o. 1 tannic acid or gallic acid medium. 
?.':tereuns r osurn has bee-;:i easily obtained in pure 
culture from areas of both advanced 'nu incipient 
decay and also from spores; its characteristics 
have been studied en potato- dextrose :Agar ailil malt 
Agar. It can Le easily iuent:i. ieu by its 
characteristic dense, whites cotton -Woolly to felt 
mycelium, rapid growth and distinctive buff or 
pinkish buff colour of the mat with age. 
8. Ir ocul tions, nude on the wounded bark on tie 
trunk of a healthy oak tree employing mycelium ws 
the inoculum, have proved positive anu f or meu 
gapinL wounds. The controls have remained flat 
and he led up satisf actoril . This indicates 
that ,tei.eum rugosum is capable of infecting livi 
trees th. ough wounds in the bark and iL can, 
therefore, be reg grdeu as a wound parasite on 
normal vigorous trees. 
The relative resistance to decay 01' the sapwood 
anu the heartwoou of oak by S. rugo: ura has been 
determined in the laboratory. It has been found 
that the fungus is able io attack the sapeoou mac 
35. 
more readily tin the heal-Wood. The average los 
in eigat caused in the sapidood during 4 months' 
test has Leen found -Lo Le 5reati th.;:x that in tae 
heartwood. 
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PLATES 
PLATE I. 
Fig. 1. General appearance ui a heavily canìsereci 
oak (e. robur) in the plantdtioii; two 
cankers are seGn situated one aLoví: the 
other. 
Fig. 2. A col c r tively young canker showing 
characteristic swelling and flattening of 
one side ©ï the trunk; resupinate 
fructifications of >te uili ru7osuui can Ue 
seen on the decaying mark around the rotten 
branch stub at the centre.  .
Figs. 3 âc 4. Cankers showing advanced stages or 
decry; sapwood has been completely 
destroyed exi:osing the heartwoou. which is 
also partially decayeu. The prominent 
and raised callus ridge surrounuing the 
wound is evident. 
PLATE I 
1 
. Fig. S. A cross section through a canker snowing 
an advanced stage of decay; the exl;osed 
heartwood is decayeu shoring a 
narrow decayed home of advance beyond tinich 
the .leart.;oou and the sapwood úÑpear 
j erf'ectl sound. The ca.aus rime will be 
se n to elude the sapwood near the edge 
from deco' . 
Fig, u. ,ffuso-refìexed fructifications of 
r?igGSUt7i found gr0w:i.Iì near tie margin of t.lE 
canker. 
Fig. ?. i-. crus., section thc°cugh the fruit-ba.4 o 
S. ru ts.ce multizo.ate h;;menium. x 100j. 
Fig. 6. 0u -block cultures of il. ru osuì , 60 -di s- 
old2 for testing decay resistance in tiffe 
laboratory; a resupinate fructification has 
develol,eu on the agar surface. 
Fig. 5. Resupinate and ef-uso- reflexeu f'ructiiic.tions 
of S. rugosum near the ì ir+: of the Petri -uîs t' 
in artificial culture. 
Fi.. 10. Irregular fructification of 3. rugosur 
formed at the edge of tiffe test -tube within 





Figs. 11 ò: 12. AellmELNIAggialam giving oxidase 
reactions after 3 and 7 days res-ectively 
on malt agar e aiír O.. g1iic acia. 
Figs. 13 & 14. Cultures of .111Luy 7 and 
14-days-old on malt agar at 2C in 
darknes. 
Fig. L. Cultui% of 21-days-o1d2 on 
:potato-dextrose agar at 23°C in darkness. 
Fig. 16. Cultures of rugoaum; 21-days-old, 
OD kotato-dextrose agar and L4ait agar in 









Fig. 17. Aerial mycelium of S. rugosum 
saowi% halicoiu hyphae. (x k;uJ). 
Fig. 18. Submerged mycelium of S. rugosum. (x 
Fig. 19. Culture of S. mgcEUm an sapw ood- 
blockLs of oak for testing cfeoay resístanc 
1Ii tae laboratory. 
Fig. 20. Culture of ruuosum on heartwood - 
blocks of oak for testir , decay resist nc 
in the laboratory. 
Fig. 21. lieartood blocks of oak sí ovirig decay 








Fig. 22. Part of a tangeLti,,1 
section through dec,y,,a heartwood of oak 
showing the presence al: hythae ithîi 
fibres) wood parenchyma and ray CC-is. 
(x 100). 
Fig. Penetration o the walls oa. the 
parenchyma cells by the hyphae; the bore- 
holes can be clearly recognised. (z 4b0). 
Figs. 24 & 25. Transverse sections thu,t41 
heartwood of oak showix g. advanced stage 
of decay. (x 100). 

PLATE I. 
Fizs. 26 & 27. Inoculations oil trunks 
of healthy oak sho6r.1Z6 ini'ecticms 





PhotomnDL shoring infection on 
Ok, nine months nit or inocultion with 
iz;texeum ra,2221.111. 
Croco section of OAc through the 
same c,.re of infection, showing the 
cavity :1:10. sot in the cpwood. 
28 
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PLATE VII 
